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REVISED
Meeting:
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Date:
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Time:

10:00hrs

Venue:

The Boathouse Business Centre,
1 Harbour Square, Nene Parade,
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire, PE13 3BH

“Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a sustainable marine environment
and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to
ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries and a viable industry.”

Agenda
1

Welcome - Chair

2

To accept apologies for absence - Chair

3

Declaration of Members’ interests - Chair

Action items
4

To receive and approve as a true record, minutes of the 17 th Eastern IFCA
Meeting, held on 29 January 2015 - Chair

5

Matters arising (including actions from last meeting) – Chair/CEO

6

To receive a report to consider Health and Safety risks and mitigation - CEO

7

MMO appointee length of service ballot - Clerk

8

Review of the Eastern IFCA Constitution - Clerk

9

Revision of Sub-committee structure - Clerk

10

IFCA Parliamentary report – CEO

11

Association of IFCAs update – verbal report Dr Stephen Bolt

12

Review of MMO appointee selection process – verbal report Mr David Abbott
MMO

13

Cefas Observer programme - Norfolk coast potting vessels – Mr Robin
Masefield Cefas

14

Whelk Emergency byelaw – DCEO

15

To receive a report on a meeting of the Planning and Communications SubCommittee held on 25 February 2015 - CEO

16

To receive and approve the Finance Officer’s report on payments made and
monies received during the period 1st January 2015 – 31st March 2015 – Hd
Fin

17

To receive and note the Finance Officer’s Quarterly Management Accounts Hd Fin

18

Report on payment of Expenses to MMO Appointees – Hd Fin

19

Wash Lay allocation process update – Project Officer

20

Project Inshore Stage 3 report - CEO

21

Compliance Risk Register and Enforcement Plan 2015-16

22

Research report 2014-15 – Senior Research Officer

23

Research and Environment plan 2015-16 - Senior Marine
Environment/Research Officer
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24

FPV Sebastian Terelinck naming ceremony – CEO

25

Horseshoe Point Cockle fishery – CEO/Mr Conor Donnelly NE

Information items
26

Quarterly progress against Annual Plans - CEO

27

HR update – Hd HR

28

Marine Protection Quarterly reports

29

Senior Research Officer and
reports

Senior Marine Environment Officer quarterly

Any other business
30

To consider any other items, which the Chairman is of the opinion are Matters
of Urgency by reason of special circumstances, which must be specified in
advance.

P J Haslam
Chief Executive Officer
14 Apr 2015
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17th Eastern IFCA Meeting
“Eastern IFCA will lead, champion and manage a sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries,
by successfully securing the right balance between social, environmental and economic benefits
to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries and a viable industry”.

A Meeting of the Eastern IFCA took place at The Boathouse Business Centre,
Wisbech, Cambs, on 28th January 2015 at 1030 hours.
Members Present:
Cllr Tony Turner MBE JP
Shane Bagley
Stephen Bolt
Roy Brewster
Connor Donnelly
Cllr Richard Fairman
Paul Garnett
Cllr Tony Goldson
Roger Handford
representative
Dr Ian Hirst
representative
Neil Lake
Ceri Morgan
Tom Pinborough
Rob Spray
John Stipetic
Koen Vanstaen
Stephen Worrall
Cllr Margaret Wilkinson

Vice-Chair

Lincolnshire County Council
MMO Appointee
MMO Appointee
MMO Appointee
Natural England representative
Lincolnshire County Council
MMO Appointee
Suffolk County Council
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
MMO Appointee
MMO Appointee
MMO Appointee
MMO Appointee
MMO representative
MMO representative
MMO Appointee
Norfolk County Council

Eastern IFCA (EIFCA) Officers Present:
Philip Haslam
Andrew Bakewell
Frances Burrows
Jason Byrne
Nichola Freer
Luke Godwin
Julian Gregory
(DCEO)
Ron Jessop
Judith Stoutt
Robin Strigner
Stephen Thompson
Ady Woods
Other Bodies Represented:
Emma Thorpe
Natural England
Dr Will Wright
KEIFCA
Minute Taker:
Jodi Hammond
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Head of Finance
MEO
IFCO
Head of HR
IFCO / Project Officer
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Senior Research Officer
Senior MEO
Research Officer
Research Officer
IFCO

EIFCA15/01

Item 1: Welcome by Chair
The Chair welcomed members to the meeting. He announced that
Mr Worrall was unavoidably delayed but would be attending and Mr
Vanstaen would need to leave by 1300 hrs.

EIFCA15/02

Item 2: Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from: Cllrs Baker & Cox
(Norfolk County Council), Cllr Patience (Suffolk County Council) and
Mr Barham (MMO Appointee).
Members considered the reasons given for not being able to attend
and formally agreed to accept the apologies.
It was agreed to accept the Apologies for Absence

EIFCA15/03

Item 3: Declarations of Members Interest
In addition to the Declarations of Interest already recorded both
Messrs Lake and Garnett declared an interest in matters relating to
the whelk fishery.

EIFCA15/04

Item 4: Minutes of the 16th EIFCA Meeting, held on 29th
October 2014
Members agreed to sign the minutes as a true record of
proceedings.
Proposed: Councillor Goldson
Seconded: Mr Pinborough
All Agreed

EIFCA15/05

Item 5: Matters Arising
14/97: BASS STOCK MANAGEMENT - The CEO advised this matter
would be discussed as part of the meeting agenda.

EIFCA15/06

Item 6: Health & Safety
Since the last meeting there had been two issues: An officer was
experiencing neck and shoulder pain which may be a result of
display screen equipment deficiencies or posture. The issue was
being monitored with incremental adjustments being made to the
working environment to complement physiotherapy. Following the
opinion of the officers’ GP, an second opinion was being sought by
EIFCA.
The second issue related to concerns regarding an officer falling
asleep on a regular basis. The concern had been taken seriously and
referred to an occupational health specialist.
The assessment
confirmed there was no underlying medical reason for this and
advice was given on lifestyle and healthy living.
The assessment regarding safety risk at Sutton Bridge moorings had
been revised to an amber risk rather than red as plans are in place
for new mooring facilities which should be effective during the
second quarter of the next financial year.
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Members Agreed to note the content of the report.
Proposed: Dr Bolt
Seconded: Cllr Goldson
All Agreed
EIFCA15/07

Item 7:
Meeting of the Regulation & Compliance subcommittee held 25th November 2014
Members were advised the sub-committee had agreed to a more
forward looking approach to the byelaws which would allow for
emerging issues.
The sub-committee had agreed to the
Regulation & Compliance Strategy
Annual Strategic Assessment
Development of Management Measures
A housekeeping exercise on current byelaws to tidy them up.
The first strategic assessment had been carried out which resulted in
items on the agenda relating to bass and whelk.
The review process for regulatory notices was also approved which
had been published on the website.
A review of Rights in Common holders to ascertain the impact of
their activities on Protected Areas had been requested by Defra, this
would be carried out as part of the work scheduled to be undertaken
in the Research & Environment Plan 2015.
Mr Donnelly felt the Strategic Review should provide confidence that
issues would be looked at appropriately.
Mr Vanstaen questioned whether there had been discussion amongst
IFCAs regarding common issues. The DCEO advised he would be
attending a National Inshore Marine Enforcement Group (NIMEG)
meeting which would be looking into ways to promote and embed
joint working.
Members Agreed to note the content of the report

EIFCA15/08

Item 8: Finance and Personnel Sub-committee meeting held
16th January 2015
Members were advised that in line with the MMO appointee system
being reviewed the MMO had offered IFCAs an opportunity to review
its membership. The F&P sub-committee acknowledged that the
current set of members lacked representation from commercial
fishermen with a working knowledge of Suffolk and North Norfolk
fisheries and, a member who was qualified to consider and advise on
marine archaeology. A paper was presented to, and was approved
by the sub-committee to remedy these shortfalls.
Mr Pinborough enquired whether there had been any feedback from
the MMO. The CEO advised that the submission regarding members
had been welcomed. The recruitment process has been contracted
out to Hayes Executive, with the instructions that if there were not
sufficient applicants with the requisite skillsets then IFCAs could
proceed with gaps in their membership until suitable applicants were
received.
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Under HR matters it was noted that following the IIP assessment the
standard had been achieved and EIFCA had a certificate valid until
November 2016.
Finance matters had covered the Estimates and Forecasts of
expenditure which would be discussed as items on the agenda.
It was noted the public sector pay award did not apply to points
beyond 49, the sub-committee had therefore formally agreed that
the award recently given should be applied to any posts which fell
into this bracket.
The cost of modifications to John Allen had been revised and as they
were substantially more than had initially been agreed they were
reconsidered by the sub-committee, these had been agreed to and it
was noted the majority of the cost would be covered from the
current financial year’s budget.
Having decided not to move the offices to Lincoln Court it was
decided to make the best use of the current office space.
Expenditure in the region of £15,000 was agreed for this project.
Members were advised the terms of the contract for the Moorings at
Sutton Bridge had been received, for a £150,000 investment EIFCA
would receive a 20 year lease which represented a saving on current
expenditure.
Members Agreed to note the report.
EIFCA15/09

Item 9: Provisional budget for 2015/2016 and forecast for
2016/2019
The budget for 2015/2016 was put to members for approval to set
the levy for Constituent Councils.
The proposed levy would
represent a standstill budget, however it was advised that beyond
this timeframe there may be an increase in expenditure.
Members Resolved to approve the Provisional Estimates for
the period 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2016, and to note the
Provisional Forecast of Estimates for the period 1st April 2016
to 31st March 2019.
Proposed: Cllr Goldson
Seconded: Mr Vanstaen
All Agreed

At this point Mr Worrall arrived.
EIFCA15/10

Item 10: Payments made and monies received during the
period Oct 2014 to January 2015
It was noted that receipts during this quarter were quite low which
was to be expected as Levy payments were received during the early
part of the financial year.
Members Resolved to approve payments of £310,589 and
receipts of £4,739 during the period 16th October 2014 – 31st
December 2014.
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Proposed:
Seconded:
All Agreed
EIFCA15/11

Cllr Goldson
Stephen Worrall

Item 11: Quarterly Management Accounts
Members were provided with figures to compare actual expenditure
for the first three quarters of the financial year against the main
budget headings. Salaries were indicating a saving which was
largely due to there not being a full complement of staff until
October. There was also a saving in advertising as the anticipated
expense had not occurred. Whilst the figures suggested expenditure
was about £100,000 behind budget the expected expenditure during
the final quarter was likely to absorb most of this.
Members
Resolved
to
Management Accounts.
Proposed: Cllr Goldson
Seconded: Dr Bolt
All Agreed

EIFCA15/12

formally

note

the

Quarterly

Item 12: Mussel Fishery 2015
The Senior Research Officer gave a short presentation on the
findings of the mussel surveys. Whilst two additional small beds had
been identified unfortunately the overall stock levels had declined on
the previous year and were below the levels set in the conservation
objectives.
There were only 6 beds with stock densities which exceeded 25
tonnes/hectare and even these were showing recent declines in
stock levels.
The majority of the beds had suffered major declines in stock since
2010, with mortality exceeding recruitment.
In combination with declining stocks the beds had become a poor
fishery resource with densities too low to attract new settlement.
The cause of the die off was unknown it was thought it could
possibly be due to the stress of spawning when the mussel was
already weakened by disease.
In view of the total adult stock having failed to reach conservation
objective targets and the poor 2014 settlement making it unlikely
that the stock would recover the Senior Research Officer felt it was
not appropriate to open a mussel fishery. The only exception to this
being Welland Bank which had approximately 210 tonnes of mussel
growing on the rocks. This tonnage was excluded from the SSSI
conservation objection target as the area was treated discreetly to
the rest of the Wash.
The nature of the Welland Bank was such that it effectively managed
itself, receiving regular spatfall. The rocky nature of the area
prevented dredging or over fishing. It was therefore suggested this
bed should be opened for a handwork fishery, and should remain
open until the surveys were carried out later in the year unless the
CEO deemed it necessary to close it sooner.
Following the presentation members questioned whether other areas
were encountering the same level of stock dying off, they were
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advised that there had been a report of a mussel bed in a river in
Devon having been lost.
Members questioned whether Cefas were actively looking into the
reason for the die off, whilst it was not part of their workload the
SRO advised that Cefas were always willing to analyse any samples
he sent to them, however Cefas only have two virus tests which they
carry out so if the cause is not one of those then nothing will show
up, Cefas would be better placed to recognise parasites.
The SRO advised that there were numerous elements which could
lead to the decline of stocks and other factors combining, it would be
difficult to pin down what the problem was.
The SRO recognised that there may be a need for more investigation
into the cause but also questioned what could be done if a disease
was identified as it is not possible to immunise mussel stocks. Paul
Garnett felt that as most of the mussels which were dying were 3
years olds at the point of spawning, which was similar to the cockle
situation, there was a need for further investigation particularly as it
was not just a fishery resource but also part of an SAC. The CEO
suggested that rather than looking for what was wrong with the
stock perhaps there was a need to look at what was right and seek
to capitalise on the resilient mussels that remain post the 3year
threshold. The SRO also felt that if it was possible to identify trends
and occurrences then management could be adopted to exploit those
stocks which it was anticipated may die.
Acknowledging that a fresh set of eyes looking at viruses or
parasites may be beneficial Dr Hirst suggested the possibility of
funding a PhD student.
Mr Lake believed the problem was recruitment of stock and believed
the recruitment from the lays had been underestimated in the past.
Mr Worrall felt that as the Welland Bank was a 3D bed which seemed
to remain stable perhaps there would be some benefit to carrying
out trials with a matrix elsewhere, which would offer similar
protection to the mussels.
Members Agreed to:
Note the results of the 2014 autumn surveys
Note that the survey results showed the total mussel biomass
and the adult mussel biomass were both below the SSSI
Conservation Objective targets, and as such did not provide a
buffer above Conservation Objective targets with which to operate
fisheries or absorb natural die-offs.
Note that several of the beds were in a state of continued decline
and in poor condition.
Note that there had been a poor settlement during 2014 that was
likely to delay future recovery.
Note that in January 2014 the Authority consented to open a
small seed mussel fishery on the understanding that there would
be no fishery in 2015 unless the surveys were able to show
significant recovery had occurred.
Agree that as there had been a continued decline rather than a
recovery, there were insufficient mussel stocks to support either a
harvestable fishery or a seed mussel relaying fishery without
having an adverse impact on the sustainability of the stocks and
the favourable SSSI condition of the site.
Resolve to open the Welland Bank until such time as the 2015
mussel surveys began or earlier if the CEO deemed it necessary
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Proposed:
Seconded:
All Agreed
EIFCA15/13

Cllr Goldson
Stephen Worrall

Item 13: Mussel Regeneration Project
The Research Team had identified that whilst the mussel beds were
not readily regenerating, those areas which did show signs of
settlement were usually in areas of cockle shell. Consequently they
had instigated a project to explore a possible method of attracting
seed to facilitate the recovery of mussel stocks. 72 tonnes of cockle
shell had been put down in 3 20m x 20m sites which along with 3
control areas were monitored monthly. All of these areas had
previously been heavily fished. The outcome had seen the cockle
shell sink into the ground and whilst the outcome was not as great
as had been hoped for the settlement on these three areas was
better than in other areas of the public beds. It was estimated that
the experiment had attracted approximately half a tonne of mussel.
These areas would continue to be monitored throughout the year.
Whilst the experiment had not been conclusive as there had been
insufficient settlement on the public beds to compare it to, the SRO
suggested taking a further area of ground which had recently been a
mussel bed and covering ½ hectare with 200 tonnes of shell to
attempt to regenerate a piece of mussel bed. In order to carry out
this experiment he was seeking the Authority’s approval to continue
the project and use WFO funding to finance the project.
Mr Lake questioned how much the project had already cost, he was
advised the initial phase had been approx. £5,000 and the proposed
continuation would be approx. £15,000. Mr Donnelly felt that if the
project could enable recovery of the fishery it was a good use of
resources.
Mr Goldson questioned whether there would be any benefit from
putting the shell in bags to try and create a wall. The SRO advised
that whilst he did not believe that would be a suitable method he did
anticipate creating topography by putting shell into ridges and
furrows and in a long block which would give any settlement an
opportunity to grow.
Mr Stipetic questioned whether consideration had been given to the
possibility of the project requiring a marine licence, which the CEO
was able to advise had been taken into account and a marine licence
would be applied for. Mr Vanstaen then questioned the long term
viability if the project was a success and was rolled out to large
areas, would this need permission from NE. The CEO felt that as the
cockle had originally been sourced from the Wash it should not be a
problem to redeposit the shell. Mr Donnelly advised this would still
need a Habitats Regulation Assessment and the scale of the deposit
would need considering. The CEO emphasised the need to promote
sustainability and the need to do something to encourage growth.
The SRO advised that the UEA had contacted him with regard to
work experience for Masters students, so he was trying to get some
core samples of the areas taken in order to monitor the site to
ensure no damage was being done.
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Mr Lake questioned the viability of the experiment compared to the
expense. The SRO believed the potential return was worth the
investment.
Members Resolved to:
Note that scientific literature suggests a raised matrix of live
mussels and dead shell bound together with byssus threads provides
an important habitat for recruiting fresh settlements of mussel seed.
Note that the mussel coverage on several of the beds was
insufficient to enable these raised matrixes to develop.
Note the results from the Authority’s 2014 mussel regeneration
project indicate the project had had a moderate success at attracting
mussels to the experimental areas, even though there had been a
poor settlement on the inter-tidal beds during the study period.
Approve Authority officers to continue and expand the mussel
regeneration project during 2015, to attempt regeneration of a small
area of mussel bed.
Direct officers to consult with the Wash fishing community to
discuss further funding for the experiment.
Proposed:
Seconded:
All Agreed
EIFCA15/14

Cllr Goldson
Mr Worrall

Item 14: Wash Lay Applications Update
The MPA sub-committee had directed the Project Officer to finalise a
few issues to speed up the lay application process. In line with this
the lease had been updated, the issue with regard to “death of a
layholder” had been clarified and mitigation measures had been put
in place for lack of food availability. All of which had been checked
over for legality by EIFCA solicitors.
It was hoped the covenant relating to death of a layholder would
provide a sense of security and assurance that the stock belonged to
the family, and unless there was a good reason the lay would be
passed onto a family member for the duration of the lease
remaining.
Members discussed the trigger levels for food availability, it was
explained that should such a level be reached there would be a need
for stock on the lays to be reduced. It was stressed this would only
be an emergency measure for use if the wild stocks of cockles and
mussels were at risk.
Mr Brewster queried what level of reduction would be required, the
Project Officer advised this would depend how much stock was on
the lays and how drastic the situation was. Mr Lake advised that
razor fish were also a filter feeder taking food and could add to the
pressure on food availability but currently there was no fishery to
manage these stocks, he questioned whether there should be a
fishery in place for this species. The CEO advised that currently
there was no fishery permitted on razor fish and to survey them
would be an enormous task.
Mr Lake advised the stock was
currently under the EU MLS. The CEO advised he would take action
to investigate the razor fish fishery.
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Members Resolved to:
Note the progress made regarding lay applications.
Agree to adopt the updated lease agreement
Agree to adopt the process for dealing with the death of a
lease holder
Agree to adopt the mitigation measures relating to food
availability
Agree to the CEO investigating the feasibility of a razor
clam fishery in the Wash.
Proposed:
Seconded:
All agreed

Mr Donnelly
Mr Spray

The CEO advised members that the Project Officer had done a
tremendous job in the last 18 months and wished to thank him
publically for this.
EIFCA15/15

Item 15: Bass Management
The CEO advised that initially it had been considered that an
emergency byelaw was required to manage the protection and
exploitation of bass stocks. However, recent action by the EU
Commission to prevent the use of mid water trawls, which would be
effective until the end of April 2015 suggested there was less
urgency to the situation. He also advised there were reports that a
3 fish per day bag limit may be brought in for anglers and that the
MLS for Bass would be raised to 42cms.
Bass were considered one of the most important species in value
within the EIFCA region for recreational fin fish. The current level of
fishing was way above maximum sustainable yield limits. There was
also reportedly a lot of unlicenced and unregulated fishing taking
place. With stocks declining management measures were required
before the situation got any worse.
Mr Pinborough felt the paper provided some really useful information
but was concerned that the EU ban which was effective until 30 April
2015 for pelagic trawling only would have a very minimal effect on
the EIFCA District. He felt there could be a delay of 18-24 months
to get a MLS in place and the bag limits being discussed were in a
very early stage with the consultation phase only just starting.
The CEO advised that he did not feel the scenario for implementing
an emergency byelaw still existed as the fundamental criteria of
urgency and the unforeseen nature of the crisis no longer existed as
EU measure were being implemented.
However there were
proposals for the introduction of local management measures to be
implemented at a slightly slower rate.
These included the
introduction of nursery areas and an increase in the MLS in
accordance with contemporary scientific advice; regulation of
recreational netting activity and the introduction of bag limits for
recreational anglers. There had been a mixed reaction amongst the
industry to these suggestions.
Mr Holborn (sitting in the public gallery) was invited to comment.
He acknowledged the ban on pelagic trawling was a good start but
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agreed with Mr Pinborough that it would have little effect in the
EIFCA district, and went on to say that if action was not taken he
believed the future breeding stock would be lost. He therefore
hoped the Authority would use their ability to put in place
emergency measures.
The DCEO advised that the use of an emergency byelaw would have
to meet scrutiny, with the minister having the ability to cancel it as
well as it being open to challenge through a judicial review. He
therefore felt legal advice would need to be sought prior to
instigating an emergency byelaw, particularly as he had spoken to
fishermen who had landing of 36-42cm bass as part of their business
plan. Mr Pinborough advised there were recreational businesses that
rely on bass as part of their business plan.
The proposed minimum net size was questioned by Mr Stipetic who
felt that a 100mm mesh would not be sufficient to protect larger
fish. The CEO advised the intention was for the Minimum mesh size
increase to be incremental to prevent undue expense for businesses.
Dr Wright (KEIFCA) advised that in their district the bass fishery was
more mature. He acknowledged that nursery areas could be good
regional management measures but felt there would need to be an
evidence base for the locations selected. He felt the introduction of
a MLS would be more effective on a national level.
It was noted that the river Stour was split between EIFCA and
KEIFCA, when asked if KEIFCA would be supportive of an emergency
byelaw Dr Wright advised that he did not the mandate to comment
but advised that KEIFCA were waiting to see what EU were doing
before taking any action themselves.
Mr Pinborough, highlighted the River Stour was the only cross
boundary and EIFCA have other rivers and estuaries to protect.
Mr Spray was concerned there was a risk attached to doing nothing
as it could mean netting may happen during the important summer
season, he would prefer to have an emergency byelaw in place, and
believed it would be reasonably secure against a judicial review.
This view was supported by Mr Pinborough who felt going down any
other route would involve consultation and would realistically take
12 months.
Mr Donnelly felt there was a need to balance the risk on the basis of
what was presented to members, which he felt was acceptable to go
down the route of an emergency byelaw.
He questioned the
suggested MLS of 42cm as he was not sure it would protect 50% of
the female bass and thought a larger MLS would be more effective.
The CEO advised the proposed MLS was based on scientific advice
appropriate for the area.
The DCEO felt that banning netting could be a difficult issue to
address in an emergency byelaw. However, Mr Worrall felt there
was a need to act on all fronts to have an effect on future adult
stock, he supported the emergency byelaw approach.
At this point Mr Vanstaen left the meeting
The CEO asked members whether they would like to wait or act
swiftly. He advised that the standard byelaw process would be 9-12
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months, if Authority members wanted some measures put in place
more quickly, which would they like done first.
Whilst some members wanted the whole package put in place as an
emergency byelaw it was felt it more prudent to look at what would
have the most immediate effect, it was thought these would be a
prohibition on recreational netting and the introduction of nursery
areas.
Members Resolved to:
Direct the CEO to develop and implement the short-term
measures with a view to achieving them in in the shortest
possible timeframe.
Direct the CEO to expedite the prohibition of recreational
netting activities and the instigation of regional Bass
Nursery Areas by means of an emergency byelaw.
Establish an emergency byelaw panel consisting of the
Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority, Chair of the
Regulation & Compliance sub-committee, the CEO and
DCEO
Delegate authority to approve the introduction of
management measures for Bass to the Emergency Byelaw
Panel.
Proposed:
Seconded:
All Agreed

Chairman
Mr Morgan

At this point the meeting was adjourned for half an hour for lunch.
Dr Wright and Mr Bakewell both left the meeting.
EIFCA15/16

Item 16: Whelk Management
The Project Officer provided a brief presentation on the issues facing
the whelk fishery. These included:
Increase in landings
Increase in effort
Susceptible to overfishing
Data deficient in terms of stock and effort
One of the top 10 species landed
As a consequence of these issues the industry had put pressure on
EIFCA to taken action with particular regard to a MLS and nomadic
vessels moving into the area from offshore.
Members were advised the increase in landings was the first concern
but there was no management data available to act sooner.
Whelk was considered to be slow growing with sexual maturity not
reached until 3-8 years. They were also noted for not being a
migratory species so any decline in stock would take several years to
recover. The lack of information available on areas fished and the
number of pots being deployed means this species were susceptible
to a boom and bust culture, suggesting there was a need for
management objectives to be put in place.
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The DCEO advised members the proposal was to put in place a
permitting scheme, on the back of which would be a range of
management measures.
These measures would include a
requirement to provide detailed fishing data, and a limit on the
number of pots being worked.
The difficulty would be a balance to achieve a sustainable fishery
without affecting the fishing industry too greatly.
The DCEO
suggested a limit on the number of permits to the number of vessels
fishing as of the date of this meeting. He also suggested an increase
in MLS to 65 mm and a fixed riddle size.
With regard to the possibility of instigating an emergency byelaw the
solicitors had been contacted for legal advice and a response was
expected by the end of the week.
Members considered the proposal.
It was questioned what
happened in terms of the number of pots being deployed beyond 6
miles, this would be beyond the remit of EIFCA.
Mr Stipetic questioned how the riddle size would be measured and
also whether this would mean visitors to the area would be
excluded, the DCEO advised that a permitting scheme would prohibit
visitors fishing for whelk.
Dr Bolt advised that KEIFCA had been down a similar route, during
the process they had been accused of discriminating against
different groups of fishermen, so he suggested speaking to them to
enquire how this matter was dealt with.
Mr Lake enquired about the pot level that would be set and
expressed concern that if it was set too low it would cause additional
pressure to be put on the crab and lobster fishery.
Mr Donnelly questioned whether allowing permits for all vessels
currently fishing was a sufficient control. The DCEO advised there
was a need for a mechanism to cap the level of fishing, which
combined with pot limitation should be sufficient to control effort.
Mr Garnett advised that he did not think the 300 pot limit mentioned
would, be sufficient for smaller vessels but would not be enough for
larger vessels or for areas where a longer soak time was required.
He would like to see a 1000 pot limit. He believed the effort had
increased recently because stocks had increased to areas around the
North Norfolk Coast and the Wash. He felt the previous decline
could have been due to the TBT chemical rather than overfishing.
Mr Garnett then went on to question whether the MLS would apply
to the whelk or the bar spacing, he felt bar spacing would be better.
There was then discussion regarding whether whelk could be
measured by width rather than length, historically all literature
relates to length whereas riddling will take account of the width.
Members Resolved to:
Note the contents of the paper
Agree in principle to the implementation of management
measures through a permitting scheme
Agree that the urgent requirement for management of
whelk fisheries warrants application of the emergency
byelaw procedure to introduce immediate measures,
Agree to establish an Emergency Byelaw Panel consisting
of the Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority, Chair of the
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Regulation & Compliance sub-committee, the CEO and
DCEO.
Delegate authority to approve the introduction of
management measures for whelk to the Emergency Byelaw
Panel.
Proposed:
Seconded:
All Agreed
EIFCA15/17

Mr Spray
Dr Bolt

Item 17: Revision of WFO licence tolls in line with inflation
for the 2015-2016 financial year
Members Agreed to the inflation of WFO licence tolls in line
with inflation for the period 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2016.
Proposed: Mr Worrall
Seconded: Cllr Goldson
All Agreed

EIFCA15/18

Item 18: Stakeholder community meeting report
The CEO advised that during a recent community meeting in Boston
a member of the industry had asked that his request for a WFO
licence entitlement be reconsidered, despite there being a waiting
list. On investigation this gentlemen was 8th on the waiting list with
others further up the list having been on it for a longer period. This
coupled with the fact that there is a moratorium on issuing
entitlements, it was recommended that this exceptional request
could not be accommodated at this time. In order to test previous
assumptions the CEO sought permission to review the moratorium
on the issue WFO licenses.
Members Agreed that at the current time it was not
appropriate to exceptionally grant the entitlement requested.
They also directed the CEO to review the moratorium on
issuing WFO Entitlements to test previous factors and
assumptions and to report back to the Authority.
Proposed: Mr Stipetic
Seconded: Mr Pinborough
All Agreed

EIFCA15/19

Item 19: Recording your Inshore Fishery Activity
This presentation was left until after the conclusion of the meeting
and those members of the public and Authority who wished to hear
it were invited to remain at that time.

EIFCA15/20

Item 20: Quarterly progress against Annual Plans
This was a matter for information.
report.

EIFCA15/21

Members Agreed to note the

Item 21: Marine Protection Quarterly Reports
This was a matter for information.
report.
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Members Agreed to note the

EIFCA15/22

Item 22: Marine Environment Quarterly reports
It was noted there was reference to the fact that areas set aside for
the protection of Sabellaria Spinulosa reef may be increased. Mr
Donnelly advised the core areas were based on information in 2010.
This information was being updated using survey data since 2010,
the initial indications were that some core areas had moved whilst
others remained the same, this may mean there were implications in
terms of the management of these areas but more discussion was
required with NE and EIFCA.
Referring to MCZs, Dr Bolt advised that the consultation period for
Tranche 2 was expected to go live by the end of the week.

EIFCA15/23

Item 23: Update of HR Activity
This was a matter for information.
report.

EIFCA15/24

Members Agreed to note the

Item 24: Any Other Business
EIFCA/Seasearch
Understanding:

East

Diving

Memorandum

of

Following a successful diving expedition using an EIFCA vessel as a
diving platform, the intention was to take this to the next level, to
help improve the evidence base for the EIFCA region through film
footage of what is beneath the surface. SeaSearch East already dive
in the region voluntarily for recreational purposes and they had
indicated that they were willing to share their findings with EIFCA.
The CEO stressed that this was an entirely voluntary arrangement
and did not constitute any element of contracted works. EIFCA
would be solely responsible for the provision of vessel services on an
opportunity basis and SeaSearch East would be solely responsible
for diving operations. Members were asked to approve the use of an
EIFCA vessel to support the services of the diving team.
As an emergency contingency some EIFCA staff would be trained to
administer oxygen in the event that no other diver was available.
Dr Bolt enquired whether there would be any conflict with Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), Mr Spray advised he had spoken to
them to advise them that all diving operation would be conducted by
volunteers under recreational codes of practice. DCEO would also
speak with HSE to seek guidance to manage liabilities and
responsibilities borne by the Authority.
Members Agreed to note the intention to provide vessel
support services to Seasearch East diving operations and
Resolved to approve the Memorandum of Understanding.
Proposed: Mr Morgan
Seconded: Mr Donnelly
All Agreed
There being no other business the meeting closed at 1446 hours.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage
a sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 6
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Health and Safety risks and mitigation
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to update members on health and safety risks and
associated mitigation introduced to manage liabilities.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of this report
Agree to accept the Health and Safety service provision proposal from
Norfolk County Council
Background
H&S law mandates through the general duty of employers to their employees that it
shall be the duty of every employer to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the
health, safety and welfare at work of all his employees 1.
The Authority has declared its intent to promote and nurture an appropriate health
and safety culture throughout the organisation.
Incidents
During the last reporting period the following incidents have occurred:
An officer was taken ill in the office and, following a call to NHS Direct, an
ambulance was required to transport the officer to hospital for cardiac
assessment. The tests did not prove conclusive and the officer was given
medical clearance to resume normal duties. The officer has been advised to
highlight any health concerns immediately through line management and his
rostered duties are being actively managed to ensure they do not introduce
further risk to the individual.

1

HSAW Act 1974 c. 37 Part I General duties Section 2
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An officer previously reported (Jul 14) as suffering with neck and shoulder
pain has been continuously monitored in order to manage the condition.
Following advice from the officer’s GP, an independent assessment from an
occupational health specialist and a site visit by a health and safety
professional from Kings Lynn and West Norfolk BC several further adjustments
to equipment, seating position and working practices have been instigated in
an attempt to alleviate the condition. These adjustments appear to have had
a positive effect. The issue will continue to be monitored.
Service Provision proposal
The Health and Safety support service sourced from Norfolk County Council has been
reviewed and updated to reflect Authority requirements. The revised proposal is at
Appendix 1 and is judged to present value for money. Authority members are
recommended to agree to accept the service proposal.
Risks
Members would wish to be aware of the H & S risks at Appendix 2. A new risk
regarding the physical fitness of officers to conduct more arduous duties has been
introduced to reflect the abilities of staff.
Conclusion
Members can be re-assured that health and safety matters are given appropriate
consideration by the Executive and management teams.
Appendix:
1. NCC H&S Service proposal 2015-16
2. Eastern IFCA Health and Safety risks Apr 2015
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Appendix 1
Health and Safety Services Proposal 2015/16
Item

Cost

Review Health and Safety Management System and
update.

£600.00

(Including converting from existing “draft”
documents to “issued”).
Add into procedures about escalation of issues in
order to resolve any identified issues beyond control
of management.
Whole day visit on a 6 monthly basis (vessel) to
review safe working practice.

£ 400.00 (whole day visit) and
£57.50 per hour for report
write up.

*Provision of general advisory service to provide
support and advice.

£862.50 p.a.

Health and safety training/workshop provision (up
to 12 delegates)

£600 per day (including
preparation)

Other services pay as you go
Serious incident investigation

£57.50 p.h. or £400 per day

General health and safety monitoring visit (half day
on site and report)

£ 400.00

*Provision of advisory service in line with the original service level agreement as
detailed below:
Outline of details of Contract with EIFCA
1.
2.

Undertake a review of EIFCA health and safety policies and procedures.
Provide a core health and safety advice service to EIFCA (from 08:45 – 17:30
Monday to Thursday and 08:45 – 16:35 on Fridays) to include:
a.
Provision of telephone and email basic health and safety advice service
b.
collating and reviewing EIFCA incident reports
c.
making reports to HSE where incidents are statutorily reportable
d.
undertaking incident investigations for reportable incidents up to a
maximum of 3 a year and production of an investigation report
excluding fatality investigations and visits out of office hours
e.
undertake one premise/area specific monitoring inspection per annum
and the production of a findings report
f.
reviewing up to 10 management risk assessments per annum on
request and advising on adequacy. These must be sent to the County
Council in an electronic format.
g.
telephone and email advice on the safety aspects of building and
refurbishment projects
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h.
3.

The following services may be identified by EIFCA in addition to the core
health and safety advice service detailed above on the basis of business need:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

4.

input to the production of a basic annual management information
report on a-g above

Undertaking fatal accident investigations
Provision of health and safety training
Support in dealing with interventions by enforcing authorities such as
the HSE and Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service, i.e. complaints,
inspections or enforcement actions
Procurement assessments for health and safety suitability
Monitoring of contracted or commissioned services
Development of an annual improvement plan for EIFCA
Attendance at meetings to advise on general H & S.
Undertaking risk assessments on behalf of managers
Undertaking additional incident investigations over and above those
identified in d. above
Undertaking additional monitoring inspections over and above that
identified in e. above
Undertaking any other visits to EIFCA for the purpose of providing
health and safety advice
Negotiation of policies and procedures with union representatives
Undertaking further reviews of policies and procedures over and above
item 1. above

The County Council will not:
a.
In any way market or communicate agreed EIFCA policies and
procedures to EIFCA employees
b.
Enforce or manage the implementation of EIFCA policies and
procedures or undertake other management duties.
c.
Identify the EIFCA health and safety training requirements for
individual employees and teams..
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Appendix 2
Eastern IFCA Health and Safety risks April 2015
Risk
Physical fitness of
personnel to undertake
arduous duty

Intervention
Staff briefing
Management overview to
ensure rostered duties
are appropriate and
achievable

Residual Risk

Risk rating*
(Current)

Risk rating*
(Previous)

Treat#

New

Treat

Treat

Treat

Treat

Individual health
fragilities
Individual lifestyle choice

Routine periodic medical
assessment (ML5)
Unreported
incidents/unilateral
decisions with little regard
for safe working practices.

Leadership
NCC H&S officer led
review of policy and
procedure

Injury to personnel as a
result of failure to
acknowledge or adhere
to H&S direction and
guidance

Training
Equipment
Management systems to
capture incidents
Routine agenda items at
all meetings at all levels
of Authority
Inappropriate conduct of
vessels at sea

Leadership

Death/injury of personnel
through un-seamanlike
operation of vessels at
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Briefings

sea

Formal training and
assessment
Periodic review of
performance
Deployment of DCEO in a
roving capacity Q1 15.
Material state of Sutton
Bridge moorings

Safe systems of work
introduced to manage
immediate risks including
improved lighting.
Officers have driven an
acceptance by agents
that immediate repair is
necessary to alleviate
existing H&S issues.

The material state of the
moorings is in decline
but firm plans to address
safety issues are now in
place
Risk of injury to
personnel.

Authorisation received
from F&P sub committee
to commit capital funds to
support Fenland DC and
Lincs CC initiative to
establish new moorings in
Sutton Bridge.

Treat

Moorings upgrade project
expected to begin in Q2
FY 15/16.
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Treat

Whole Body Vibration

Risk awareness training
to manage impacts.
Health monitoring process
to be developed.

Lone working operations

Management scrutiny of
any proposal for lone
working.
Introduction of electronic
support means

Staff injury/long term
absence through
inappropriate posture at
office work stations

Information.
Training.

Personal injury from boat
movement owing to
lower resilience as a
result of individual
physiology

Treat

Treat

Tolerate

Tolerate

Tolerate

Tolerate

Tolerate

Tolerate

Failure of devices to give
requisite support.
Personnel interventions
render devices unreliable
or unworkable.
Individual failure to
adhere to guidance

Risk assessment.
Provision of suitable
bespoke equipment
where reasonable.
Access to NCC H&S team.
Occupational health
assessment
KLWNBC H&S specialist
advice

Staff stress through
exposure to unacceptable
behaviour stakeholders

Introduction of
Unacceptable Behaviour
policy

No change in behaviour
of some stakeholders.
Long term sickness
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Stakeholder engagement
plan and activity
delivered in pursuit of
corporate
communications strategy.

caused by stakeholder
hostility

Dialogue with
Stakeholders to ensure
appropriate tone of
communications
Damage to vehicles,
trailers and/or equipment
through inappropriate
operation.

Formal trailer training for
unqualified officers

Failure to adhere to
training

Refreshers for those with
previous experience

Mechanical failure of
vehicle or trailer

Periodic vehicle
maintenance checks
training
*Risk Rating
High
Medium
Low
#Risk treatment
Treat

-

take positive action to mitigate risk.

Tolerate -

acknowledge and actively monitor risk.

Terminate –

risk no longer considered to be material to Eastern IFCA business.

Transfer -

risk is outwith Eastern IFCA ability to treat and is transferred to higher level.
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Tolerate

Tolerate

Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 7
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
MMO appointee term of office ballot
Report by: P J Haslam, Clerk.
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to outline the procedure to allocate length of service to
both returning and new MMO appointees.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the procedure determined by MMO.
Background
To avoid a repeat of the recent requirement to re-appoint all MMO appointees at the
same time, it has been determined by the MMO with the agreement of IFCAs to allot
varying lengths of service to individual appointees to introduce a staggered change
mechanism.
Terms of appointment will be either 3, 4 or 5 years. Those who occupy positions as
Chair or Vice Chair of a sub-committee have been offered a 4 year appointment. Those
who were not subject to the recent re-appointment process will remain on the existing
4 year term of office until re-appointment when they will be subject to this revised
process. For Eastern IFCA this means that 5 MMO appointees already have defined
terms of appointment.
The six remaining general members will be allotted a period of appointment through
ballot to be carried out by one of the additional members appointed by either
Environment Agency or Natural England. There are 2 opportunities at each of 3, 4, and
5 years for allocation.
Conclusion
The process outlined above will assure business continuity for Eastern IFCA and will
enable a rolling (re) appointment process that will keep the membership relevant and
appropriate for the delivery of MaCAA duties.
Background documents
1. David Abbott (MMO) E mail dated Tue 24/03/2015 16:31 including 20150220
Staggering model letter text sent to AIFCA for onward [transmission].
2. CEO AIFCA E mail dated Mon 23/02/2015 09:45 MMO appointment process.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 8
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Review of Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (IFCA)
Constitution and Standing Orders
Report by: P J Haslam, Clerk.
Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to report the outcome of the annual review of the Eastern
IFCA constitution.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Agree to the proposed changes to the Constitution and Standing Orders
Background
Eastern IFCA adopted the current Constitution and Standing Orders on 31 October 2012
with a requirement for it to be reviewed annually. The Constitution and Standing
Orders represent the embodiment of the requirement for the Authority to ensure that it
has sound governance.
Report
A full review of the Constitution has been carried out with support from NpLaw officers
at Norfolk County Council. The following changes are recommended:
Existing text
All references to
‘nominated deputy’
inferring more than one
deputy.

Proposed text
To amend text to reflect
the creation of the DCEO
role.

Rationale
Accuracy

NpLaw advise that there are no recent changes to public law governance and
constitutional rules which would be applicable to EIFCA conduct and operations.
MMO appointees
The MMO appointment process has been completed. Protocols are being developed
jointly by Defra/MMO and IFCAs to deliver a process for an annual appraisal of MMO
appointees and a procedure to accommodate complaints against MMO appointees.
Once finalised, these processes will be reflected in revised terms of reference for
general members.
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Financial implications
There are no immediate financial implications to making the required amendments to
the document and the activity will be accommodated within existing staff resource.
There will be charges for the assistance and advice drawn from NpLaw which will be
reflected in due course in the quarterly accounts. Failure to update the Constitution
may introduce legal and thereby financial risk.
Legal implications
It is a legal requirement for the Authority to keep abreast of revised legislation for the
operation and conduct of public business. Failure to do so will introduce legal risk.
Conclusion
The Constitution and Standing Orders as adopted remain fit for purpose and require
only minor adjustment. The Clerk will continue to hold them under review and will
bring any futures changes to the Authority meeting in April annually unless there is a
pressing need to make changes more urgently.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 9
th

18

Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting

29 April 2015
Appointment of Members to Authority Sub Committees
Report by: P J Haslam, Clerk.
Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to make a recommendation to Members for a revision of
appointments to Authority sub committees to reflect the recent changes in MMO
appointees. The overall intent is to ensure that those sub-committees charged with
making executive decisions on behalf of the full Authority are enabled to do so.
Recommendations
Members are recommended to:
Agree the proposed composition of the sub committees at Appendix 1.
Background
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (IFCA) was vested in April 2011
with powers conferred upon it by the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (MaCAA
2009). The Vesting Order states that ‘if the Authority considers it necessary or
expedient for the exercise of its functions, it may authorise a sub-committee or any
member or employee of the Authority to exercise any of the Authority’s functions’2
Eastern IFCA has elected to appoint 4 sub-committees with delegated authority to carry
out the functions described in the Scheme of Delegations3. Implicit in the delegation of
functions is the requirement for sub-committee members, supported by the Officers of
the Authority, to make decisions on behalf of the Authority in full recognition of the
duties and responsibilities placed upon it by MaCAA (2009).
Proposed composition
For each sub-committee, members have been selected to reflect their skillset and
professional expertise.
The following outlines the rationale used to propose the
membership for each sub-committee:
Finance and Personnel – funding is drawn via levy from the constituent Councils
so it is considered appropriate for all Councillors to be members so that they are
enabled to be fully engaged with financial and personnel matters.
Other
appointments have been suggested to reflect either professional expertise in the

2
3

Statutory Instrument 2010 No 2189, Para 17(1)
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority Constitution, 31 Oct 12, Chpt 4
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public sector to assure the requisite transparency and accountability of IFCA
business or routine connectivity to national level bodies including Defra.
Planning and Communications – mindful that this sub-committee formulates and
agrees the business of Eastern IFCA into the future, it is considered appropriate
that the membership reflects the breadth of IFCA work. The intention with the
proposed appointments is to assure that all sectors are represented and that the
correct balance is struck between fisheries and conservation objectives
throughout the district.
Marine Protected Areas – this sub-committee has, to date, predominantly dealt
with the management of the Wash Fishery. With the requirement to regulate
fisheries activity in European Marine sites and the emerging need to do similar
for Marine Conservation Zones, it is considered essential that this sub-committee
is enabled to make the right decisions for the benefit of the district and to deliver
national and international legislative expectations. The proposed membership
aims to include representatives of all stakeholder groups in order to reflect the
breadth of the issues at hand cognisant of the competing requirements and
vested interests that surround the nature of its business.
Regulatory and Compliance – charged with the formulation and delivery of
regulation to ensure that Eastern IFCA meets the national and international
fisheries management and conservation objectives, the Regulatory and
Compliance sub-committee is empowered to make byelaws. The proposed
membership reflects the significance of the business at hand and draws upon
those members who have routine professional exposure to regulation and
enforcement to assure that Eastern IFCA regulatory measures are proportionate
and deliver the essential balance between healthy seas, sustainable fisheries and
a viable industry.
The Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority are ex officio members of all sub committees.
Given the expectation of Central Government that all agencies engaged in the
management of the marine environment work closely together, it is proposed that the
General Member4 representing the Marine Management Organisation and the Additional
Members5 representing Natural England and the Environment Agency are members of
all sub committees except Finance and Personnel to reflect the need for routine
communications and influence between the bodies.
A list of the Authority sub committees with proposed appointments is at Appendix 1
along with the delegated functions they are charged to deliver.
Annual Review
Acknowledging the significant empowerment of the four sub-committees, it is
considered essential that they are correctly configured and routinely engaged with
appropriate business in order to deliver mandated outputs. To ensure that the subcommittee construct remains fit for purpose it is proposed that, as part of the annual
review of the constitution, the sub-committee structure is also reviewed. This will
enable the membership a chance to comment on the processes and workload and will
also provide an opportunity for a review of delegations to ensure that any emergent
4
5

SI 2010 No.2189 Para 5(2)(b)
SI 2010 No.2189 Para 5(2)(c) & Para 5(4)
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demands on the IFCA, both national and international, are acknowledged and suitably
positioned within the sub-committee structure to assure delivery of the expected
outputs.
Legal implications
There are no legal implications with the proposed methodology to appoint members to
sub committees. There are distinct legal risks with any failure to deliver IFCA duties
and responsibilities in an auditable, transparent and rational manner.
Financial implications
There are no additional costs associated with the proposed appointments to the sub
committees.
Conclusion
Those appointed to Eastern IFCA by the Marine Management Organisation accept a
significant public duty to manage both inshore fisheries management and the delivery
of national and international conservation objectives. To carry out this duty members
need to be properly empowered so that they can add rigour and value to subcommittee business to promote ownership of the decisions made and thereby deliver
appropriate support to the Chairman. If Eastern IFCA is to preserve its position as a
leading IFCA it is essential that decisions taken at sub-committee level are logical,
rational and best aid to deliver the vision of leading, championing and managing a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry.
Background documents
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009
Statutory Instrument 2010 No 2189 – The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Order 2010
Eastern IFCA Constitution October 2012
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Appendix 1
To Action Item 8
29 April 2015
Proposed Eastern IFCA Sub Committee Membership April 2015
Using the broad categories of General members as defined by the MMO as a guide, the
proposed composition of the individual sub committees reflects representation from all
sectors. The exception is the Finance and Personnel committee where those with
experience and financial and personnel management in the public sector are judged the
most appropriate membership.
Where there is distinction between commercial
fishermen in terms of target species, method of fishing and/or port of landing the
composition has been devised to ensure all opinions and points of view are accounted
for.
Commercial fishing

Categories of IFCA General Members
Mobile gear finfish (e.g. trawling, netting)
Mobile gear shellfish (e.g. dredging)
Static gear finfish (e.g. lines and nets)
Static gear shellfish (e.g. traps and pots)
Other (e.g. aquaculture, bait diggers)

Recreational fishing

Recreational sea fish angling;
Charter industry;
Holders of limited permits;
Other (e.g. bait diggers)

Marine environment

Interests in designated conservation sites (e.g.
MCZs, SACs, SPAs, SSSIs)
Special wildlife interests (e.g. bird or sea
mammal groups);
Underwater archaeological and historic
environment interests

Other

Coastal process (e.g. flood and coastal erosion
risk);
Independent local marine science (e.g.
conservation, fisheries, social science) Access to
the coast;
Estuarine interests;
Maritime related organisations (e.g. Harbour
Masters, RNLI, Maritime and Coastguard
Agency);
Leisure and yachting interests;
Subaqua or commercial diving interests;
Other marine industries (e.g. offshore )
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Sub Committee
F&P

P&C

MPA

R&C

General Member


Mr Bagley



Mr Brewster





Mr Davies





Mr Shaul





Mr Garnett



















Mr Williamson


Dr Bolt



Mr Morgan


Mr Stipetic (MMO)
Mr Worrall





Dr Hirst (EA)







Mr Pinborough







Mr Spray







Mr Donelly (NE)







Cllr Goldson (Chair)
Cllr Patience
Cllr Turner

Finance & Personnel
Cllr Wilkinson (Vice Chair)
Cllr Baker
Dr S Bolt

Cllr Fairman
Cllr Cox
Mr S Worrall

MATTERS WHICH IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FINANCE &
PERSONNEL SUB-COMMITTEE TO DISCHARGE
Function
1. Decision making powers concerning strategic financial matters and approving the
annual Statement of Accounts, transfers between accounts, appointment of the
Auditor and amendments to the Financial Regulations, but not the setting of the
levy, approval of quarterly accounts and statements and approval of bank
signatories, all of which are reserved to the full Authority.
1. Decision making powers in developing the Human Resources strategy for the
organisation including staff structure and employment policy to include personal
development, training and appraisal strategies to assure adherence to relevant UK
employment law and other mandated public sector initiatives.
2. Decision making powers regarding policy on the recruitment, remuneration and
retention of personnel.
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3. Decision making powers to approve standing interview procedures and the
appointment of interview panels for the recruitment of the Chief Executive Officer
and Executive6 personnel including Consultants. Authority members of interview
panels will be drawn from this Sub-Committee and panels will also include
appropriate Authority senior officers; panels will normally be chaired by the Chair
of this Sub-Committee; panels will carry out all processes leading to the selection
of the successful candidate who will be appointed by the Sub-Committee.
4. Decision making powers to conduct Disciplinary/Grievance appeals panels.
5. The Sub-Committee may delegate any of its powers to an individual member of
the Sub-Committee or to the CEO except where the power falls to be discharged
by a panel.
6. The Chair of the Sub-Committee, or the CEO in consultation with the Chair, may
refer any of the matters set out above to the full Authority for determination
where this is in the Authority’s interests.
Planning & Communication Sub-Committee
Dr S Bolt (Vice Chair)
Mr S Bagley
Mr C Donnelly
Mr S Worrall

Mr P Garnett

Mr R Spray

Mr T Pinborough

Mr K Shaul

Dr I Hirst

Mr J Stipetic

MATTERS WHICH IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PLANNING AND
COMMUNICATIONS SUB-COMMITTEE TO DISCHARGE
Function
1. Developing the Authority’s vision and strategic planning to deliver the DEFRA
success criteria.
2. Preparing the Authority’s Annual Plans and Annual Report.
3. Approving the Authority’s Annual Plans to meet DEFRA deadlines.
4. Developing the Authority’s Engagement and Communication Strategy.
5. Formulating the replacement strategy for Authority capital assets for
recommendation to the full Authority.
6. The Sub-Committee may delegate any of its powers to an individual member of
the Sub-Committee or to the CEO.
7. The Chair of the Sub-Committee, or the CEO in consultation with the Chair, may
refer any of the matters set out above to the full Authority for determination
where this is in the Authority’s interests.

Marine Protected Areas
6

Executive posts deemed to be Head of Finance; Head of Human Resources; Head of Marine Conservation; Head of Marine Protection
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Cllr Fairman
Mr R Spray (Chair)
Mr C Morgan (Vice Chair)
Mr R Brewster

Cllr Wilkinson
Mr J Davies
Mr K Shaul
Mr P Garnett

Mr S Bagley

Mr S Williamson

Mr T Pinborough
Mr J Stipetic
Mr C Donnelly
Dr I Hirst

MATTERS WHICH IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MARINE PROTECTED
AREAS SUB-COMMITTEE TO DISCHARGE
Function
1. Decision-making powers in relation to the following provisions of the WFO 1992:
Opening fisheries for the prescribed shellfish species in the area of the Wash
covered by the WFO 1992 providing notice of at least 7 days of the intention
to Entitlement holders.
Management measures for fisheries in the relevant area of the Wash including
approving any underpinning research initiatives.
Granting and revoking licences.
Approving and reviewing the Derogation process.
2. Decision making powers in relation to European Marine Site (EMS) responsibilities
including:
Establishing the policy framework to enable accommodation of developing
EMS initiatives material to Authority outputs.
3. Making recommendations to the full Authority in relation to the management and
administration of all Marine Protected Areas in the district.
4. The Sub-Committee may delegate any of its powers to an individual member of
the Sub-Committee or to the CEO.
5. The Chair of the Sub-Committee, or the CEO in consultation with the Chair, may
refer any of the matters set out above to the full Authority for determination
where this is in the Authority’s interests.
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Mr T Pinborough (Chair)
Mr C Morgan (Vice Chair)
Mr R Brewster
Mr P Garnett

Regulation & Compliance
Cllr Baker
Mr J Davies
Mr S Williamson
Mr R Spray

Cllr Patience
Mr C Donnelly
Dr I Hirst
Mr J Stipetic

MATTERS WHICH IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE REGULATORY AND
COMPLIANCE SUB-COMMITTEE TO DISCHARGE
Function
1. Making, amending, revoking, re-enacting or adopting byelaws.
2. Reviewing enforcement strategy assuring adherence to UK Law, other legal
precedents and mandated public service protocols.
3. Developing a risk-based enforcement strategy suitable for Authority purposes.
4. The Sub-Committee may delegate any of its powers to an individual member of
the Sub-Committee or to the CEO.
5. The Chair of the Sub-Committee, or the CEO in consultation with the Chair, may
refer any of the matters set out above to the full Authority for determination
where this is in the Authority’s interests.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 10

18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Parliamentary Report into IFCA Conduct and Operation 2010-2014
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the publication of the parliamentary report into
the Operation and Conduct of IFCAs over that last 4 years and to advise members on
the content.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Agree the proposed management actions.
Report
The report has been laid before Parliament by the Secretary of State for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs. It meets the requirements of s.183(1) of the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 20091 and describes the conduct and operation of ten Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authorities (IFCAs) in England over the four year period to 31 August
2014.
The report was compiled following research that included a public call for evidence. In
total, 108 responses were received from interested stakeholders. Additional research
was carried out and material collected through literature review and from interviews
with IFCA Committee Chairs, Committee members, Chief Officers and staff. Themes
emerging from the report-making process that might merit further consideration by
government and the IFCAs are identified in the report
The full report is at Appendix 1. The key areas for consideration are tabulated below
with the proposed management action to address them.
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Overall Areas for Consideration
Government will give further consideration
to the maximum size of an IFCA Committee
Geographic knowledge will be borne in mind
when general member appointments are
next made to the Cornwall, North Western
and Eastern IFCAs

Comment
This comment was a product of stakeholder
feedback from those districts where the
IFCA membership numbers 30. It is not
applicable to Eastern IFCA.
This is pertinent to Eastern IFCA and was
previously acknowledged by the Finance and
Personnel (F&P) sub-committee which
forwarded a revised membership scheme to
the MMO to inform their selection process.

Eastern IFCA proposed action
No further action required

Continue to encourage relevant expertise
from across the district. Ideally, it will be
possible to generate a short waiting list of
people with the right skill sets willing to
serve the IFCA who can be called upon
if/when a membership opportunity arises.

The recent MMO appointment process has
provided a broader geographic knowledge
based but the Authority still has gaps in
relevant experience and expertise from
Suffolk based commercial fishermen.

Induction and training should be made
available to all members of IFCA
Committees, including local government
procedure for those needing it
Government will review guidance on making
appointments and re-appointments of IFCA
Committee members
Government will now consider progressively
reviewing the appropriateness of

The geographically relevant experience and
expertise is not limited to the commercial
fishing sector and other categories of
members from across the district will need
to be nurtured.
Pertinent to all IFCAs, it is essential that
those who accept appointment to the
Authorities understand their role and the
statutory duties that need to be delivered.
An acknowledgement that the MMO
appointment process is somewhat flawed
and requires re-working in places.
Aligned to the above, there is a drive to
introduce appropriate annual appraisals for
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Induction training has been provided to 3
new MMO appointees jointly by IFCA, MMO
and Natural England officers.
Eastern IFCA Chairman and Clerk will work
with MMO to agree such revisions to process
and terms of reference as are necessary.
As above.

performance criteria and other guidance to
IFCAs
Joint use of resources between IFCAs and
other agencies particularly the use of patrol
vessels, is an established, albeit local,
practice. Cross-warranting exists between
some IFCAs and other agencies and might
usefully be rolled-out elsewhere. IFCAs
already co-operate with neighbouring
Authorities, the Environment Agency (EA),
Marine Management Organisation (MMO),
HM Revenue & Customs, Police,
Environmental Health and Border Force
personnel. Further opportunities should be
explored and developed.

Some IFCAs occupy leasehold premises.
When leasehold terms come to an end, with
forward estate planning, opportunities for
shore-side co-location with other marine
agencies might offer financial savings on
premises costs or back-office functions;
could deliver a more integrated customer
experience and might lead to stronger interagency relationships, co-operation and
closer working.

IFCA members to deliver commonality with
other public offices in terms of performance
and accountability.
A key theme or the next 4 year period
driven predominantly by existing and
forecast reductions in funding across
Government.
Before inception close cooperation and
collaborative working between partner
agencies was a central aspiration that has
not been fully delivered. There is clear
direction for MMO, EA and IFCAs to realise
efficiencies in working practice to deliver the
greatest value for money.

Eastern IFCA officers have been assessing
office accommodation options for over 18
months and will factor co-location and
sharing opportunities into recommendations
presented to the F&P sub-committee.
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CEO as Vice Chair of the Chief Officer Group
is engaged to develop an agreement that
will drive greater and more routine
interaction between partner agencies.
In parallel officers will continue to attend
the monthly MMO Tactical Control Group
meetings as has been the case for over 2
years to share intelligence, make offers of
manpower and equipment assets and agree
joint operations.
DCEO as Chair of the National Inshore
Marine Enforcement Group (NIMEG) is
leading the drive to align training,
warranting and best practice across partner
agencies.
Continue to assess future accommodation
options factoring in co-location opportunities
that may offer financial savings.

Eastern IFCA Specific feedback
The IFCA’s approach and commitment to
engagement with stakeholders was
acknowledged to be good, including by
stakeholders who, discussing conservation
concerns, accepted differentiation between
their preferred approach and the settled
approach taken by the IFCA.
Communication and leadership of the IFCA
was acknowledged to be professional, clear
and pragmatic. Engagement with and
communication about renewable energy
installations attracted positive comments.
The cultural transition from the Sea
Fisheries Committees to the IFCA is
perceived to be making good progress.
Three respondents suggested that
enforcement could be strengthened,
although others indicated they did not have
concerns. The IFCA has commented that
some of this may relate to legacy issues and
the enforcement processes put in place by
the Deputy Chief Officer were recognised
nationally and were being adopted by other
IFCAs. The Deputy Chief Officer has been
selected to chair the National Inshore
Marine Enforcement Group to standardise
marine enforcement practice across all
regulators.
There was some concern about the balance
of membership on the Committee and that
fisheries interests from the Norfolk and
Suffolk coast are under-represented. Some

Comment
Endorsement of the approach taken by the
Authority and delivered by officers.

Eastern IFCA Proposed action
Continue co-management approach to
fisheries management.
Continue to engage fully with all
stakeholders to explain marine conservation
requirements and resulting regulatory action
Continue engagement with Renewable
Energy concerns.

The adversarial nature of some within the
Wash fishery prompted comments of
inconsistent application of enforcement
effect.

Continue with Enforcement team
development.
DCEO to continue as Chair of NIMEG

The Enforcement team remain impartial is
their application of byelaws and EU
legislation.

Despite the recent MMO appointing round,
there composition of the Authority is still not
fully reflective of the district and lacks some
key areas of experience and expertise.
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Acknowledge the deficiencies in Authority
composition and positively compensate for
them by formally sourcing and engaging
relevant experience and expertise where

commentators suggested that Eastern IFCA,
like IFCAs in other parts of the country, has
yet to achieve an adequate balance between
recreational and commercial fishermen.
Stakeholders commented about the IFCA’s
budget, taking an opportunity to raise their
concern about the viability of service were it
not for central government support.

necessary.

The provision of sufficient funding is pivotal
to the continued delivery of mandated
outputs. New Burdens Funding will expire
at the end of FY 15-16, the negotiations to
secure future funding are in train but are
likely to be set against a very challenging
public expenditure context.
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Continue prudent financial management.
Seek efficiencies through joint working,
collaboration and other savings
opportunities.
Prepare for reductions in funding by
identifying candidate options to draw down
expenditure.

Conclusion
There has been little national discussion of IFCA performance since publication of the report
principally owing to the inception of purdah very shortly afterwards. The report does not
suggest wholesale change to the IFCA construct but the determined drive for greater
efficiencies through joint working and the potential for significant reductions in funding do
leave many questions hanging. The recommendation for action proposed above will ensure
that the IFCA will continue to deliver its remit with professionalism and rigour.
Background documents
Defra Report - Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities Conduct and Operation 2010
– 2014 March 2015

Appendix:
1. Defra Report - Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities Conduct and Operation
2010 – 2014 March 2015
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a sustainable
marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance between social,
environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 14
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Whelk Emergency Byelaw
Report by: Julian Gregory (DCEO) and Luke P Godwin (Project Officer/IFCO)
Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to inform members of the progress made towards developing
emergency measures for the protection of whelk and to seek approval to enact the
emergency byelaw.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of this report
Agree to introduce the emergency byelaw for the protection of whelk.
Background
At the 17th Authority meeting (28/01/2015) members directed Officers to develop and
implement measures, through a permitting scheme, for the management of the whelk
fisheries within the District. Due to the urgency of the situation this was to be undertaken
by way of an emergency byelaw. The Authority agreed to the measures presented at that
meeting in principle and directed officers to present a draft byelaw to the Emergency Whelk
Byelaw panel.
Development of measures for Emergency whelk byelaw panel
Outline management measures were developed, which would establish a permit scheme for
whelk fishing with permit conditions being the means by which measures would be
introduced. These included such things as pot limitations, the requirement to mark gear,
catch returns, escape holes and a change in the minimum landing size.
An initial minimum landings size of 62.5mm was presented at the 17 th Authority meeting
however, it had been anecdotally reported that this would have a disproportionately large
impact on whelk fisheries in Suffolk. Officers undertook a brief research project to
determine if this was the case by measuring landed catch from several different areas. As a
result of the findings of this research (presented in the Impact Assessment – Annex 2),
Officers proposed a lower minimum landing size of 55mm for the purpose of the emergency
byelaw with the view to possibly increasing this for any permanent measures.
In addition Officers also undertook a brief experiment on the applicability of a minimum
riddle size. Findings supported those from other research and are presented in more detail
in the Impact Assessment.
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Draft measures were put to the Emergency Whelk Byelaw Panel for consideration with a
view to consult with the industry on the agreed measures. The Panel concurred with the
proposed measures.
Officers developed proposed management measures that took into account good practice by
other IFCAs and information gleaned from engagement with elements of the industry.
Informal consultation
Having developed outline emergency measure officers undertook to consult the industry
through an informal consultation process. Whilst this is not required when introducing an
emergency byelaws it was felt that the proposed measures would ultimately benefit from
feedback from the industry. It was also judged that whilst there is an urgent need for
action it is not imperative that management measures are introduced immediately and
therefore there was time for limited consultation.
A draft byelaw and draft impact assessment was placed on the Eastern IFCA website and
fishing associations were contacted to disseminate information to their members and
provide feedback. In addition, known whelk fishers were also contacted directly to seek
their feedback.
At the time of consulting the following measures were proposed:
Category One Permit –allows fishers to target whelk on a commercial scale. These
will be granted at a cost of £1 per pot (up to 500);
Category Two Permit (by-catch) –allows commercial fishers who do not target
whelk to land whelk caught as by-catch. These will be granted at a cost of £100;
Category Three Permit (recreational) – allows recreational fishers to target
whelk on a small scale for personal consumption. These will be granted at a cost of
£5 per pot (up to 5 pots).
Conditions will be attached to each permit, which must be adhered to. The key emergency
measures are as follows:
Pot limitations: The maximum number of pots a fisher may deploy are 500 for a
Category One permit and 5 for a Category Three Permit (recreational);
Pot tags: All whelk pots must be tagged with a tag provided by the Authority.
Escape holes: All whelk pots must have two escape holes of 24mm in diameter;
Minimum landing size: This is increased to 55mm in length;
Riddle/sorting gear: All whelk must be sorted for size using a riddle with a
minimum bar spacing of 24mm and all whelk rejected in this way must be returned
to the sea immediately;
Catch returns: permit holders must submit completed catch returns forms (which
will be supplied by Eastern IFCA) on the 5th day of each month; and
Gear marking: Each string or shank of pots must be marked by a floating dhan at
the North or Western end the fleet to indicate its general direction and a high
visibility buoy at the other end. No lights or radar reflector will be required.
There were 20 respondents to the consultation and an additional three respondents who
responded outside of the consultation period. Outputs from the informal consultation are
summarised below. Objections received post the close date are highlighted in red.
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Objection/theme
Charge of permit too high/should
be no charge

Pot limitation too high

Escape holes allow whelk to feed
from outside of pot
High
cost
of
marking
gear/modifying riddles

Number of
objections
9(+2)

Discussed in more detail below

4

Whilst several fishers (particularly
in Suffolk) are able to make 200300 pots profitable, there are
several different business models
throughout
the
district.
Furthermore, it is thought that
some
areas
support
more
productive whelk fisheries than
others. 500 pots represents the
best balance between preventing
further drastic increases whilst
enabling a viable whelk fishery.

3

Discussed in more detail below

3

Prevents diversification of fishing

2

Displacement into crab and lobster
fisheries

2

Should limit the number of permits
(rather than number of pots)
Pot limitation too low
Disproportionate effect on larger
vessels
Disproportionate effect on smaller
vessels

Eastern IFCA comments

Discussed in more detail below
The measures as consulted on
actually encourage diversification
into the fishery as there is no limit
on the number of permits
This is likely to be an unavoidable
effect of the measures. If effort
increases to deleterious levels
further management of this fishery
will be required.

2

Discussed in more detail below

1

Discussed in more detail below

1(+1)

Discussed in more detail below

1

Discussed in more detail below

In-combination effect of increase in
MLS and pot limitation not taken
into account

1

Should make an allowance for a
proportion of undersize whelk

1
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The increase in MLS is likely to
have an effect on the catch per pot
of fishers. Many fishers target only
large whelk (above 55mm) and as
such will not be impacted in this
way. Those fishers which do land
whelk of a length less than 55mm
currently will likely need to
increase the effort in order to catch
the same amounts of whelk. This
has been taken into account in the
Impact Assessment.
Byelaws for shellfish which tend to
be caught in high quantities
sometimes include an allowance for
a
percentage
of
undersized
individuals. As the byelaw stands,
it would be contravention of the

Not enough time to report lost gear

1

No evidence to suggest measures
are needed

1(+1)

byelaw to land a single undersize
whelk but crucially, it would be at
the officer’s discretion whether to
prosecute a fisher. It is preferable
to leave this to the officer’s
discretion rather than write a
percentage allowance into the
byelaw.
The byelaw currently requires the
Authority to be notified within 21
days of gear being lost. This is
considered ample time to place a
phone call or letter to officers.
Evidence
presented
to
the
Authority was found to be sufficient
to justify the measures and legal
advice has indicated that the
evidence
is
befitting
of
an
emergency byelaw.

Table 1. Summary of objections received with regards to the proposed whelk management
measures.

In addition to objections, fishers were asked to indicate which measures would have a
benefit effect on the fishery. Responses are summarised below:
Measure

Limiting the number of pots to 500
Increase in Minimum Landing Size
Minimum riddle size
Escape holes

Number of fishers
who believe
measure will have
positive effect
8
8
4
1

Table 2. Indication
of positive effects of
whelk emergency
measures as a result
of the informal
consultation.

Furthermore, several responses indicated that a limit to the number of permits would be
beneficial to the fishery. Three respondents also suggested a closed season would be
beneficial.
Wider engagement with fishing industry
In addition to the consultation, shore based officers undertook to get feedback from fishers
during port visits. The main issues raised are presented below:
Potential loophole in Category Two (by-catch) permit (1): fishers which land only bycatch of whelk indicated that they would likely purchase a Category One permit for a
single pot and claim landed whelk was from this in order to reduce cost.
Potential loophole in Category Two (by-catch) permit (2): Fishers identified that they
could possibly target whelk with whelk pots or similar and claim they were targeting
a different species. With no limits on the amount of whelk which can be landed by a
Category Two Permit holder, this could result in unreported whelk fishing.
Officers also attended meetings where the measures could be discussed as part of the
meeting’s agenda. Fishers from Boston indicated they were in favour of a pot limitation if it
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allowed for fishers with no track record to undertake whelk potting in the future. Wells
fishers indicated that a limit on the number of permits would be preferred to pot limitations.
At both meetings the requirement to pay a fee for a permit was objected to.
Engagement with fishing associations
Responses were received from the Vessel Owners and Skippers Association (King’s Lynn),
The King’s Lynn Fisherman’s Cooperative and the NFFO. Meetings were attended to discuss
the proposed measures with the Boston Fishermen’s Association and the Wells Fishermen’s
Association. The Cromer Fishermen’s Association was liaised with via telephone.
The responses received from fishing associations reflected the diversity of responses
received from individual fishers. Two of the associations were in favour of a pot limitation
(and no permit limitation) and three indicated a preference for a limit on the number of
permits rather than pots. It is important to note that no association from Suffolk responded
to the informal consultation but it is understood that this reflects the fact that there are not
significant concerns about the proposed measures in this part of the District.
The NFFO response was particularly critical of the approach stating that too short a
timeframe was allowed for consultation ‘contrary to byelaw guidance’ (NB this is not the
case for emergency byelaws).
Summary of feedback
By far the most opposed element of the measures is the requirement to pay a charge for a
permit.
There also appears to be a polarised perception of the measures with regards to pot
limitations. In the main, as can be seen in the consultation responses, the limiting of whelk
pots is seen as a positive measure. However, vessel owners which have larger vessels feel
that they will be disproportionately affected by the measures as larger vessels (with more
crew and higher overheads) require more pots to make whelking profitable. This has been
highlighted in the accompanying Impact Assessment (appended). Their proposal is to limit
the number of permits issued (i.e. limit the fishery to vessels which have track history in
whelk fishing) to prevent any further increases in effort.
In contrast, many fishers feel that in limiting whelk fishing to those vessels with a track
history prevents diversification of fishing activities.
They feel that they would be
disproportionately affected – many of whom actually have whelk gear but have yet to
deploy it – by restricting the number of permits.
Furthermore, there were also a several individuals who felt that the proposed pot limitation
of 500 was too high and would result in overfishing of whelks within the district.
Amendments to the emergency byelaw
As a result of the informal consultation it is suggested that the proposed emergency byelaw
should be amended to reflect some of the issues raised. The potential to do so and
associated risks are discussed below.
Category Two (by-catch) permit loopholes
There are serious concerns regarding the complexity introduced as a result of the addition
of the Category Two (by-catch) Permit. It was had been felt that allowing for by-catch of
whelks would be beneficial to the inshore industry. However several loopholes have
emerged as a result of its inclusion and it has possibly over-complicated what is intended to
be a set of simple, emergency measures. As such, Officers have presented a proposed
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byelaw without the Category Two (by-catch) permit with the intention that no whelk shall
be landed commercially or recreationally as by-catch if caught within Eastern IFCA’s district.
This is thought to have a potential impact on the crab and lobster fishers who do not target
whelk but do land it as by-catch. Landings data indicates that there are 29 vessels which
have landed less than 5 tonnes (less than 1 tonne in most cases) over the period 20102014 (inclusive). These vessels are likely to be landing by-catch of whelk. The value of this
catch over the same period is in the region of £2072.80 between the 29 vessels (less than
£15 per vessel per year).
Permit charge
Eastern IFCA is empowered to charge for permits under the Marine and Coastal Access Act
(2009)7 and as such it could be argued that it was the intention of Parliament that such
charges would be levied. It is proposed to follow best practice in doing so in line with other
IFCAs that have introduced permitting schemes. It is intended to be used only as a cost
recovery tool to lessen the burden on the public purse. In this case a maximum charge of
£500 over an estimated 40 vessels (based on current fishing effort) would raise £20,000.
This would contribute towards, but by no means recover the annual cost of enforcing the
new measures, research required to determine Maximum Sustainable Yield and the
administration of processing returns forms and permit and tag allocation.
The £1 per pot system was proposed as it falls in line with the Kent and Essex IFCA permit
charge (£300 for 300 pots) although Kent and Essex IFCA also charge 30p per tag – making
their approach more expensive.
There will be additional costs to be compliant with the byelaw. There will potentially be a
loss of earnings whilst gear is modified to include escape holes and tags on each pot. Other
costs include; the purchasing of marker buoys in line with the byelaw, (although some may
have adequate gear marking in place already), and the construction of riddles.
Given that the measures will incur a cost to fishers, it is suggested that a phased approach
is taken to the introduction of charges for permits. With this approach a charge of 50p per
pot would be levied in year 1, 75p per pot in year 2 and £1 per pot in year 3. Any increases
beyond year 1 (or the period of the emergency byelaw) would be addressed in any
permanent byelaw that follows the emergency byelaw.
The initial levy of 50p per pot would cover the cost of: purchasing tags, purchasing log
books, postage and packaging for both and contribute towards the administration of
processing applications. This charge would represent a modest contribution to the costs of
implementing the proposed measures having taken into account the views fishers. Officers
would explore greater cost recovery within a permanent byelaw going forward.
In addition, to prevent the potential to exploit a loophole, by purchasing a permit with a
single pot (at a cost of £1), a minimum permit cost for a Category One Permit has been
added at £50 (i.e. 100 pots). This will remove the benefit of purchasing a single pot permit
with the intention of landing only by-catch. Several fishers have indicated that they intend
to buy the minimum number of pots with the intention of using many more and claiming all
landed whelk has originated only from the permitted pots. There is little that the byelaw
can do to prevent this but fishers run the risk of gear seizure if deploying untagged pots.

7

156(4) of MaCAA 2009
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Escape holes
The requirement to have escape holes in whelk pots has received several objections during
the consultation and wider stakeholder engagement. The grounds for objections are as
follows:
Escape holes will allow small whelk in as much as out of whelk pots.
Whelks will feed on bait from outside of the pot.
The requirement is expensive and may reduce the efficiency of fishing (particularly
for some pots).
Some fishers are using pots costing in the region of £85 – these pots have a stainless steel
interior and are double skinned. Fishers have indicated that the cavity between these layers
will fill up with silt and the pots will fish less efficiently as a result.
In contrast to these comments, a single respondent indicated that there should be a
minimum of 10 (rather than the proposed 2) escape holes per pot and indicated that they
increase the efficiency of the pot. Wider discussions with some fishers has also indicated
that, pots which allow water to pass through them silt up less and produce a better quality
of whelk which is free from the smell of rotten bait.
As with other measures there is opposing view throughout the industry. The main benefit of
including the requirement for escape holes is that they will have a protective effect on the
stock with minimal enforcement input. Pots with tags can be checked ashore or prior to
deployment and once installed; escape holes will continue to have the effect of pots fishing
larger whelks. This will augment the effect of riddles and the increase in minimum landing
size and is in line with the Kent and Essex IFCA approach of combining the two
requirements.
There is also scientific evidence which supports the use of escape holes as an effective
measure in reducing the catch of undersized whelk8.
Officers recommend that despite some objection, a requirement for escape holes will have
an overall benefit to the whelk fishery particularly in relation to the removal of undersized
whelk.
Pot limitations vs permit limitations
One of the main drivers for implementing emergency management measures was the
sudden increase in potting activity in 2014. The intention of implementing measures which
provide Eastern IFCA some control over fishing intensity was to prevent further drastic
increases in effort within the district.
However there are two clear options available to achieve this within the emergency byelaw
and a polarised fishing industry with regards to their preferred option. The benefits and
risks of the two approaches are presented below.

8

Lawler A., Bailey D., and Nelson K. 2012 Testing the efficacy of teo methods designed to reduce numbers of
undersized whelks in the landings – Fisheries Challenge Fund (Project FES293).
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Pot limitations
Description of measures:
Any vessel can enter the fishery
applying for a permit but all vessels
be limited to 500 pots.
Benefits:
Allows for all vessels within
district to diversify into
whelk fishery;

by
will

the
the

Limit on the number of permits
Description of measures:
Vessels can use as many pots as they
use now but only vessels with a track
history can prosecute the fishery.
Benefits:
Will limit the impact of the
measures on vessels which use
more than 500 pots;

Creates a level playing field;

Can effectively prevent any
further
increases
in
effort
(assuming fishers only ask for
the number of pots they used in
2014);

Prevents monopoly of inshore
grounds by vessels which are
capable of deploying thousands
of pots;

Possibly prevent displacement
into other fisheries.

Best suited measure for majority
of vessels within the district.
Risks:

Risks:
May have a disproportionate
effect on minority of larger
vessels;

Will have a disproportionate
effect on those vessels with no
track history;

May lead to increase in effort as
there is no restriction on new
vessels entering the fishery;

Prevent
diversification
maintain
pressure
on
pressure stocks;

and
high

May lead to an increase in effort
as vessels are not required to
provide proof of how many pots
they used in 2014;
There are benefits and risks associated with either measure however both can be justified.
Initially officers felt that both measures would be required to effectively cap effort on the
whelk fishery however, having received feedback from several fishers indicating that they
have made significant financial investments in whelk gear but have no track record, officers
felt it would be proportionate to focus on a pot limitation and allow anyone to apply for the
permit.
There is no ecological evidence which can be used to justify the exact number of pots or the
number of permits which would constitute a sustainable fishery (operating at Maximum
Sustainable Yield). However indications are that continuation of the present rate of increase
in effort would likely result in the collapse of the fishery in near future. This effectively rules
out a combination of no limit on pots or permit numbers.
The majority of large vessels with more than 500 pots also fish outside of the 6nm
boundary (most of these vessels from Wells fish almost exclusively outside the 6nm
boundary). The main affected group with regards to a limit on pot numbers would be those
vessels from King’s Lynn – particularly given that the distance required to travel outside of
6nm is far greater than at other areas around the coast.
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11 vessels from King’s Lynn are known to have landed whelk in 2014, only one of which
landed whelk prior to that (i.e. between 2010-2013) according to MMO data. The weight of
whelk landed by all 11 of these vessels during 2014 was 37.8 tonnes – two vessels
accounted for the majority of this catch landing 30 tonnes between them – six vessels
landed less than 1 tonne during 2010-2014.
It is suggested that the effect on current business models within the most effected group
would be limited – in fact a far greater amount of whelk could be landed with 500 pots than
is presented in the evidence above. Therefore it is recommended that the pot limitation is
carried forward through the emergency byelaw rather than a limitation on the number of
permits.
Summary of amendments to the byelaw
Amendment
Reduction of the permit charge from £1
to 50p per pot.

Removal of the Category Two (bycatch) Permit.
Introduction of a minimum permit
charge of £50 (for 100 pots).

Rational
To balance cost recovery with the initial
capital cost to fishers of implementing a
minimum riddle size, gear marking and
escape holes.
Will have a limited financial impact and
make a more robust byelaw.
Remove the benefit of purchasing a
permit associated with a single pot.

Coming into force and enforcement
Officers will maintain an emphasis on aiding compliance within the first month of the byelaw
being enacted. That said, the byelaw will be in force as of the date it is signed and in the
case of serious infractions or blatant disregard for the measures IFCOs will look to bring
forward enforcement action.
Conclusions
Whilst not legally obliged to do so, officers feel the informal consultation was of benefit to
the emergency measures. The byelaw presented in Annex 1 is considered to have been
rigorously considered both internally and externally and far beyond that which is required
for the purpose of an emergency byelaw.
Officers recommend that the Emergency Whelk Byelaw is confirmed.

Attachments:
Whelk Fishery Permit Emergency Byelaw
Regulatory Impact Assessment
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Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
MARINE AND COASTAL ACCESS ACT 2009
WHELK FISHERY PERMIT EMERGENCY BYELAW
The Authority for the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District in exercise of
its powers under sections 155, 156 and 157 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009
hereby makes the following byelaw for the District.
Interpretation
In this byelawa.

‘EIFCA’ means the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority as
defined in Articles 2 and 4 of the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Order 2010 (SI 2010 No 2189);

b.

‘District’ means the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District as
defined in Articles 2 and 3 of the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Order 2010 (SI 2010 No 2189);

c.

‘whelk’ means the marine gastropod Buccinum undatum;

d.

‘whelk permit’ means a Category One Permit or a Category Two (recreational)
Permit;

e.

‘Category One Permit’ means the permit described in paragraphs 4 to 11 of
this byelaw;

f.

‘Category Two (recreational) Permit’ means the permit described in
paragraphs 12 to 18 of this byelaw;

g.

‘permit conditions’ has the meaning given to it in paragraph 19 to 31;

h.

‘nominated representative’ means a person nominated by the permit holder
and whose name appears on the permit;

i.

‘fishing’ for the purposes of this byelaw includes the shooting, setting and
hauling of fishing gear; catching, taking or removing sea fisheries resources
and fish shall be construed accordingly;
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j.

‘whelk pot’ means a pot or trap set for the purpose of catching whelks and
which ordinarily consists of a weighted, rope or plastic container with an open
top through which whelks can enter but are restricted in escaping by a mesh
covering the opening;

k. ‘riddle’ is a fixed or moving flat or cylindrical apparatus constructed of parallel
bars which can effectively separate and reject whelks that pass between the
bars;
l.

‘minimum landing size’ means the minimum length as described in paragraph
29 and measured as set out in Schedule One.

General Provisions
1. No person shall fish for whelk within the district, or land whelk caught within the
district unless they have been granted a whelk permit by Eastern IFCA and undertake
fishing activity in compliance with this byelaw.
2. Contravention of a permit condition or the conditions relating to catch log books and
marking of fishing gear constitute contravention of this byelaw.
3. Application for a permit under this byelaw should be made using printed forms
available from EIFCA. This form will require applicant and vessel details. The applicant
may nominate up to 2 persons as their representative whose details must also be
entered on the application form.
Category One Permit
4. The fishing for whelk must be conducted in accordance with the permit conditions as
defined in paragraphs 19 to 31 and as set out in a Category One Permit.
5. Catch log books must be completed in accordance with paragraph 32.
6. All Fishing gear used under the auspices of this whelk permit must be marked in
accordance with paragraphs 33 to 35.
7. A Category One Permit may only be used by the permit holder, or a nominated
representative named on the permit, to fish for whelk in a manner complying with this
byelaw from the vessel named on the permit.
8. No more than one permit will be issued per vessel.
9. A fee will be charged for each permit which will be payable prior to issue. The fee for
issue of a permit and tags is a minimum of £50 or £0.50 per pot for the required number
of pots in excess of 100.
10. The vessel named on the permit must be registered in accordance with Part II of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1995, and the regulations made under that Act. The vessel must
also hold a current fishing licence valid for catching whelks within the District issued by
the appropriate UK fisheries department at the time the application is made.
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11. The maximum number of tags that will be issued to a Category One Permit holder is
500.
Category Two Permit (Recreational)
12. The fishing for whelk must be conducted in accordance with the permit conditions as
defined in paragraphs 19 to 31 and as set out in a Category Two Permit.
13. Catch log books must be completed in accordance with paragraph 32.
14. All Fishing gear used under the auspices of this whelk permit must be marked in
accordance with paragraphs 33 to 35.
15. A Category Two Permit may only be used by the permit holder, or a nominated
representative named on the permit, to set whelk pots complying with this byelaw from
the vessel named on the permit.
16. No more than one permit will be issued per vessel.
17. A fee will be charged for each permit which will be payable prior to issue. The fee for
issue of a permit and tags is £5 per pot.
18. The maximum number of tags that will be issued to a Category Two Permit
(recreational) holder is 5.

Permit Conditions
19. No person shall fish for whelk within the district by any method other than the use of
whelk pots.
20. No person shall fish for whelks using a whelk pot of an internal volume greater than
30 litres.
21. Each permit holder may set no more than the maximum number of whelk pots for
the whelk permit held by that person within the District.
22. No person shall set a whelk pot within the District that does not have a tag issued by
EIFCA to that person, or approved by EIFCA, attached to it in a clearly visible position.
23. No person shall set a whelk pot that is fitted with a tag that has previously been
notified as lost.
24. Tags will be ascribed to individual vessels. No person, other than the permit holder
or a nominated representative, using the vessel named in the permit shall haul whelk
pots ascribed to another person or vessel without firstly obtaining the agreement of
EIFCA. Such agreement will usually only be given in circumstances where the permit
holder, named representative and/or the named vessel are unable to put to sea.
25. The whelk permit and tags shall not be transferable and must be surrendered to
EIFCA immediately if no longer required by the person to whom they were issued.
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26. All tags will be reissued every year in changing colours.
27. If a permit holder loses some of their pots and tags they may submit a written claim
for replacement within 21 days of the loss. This claim should include the time, date and
position of the loss together with the numbers of the lost tags. The cost of replacement
tags will be paid by the applicant. Claims for replacement of less than 10% of tags or
those issued to the holder of a Category Two Permit (recreational) will be considered by
the Chief Executive Officer or Deputy Chief Executive Officer. Claims for more than 10%
of tags for Category One Permit holders will be considered by an Authority Panel made
up of Chairman, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer or Deputy Chief Executive
Officer. Appeal may be made to the full Authority if an applicant feels that their claim
has not been properly dealt with. The re-issue or replacement of tags will be at a cost of
30 pence per tag.
28. All whelk pots must include a minimum of two escape holes that are positioned at
least 150mm from the base of the pot or no more than 50mm from the top of the pot.
These escape holes must be of a size that a bar, the diameter of which is 24mm, will
pass freely through the hole. Escape holes must not be obstructed by any means.
29. The minimum landing size for whelk caught within the district is 55mm in length,
measured as set out in Schedule One.
30. All whelks must be graded for size immediately after removal from the sea by
passing them over or through a riddle constructed of parallel bars with a minimum
spacing between bars which a gauge, the size of which is 24mm, will pass through. All
whelk rejected by the riddle shall be returned immediately to the sea.
31. Whelk below the minimum landing size, caught within the district, shall not be
retained on board or be transhipped, landed, transported, stored, sold, displayed or
offered for sale, but shall be returned immediately to the sea.
Catch Log Book
32. The holder of a whelk permit shall submit to EIFCA, no later than the 7 th day of the
month following, such information in regard to catches and fishing effort for the previous
month as EIFCA may require. This information shall be entered into a document provided
by EIFCA and will include accurate information regarding the weight of whelks taken by
the holder of the permit’s whelk pots from the District during the preceding calendar
month, together with the number of pots used, average soak time and area fished.
Marking of Fishing Gear
33. Each string or shank of pots must be marked by a floating dhan at the North or
Western end the fleet to indicate its general direction and a high visibility buoy at the
other end.
34. The dhan shall have the following characteristics:
a. A mast of at least 1.0 metres above the surface of the sea measured from
the top of the buoy
b. A black flag at the top of the mast
c. Two strips of retro-reflective tape directly below the flag
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d. Generous use of fluorescent tape on the rest of the mast
35. The high visibility buoy shall have the following characteristics:
a. Coloured to be of high visibility
b. At least 100cm circumference
c. Clearly marked with the whelk permit number
d. In the case of fishing vessel, registered in accordance with Part II of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1995 and the regulations made under that Act, the
PLN number of the vessel named on the permit.
Coming into force and duration
36. The byelaw comes into force on the TBC April 2015 and remains in force, unless
revoked or extended, until the TBC April 2016.
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Schedule 1
Measurement of the length of a whelk (Buccinum undatum) in relation to the
Minimum landing size
The size of a whelk shall be measured as shown in figure 1 as the length of the shell.

The length of a whelk is determined as above regardless of any damage which would
reduce its length.
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We hereby certify that this byelaw was made and agreed by the Authority on TBC April
2015.

Philip Haslam
Chief Executive Officer
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
6 North Lynn Business Village
Bergen Way
King’s Lynn
Norfolk
PE30 2JG

Hillary Cox
Chairman
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
6 North Lynn Business Village
Bergen Way
King’s Lynn
Norfolk
PE30 2JG
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Explanatory Note
(This note is not part of the byelaw)
This emergency byelaw:
-

prohibits the targeting, capture and removal from the fishery of whelk within the
district without a permit issued by the Authority;

-

requires fishers to apply for one of two types of permit by providing applicant and
vessel information;

-

Category One Permits are intended for fishers wishing to target and commercially
exploit whelk fisheries;

-

Category Two Permits are intended for non-commercial fishers who wish to fish
for their own consumption

-

permit conditions will limit the number of pots and increase the size of whelks
removed from the fishery with the effect of reducing the risk of over-exploitation
of the fishery.
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Title:

Impact Assessment (IA)

Impact Assessment for Eastern IFCA whelk (Buccinum IA No:
undatum) fisheries permitting byelaw
Date: 12/02/2015
Lead department or agency:
Stage: Development/Options
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (Eastern
Source of intervention: Emergency
IFCA)
Byelaw
Other departments or agencies:
Type of measure: Secondary legislation
Contact for enquiries: Julian Gregory
(Deputy Chief Executive Officer)
Tel: 01553 775321

Summary: Intervention and Options
Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option
Total
Net Business Net Net
cost
to
Present Value
Present
business per year
Value
(EANCB
on
2009
N/A
prices)
N/A
N/A

In scope of Onein, Two-Out?

Measure
qualifies as

No

N/A

What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary?
Whelk stocks within Eastern IFCA’s district are at a high risk of being over-exploited. Landings data
(MMO data) has indicated that catch per unit effort has reduced during 2014 indicating that fishing effort
is too great to be sustainable. It is well accepted in published scientific literature that whelk are
particularly vulnerable to over-fishing due to their low mobility, slow maturation and the lack of a
dispersive larval stage. In addition, the current minimum landing size (45mm) is thought to be well
below the size at which whelk actually mature. Furthermore, there is currently no data available
regarding the health of whelk stocks within the Eastern IFCA district. These combined factors indicate
that the whelk stocks are at high risk from over-fishing. Regulatory (rather than voluntary) measures
are required as the risk of over-fishing is high.
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects?
To attain landings data from fishers prosecuting the whelk fishery to build an accurate maximum
sustainable yield model. To manage the effort of vessels prosecuting the whelk fishery and prevent
further significant increases in whelk fishing effort until Eastern IFCA can more accurately determine
maximum sustainable yield. To reduce the removal of pre-spawning whelk. To prevent a ‘boom and
bust’ fishery with a view to establish a fishery operating at maximum sustainable yield.
What policy options have been considered? Please justify preferred option (further details in
Evidence Base)
There are four potential management options considered within this impact assessment: do nothing,
voluntary measures, introduction of an IFCA byelaw or introduction of an IFCA emergency byelaw. The
preferred option is an IFCA emergency byelaw. There has been a sudden and dramatic increase in effort
(both pots per vessel and number of vessels) which requires management, as catch per unit effort has
suddenly reduced and was unforeseen. Given that effort and landings are at the highest recorded level
since 2010 there is an urgent requirement to protect pre-spawning individuals which are likely being
landed at present. There is also an urgent need to prevent further significant increases in effort and
collect data to inform stock and effort management from the fishers.
When will the policy be reviewed to establish its impact and the It will be reviewed
extent to which the policy objectives have been achieved?
01/05/2016
Are there arrangements in place that will allow a systematic Yes
collection of monitoring information for future policy review?
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Does implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements?
Are any of these organisations in Scope? If Micros
not exempted set out reason in evidence base.

Yes

Micro

<20

Small

Medium

Large

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

What is the CO2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?
(Million tonnes CO2 equivalent)

Traded:

Non-traded:

N/A

N/A

I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that, given the available evidence, it represents
a reasonable view of the likely costs, benefits and impact of the leading options.

Signed by the responsible Chief Officer:.............................................. Date: ...............................
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Evidence base
1.
Introduction
Eastern IFCA has a duty to take action to ensure the sustainable exploitation of fisheries
within its district as per section 153 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
Furthermore, in carrying out its duties Eastern IFCA is obliged to ensure Good
Environmental Status of fish and shellfish stocks as per the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (2008/56/EC) namely; sustainable fisheries with high long-term yields, stocks
functioning at full reproductive capacity, and to maintain or increase the proportion of
older and larger individuals within a population.
Eastern IFCA currently has no mechanisms to manage a sustainable whelk fishery. Best
available evidence has indicated that whelk stocks within Eastern IFCA’s district are at a
high risk of over-exploitation and potential collapse as a result of a sudden increase in
fishing effort. Failure to implement management measures at this time would potentially
result in the collapse of the whelk fisheries within our district and constitute a failure to
meet the obligations set by the European Commission.
2.

Rationale for intervention
a) Relationship between landings and effort

MMO landings data has indicated that landings of whelk into ports within Eastern IFCA’s
district have risen by 667% (by weight) since 2010 (Fig1.). In 2014, landings did not
increase in comparison to 2013 yet effort - in terms of the number of different vessels
landing per month – increased by 41%. Up until 2014, the rate of increase of active
vessels was decreasing and it was estimated that effort would level off in 2014.
However, 2014 saw the largest increase in the number of active vessels thus far. This
constituted a decrease in catch per unit effort (Fig.2.) indicative of having exceeded
maximum sustainable yield. Furthermore, these estimates of catch per vessel only take
into account the number of vessels i.e. not the number of pots per vessel. IFCOs have
also reported an increase in the number of pots per vessel and as such, the actual
increase in effort is likely to be much greater than estimated. As such, catch per unit
effort is likely have decreased significantly more than is estimated.
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Whelk landings by weight into ports
within Eastern IFCA district
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Fig 1. Landed weight of
whelk according to MMO
landings data (orange
bars) and number of
vessels prosecuting the
whelk fishery annually
(blue line).
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In determining maximum sustainable yield of a fishery, a model assesses changes in
catch per unit effort.. The simplistic estimate of catch per unit effort used in Eastern
IFCA’s calculations indicates that the fishery is being exploited at levels beyond
maximum sustainable yield. The potential impacts are a reduction in spawning stock
biomass, which will reduce the capability of the population to replace individuals lost
through fishing mortality and ultimately a loss in total biomass.
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Number of vessels prosecuting whelk fisheries
and catch per vessel
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Fig 2. Mean weight landed per vessel (catch per unit effort – blue line) and number of vessels annually prosecuting the whelk fishery.

b) Whelk biology
Whelks have life histories which make them particularly vulnerable to overfishing. In
addition, there is likely to be variation in key biological characteristics between fisheries
within Eastern IFCA’s district.
Size/age at sexual maturity – The size or age at which whelk reach sexual maturity (i.e.
spawning age) is thought to vary greatly even over relatively small spatial scales (Fahy
et al 1995, Fahy et al 2000). A recent Cefas report has found growth rates and size at
age to vary greatly throughout the UK (Lawler 2014). There is general consensus that,
the current minimum landing size (45mm) is below the size of maturity of most whelk
fisheries in the UK (Lawler 2014) and Europe (Fahy et al 2000).
Removing pre-spawning individuals can have a dramatic detrimental effect on stock
sustainability particularly when the minimum size is far below the size of maturity. A
limited evidence base suggests that the size of maturity for the Southern North Sea is
around 78mm (Lawler 2014). The age of maturity ranges from 3 to 8 years. The same
study found that whelk in stocks prosecuted by vessels landing catch at Wells-Next-TheSea (main whelk port in Eastern IFCA district) matured at 62.5mm; 12.5mm larger than
the current minimum landings size.
Low mobility – Tagging studies have revealed that adult whelks are relatively sedentary.
In addition, larval development is known to occur within the eggs and as such, larval
stages do not disperse (as in many other species such as mussels and cockles). As a
result of this limited mobility, individuals removed through fishing mortality have to be
replaced by recruitment from within the local stock. This will likely compound the effect
of removal of pre-spawning individuals.
c) Data deficiency
Eastern IFCA currently has no data regarding the location, extent or size of the whelk
stocks (or ‘stocklets’) within its district. There are no ICES or Cefas reports on whelk
stocks. The only indication Eastern IFCA has relating to the status of whelk stocks is
calculated using the estimate of catch per unit effort described above. There is a limited
amount of literature relating to whelk as a fisheries resource examining, for example,
stock dynamics and growth rates.
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Being a data deficient species, the risk to these stocks are increased, without additional
data relating to effect, location of fishing activity and fishing intensity Eastern IFCA is
unable to ensure that the fishery is operating at maximum sustainable yield.
d) Social and economic worth
Whelk landings increased nationally in 2014 and are now, for the first time, in the top
ten landed species by weight (MMO provisional report) with an estimated worth of £13.5
million. Within Eastern IFCA’s district, landed whelk had a first sale value of £1.32
million which made it the most valuable fishery in the district. According to MMO
landings data, 39 vessels engage the fishery.
The fishery is prosecuted primarily by fishers who also target other species. Whelk has
previously been prosecuted as a marginal species, targeted when other species are less
available. Recent landings data would suggest that whelk fisheries have become more
important in their own right. Maintaining a long-term sustainable fishery will have
significant socio-economic benefits – failure to manage the fishery could result in the
significant loss of earning, particularly effecting local and inshore fishing sectors which
diversify into this fishery during periods of low quota allocation and poor market
performance for other species.
The above issues highlight the high risk posed by the over-exploitation of the whelk
fishery.
3.

Policy objectives and intended effects

Given the identified risks to the whelk fishery, management measures are required the
objectives of which are as follows:
1.
Acquisition of accurate effort and landings data to build models to work towards
maximum sustainable yield;
2.
Introduce effort management;
3.
Prevent additional large increases in effort until such a time as assessments can
determine appropriate levels of effort; and
4.
Prevent or reduce removal of pre-spawning whelk.
With the exception of objective one, Eastern IFCA currently has no ability to implement
management measures pursuant of these objectives in a regulatory manner.
Data will be collected within the next 12 months relating to the location, number and
yield of fishing gear (pots). This data will be used to inform effort management towards
maximum sustainable yield. In addition to the data collected via the management
measures, a research project will take place during the 2015/16 financial year to
determine the presence of individual stocks across the district, the size of maturity
across the district to better inform management measures relating to minimum landings
size and gear specifications.
4.

The options

Option 0: Do nothing – Considered inappropriate given the high risk of the fishery
from over-exploitation and the socio-economic importance of the fishery.
Option 1: Emergency whelk permitting byelaw – Considered the most appropriate
option.
An emergency byelaw will prohibit fishing for whelks within Eastern IFCA’s district
without a permit issued by the Authority.
Permitting scheme – Permits will be issued to whelk fishers. This measure will allow
Eastern IFCA to manage effort initially with a view to review the appropriate number of
permits and pots after 12 months in the light of data gained over the same period.
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The permitting scheme will also allow for permit conditions as follows:
I.

Permit holder must provide the number, location and soak time of fishing gear
(whelk pots) and the biomass of whelk caught by pots.
II.
Prohibition of all fishing gear except whelk pots as specified for the
prosecution of the whelk fishery.
a) Whelk pots must have escape holes of a specified dimension and location
b) Sorting gear must be in the form of a riddle with a minimum specified spacing
between sorting bars
III.
A hull (vessel) is prohibited from setting more than the specified number of
pots
IV.
Whelks below a specified size may not be landed
Option 2: (Conventional) whelk permitting byelaw – considered inappropriate
given the urgent requirement to introduce effort capping measures and measures to
prevent the removal of pre-spawning individuals for the high risk fishery.
Option 3: Voluntary measures – Given the high risk of the fishery and the need to
have immediate action, the potential for non-compliance to a voluntary measure is too
high a risk.
5.

Evidence base

5.1 Pot limitations
In order to identify the appropriate number of pots that individual permit holders should
be limited to, IFCOs undertook to investigate the number of pots currently being used to
prosecute the whelk fishery. Of the 78 vessels identified as having prosecuted the
fishery during the period 2010-2014, information on 50 vessels has been collated.
It was identified that the mean number of pots per vessel was 515 and that 32% of
vessels prosecute both within and outside of the 6nm limit. Vessels which utilise more
pots tend to be larger vessels (fig 3.).

Mean length of vessel by number of pots
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Fig 3. Relationship between the mean length of vessels and the number of pots a vessel
uses to prosecute whelk fishery. Bins 1 to 8 represent a range of pots as depicted in the
legend.
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Analysis of the information gathered enabled an assessment of the indicative impact of
introducing pot limitations of varying levels. The proportion of the fleet that would be
affected by pot limitations is illustrated in Table 1 and Fig 4.

pot limitation

Number
of vessels
unaffected

%
unaffected

%
effected

300

21

42

58

400

26

52

48

500

28

56

44

600

28

56

44

700

29

58

42

800

41

82

18

900

42

84

16

1000

49

98

2

Table 1. The number of vessels unaffected for a given pot limitation, the
proportion of the fleet unaffected and the proportion affected by a pot limitation –
IFCO consultation data, based on estimated pots within 6nm.
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Fig 4. Proportion of the whelk fleet which will be affected by a pot limitation
Given that the mean number of pots currently used by a vessel is 515, an initial pot
limitation of 500 would appear to be appropriate. In considering this figure it is relevant
to note that there is no significant change in the proportion of vessels affected until the
limit is increased to 800 pots – see Fig 4. This is more than double the limit set by Kent
and Essex IFCA (300 pots) and significantly more than the mean number of pots used by
the fleet at present. Whilst only 18% of vessels would be affected by a limitation of 800
pots it would not have the protective effect that is being sought.
The number of vessels that would be affected by a pot limitation of 500 is illustrated in
Fig 4, which indicates that the proportion of the fleet which would be affected by this
limitation is around 44%. Of the vessels likely to be affected it is estimated that 41%
currently also set pots outside of the 6nm boundary. 12 vessels that currently use more
than 500 pots do not presently set pots outside of the 6nm boundary. Fig 3. Indicates
that the mean vessel length of vessels utilising 500-600 pots is 9 metres.
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Analysis of whelk landings over the last four years (Tables 2, 3 and 4) indicates that a
pot limit of 500 would not have affected overall landings if fishers prosecuted the fishery
8 times per month – this is known to be an accurate figure for many vessels. In
addition, vessels prosecuting the whelk fishery 4 times per month would also not be
affected (Table 2). 4 trips per month is thought to be an accurate estimation of levels of
activity. Note that Table 2 indicates that by fishing 4 times per month, fishers
prosecuting the whelk fishery inside the 6 nm would have been able to catch all of the
whelk landed in 2014 with 375 pots each, even with the poorest catch-per-pot.
Table 2: Pots per vessel to achieve annual landings - 4 trips per
month (likely)
Kg captured per pot
Year

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

2010

243

213

170

142

122

106

95

2011

187

164

131

109

94

82

73

2012

327

287

229

191

164

143

127

2013

455

398

319

265

228

199

177

2014

375

328

263

219

188

164

146

Table 3: Pots per vessel to achieve annual landings - 8 trips per month (peak
season)
Kg captured per pot
Year

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

2010

148

129

103

86

74

65

57

2011

118

103

83

69

59

52

46

2012

255

223

179

149

128

112

99

2013

392

343

275

229

196

172

153

2014

267

234

187

156

134

117

104

Table 4: Pots per vessel to achieve annual landings - 2 trips per month
(unlikely)
Kg captured per pot
Year

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

2010

486

426

340

284

243

213

189

2011

374

328

262

218

187

164

146

2012

655

573

458

382

327

287

255

2013

910

796

637

531

455

398

354

2014

751

657

525

438

375

328

292

Tables 2, 3 and 4 indicating the theoretical number of pots required to land the annual
landed whelk for a given year taking into account the number of vessels active for each
year for the period 2010-2014 (10, 18, 23, 26 and 39 respectively) and the number of
‘trips’ undertaken per month. Data was adjusted to take into account the proportion of
pots set inside and outside of 6nm where that data is known. Cells highlighted in red
indicate where a pot limitation of 800 would impact on landings, cells in amber show the
same for a 500 pot limitation. Based on estimates of pots inside 6nm from consultation
with fishers.
Consultation with the industry has indicated that whelk capture at levels of 1.75 to 2 kg
per pot is poor catch per unit effort but this does appear to represent reality. A
consultation conducted by Kent and Essex IFCA indicated that landing 2.2kg per pot was
average. Assuming that this was the case, Table 4 indicates that landings would have
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been reduced if there was a 500 pot limitation where vessels were prosecuting the whelk
fishery only twice per month (Table 4). There would have been between 25 and 296
pots (per vessel) fewer than would have been required to land the amount as was
landed in 2012 to 2014. This represents a potential loss of between £1125 and £10,656
per vessel per annum. The shortfall could be mitigated by relocating pots to outside of
the 6nm boundary – 41% of vessels who fish with more than 500 pots already prosecute
the whelk fishery beyond the 6nm boundary and would likely mitigate in this way.
Assuming this is the case, this would reduce the average cost per vessel to between
£461 and £4368 per annum. It is likely that the majority of vessels fishing with more
than 500 pots have the capability of fishing for whelk outside the 6nm boundary.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that vessels will only fish for whelk on two occasions per
month.
Business models for the whelk fisheries vary from vessel to vessel. Some larger vessels
solely target whelk for a continuous 8 week period per year whilst others may only set
pots once or twice in a month to offset poor catches in another fishery. With this in
mind, setting a pot limit that will suit all business models is unlikely to be achievable.
Illustrative business models have been developed and are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7.
Table 5 - Earnings per person per week – Business model 1 (independent
vessel)
Kg whelk per pot

Parameters

Pots

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Vessel expenses

250

300

20.63

195.00

543.75

892.50

1241.25

1590.00

1938.75

Bait (£ per pot)

0.5

500

534.38

825.00

1406.25

1987.50

2568.75

3150.00

3731.25

crew

1

700

1048.13

1455.00

2268.75

3082.50

3896.25

4710.00

5523.75

company share

0

800

1305.00

1770.00

2700.00

3630.00

4560.00

5490.00

6420.00

£ per kilo

0.775

1000

1818.75

2400.00

3562.50

4725.00

5887.50

7050.00

8212.50

Trips per week

3

Table 6 - Earnings per person per week – Business model 2
(independent vessel)
Kg whelk per pot

Parameters

Pots

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Vessel expenses

250

300

4.58

43.33

120.83

198.33

275.83

353.33

430.83

Bait (£ per pot)

0.5

500

118.75

183.33

312.50

441.67

570.83

700.00

829.17

crew

3

700

232.92

323.33

504.17

685.00

865.83

1046.67

1227.50

company share

0

800

290.00

393.33

600.00

806.67

1013.33

1220.00

1426.67

£ per kilo

0.775

1000

404.17

533.33

791.67

1050.00

1308.33

1566.67

1825.00

Trips per week

2

Table 7 - Earnings per person per week – Business model 3 (firm
owned vessel)
Kg whelk per pot

Parameters

Pots

1.75

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Vessel expenses

150

300

35.63

55.00

93.75

132.50

171.25

210.00

248.75

Bait (£ per pot)

0.5

500

92.71

125.00

189.58

254.17

318.75

383.33

447.92

crew

3

700

149.79

195.00

285.42

375.83

466.25

556.67

647.08

company share

0.5

800

178.33

230.00

333.33

436.67

540.00

643.33

746.67

£ per kilo

0.775

1000

235.42

300.00

429.17

558.33

687.50

816.67

945.83

Trips per week

2
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Tables 5, 6 and 7. Weekly earnings of whelk fishing based on different business
models. Parameters are based on information gained from consultation with various
members of the fishing industry.
Vessels within Eastern IFCA’s district with 200-300 pots have reported a viable income
from whelk fishing – this is confirmed by analysis of MMO landings data which indicates a
vessel with 300 pots landed £82,000 (first sale value) of whelk in 2014.
In contrast, larger vessels who may not be dedicated whelk fishers (i.e. fewer trips per
week) and which require larger crews to operate will likely favour more pots. Tables 6
and 7 depict an estimate of weekly earnings based on information gained from liaison
with fishermen. Whelk fishing may only constitute a proportion of their weekly income
however, due to the extra costs incurred (extra fuel) and the larger crews, the earnings
per person are reduced.
It is acknowledged that Eastern IFCA currently has no ecological or environmental
justification to limit the number of pots to a specific number but the evidence set out
does provide clear rationale to support the objective of managing effort and to stop the
trend of increased effort in the light of catch per unit effort declining over the last year.
Despite the urgent requirement for management measures, Eastern IFCA felt the
proposed measures would benefit from a short informal consultation. The consultation
indicated a varied suit of business models and polarised views on the number of pots
appropriate to viably fish for whelk. Many fishers feel that a limit of 500 pots would be
too high and possibly lead to overfishing. Others feel that 500 pots are too few. Being
an emergency byelaw, Eastern IFCA is not in the position to design measures which
would encompass all manner of business models as management measures are required
urgently. The data collected through a permit condition will be used to determine the
appropriate level of effort on the fishery.
5.2 Increase in minimum landing size
It is generally well accepted in the literature that the EU minimum landing size for whelk
(45mm) is not sufficient to protect pre-spawning whelk. Fahy et al 1995, Fahy et al
2000 and Fahy et al 2005 found that the size at which a whelk is sexually mature varies
across the UK and is generally greater than 45mm.
Cefas conducted a study investigating the size of maturity of whelk at ports across the
UK and found that the size of maturity varied across the major whelking ports. The size
of maturity was investigated at Wells as part of this study; this was found to be
62.5mm. There is no data available to estimate size of maturity at other ports within
the district however, anecdotally it is thought that whelks of 62.5mm will likely be
mature across the north Norfolk Coast and within The Wash. Fisheries on the East coast
of Norfolk and Suffolk are thought to have smaller whelks for a given age.
The minimum landings size for Whelk in the Irish Sea was increased to 50mm in light of
research which indicated that the minimum landings size was too small – this was
however only a small increase relative to the recommended 65mm. The rationale was
that an increase greater than 50mm would result in the collapse of the fishery as such a
high proportion of the catch was less than 65mm. The fishery subsequently crashed in
2004 (fahy et al 2005).
There is a need to have a protective effect on pre-spawning whelks within the district
however, with limited evidence regarding size of maturity for the majority of the district
(except the North Norfolk Coast) a cautious approach will be adopted which balances the
economic impacts of reducing the MLS and the requirement to have a protective effect.
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Table 5. Potential impact of an increase in minimum landing size. Estimates based on
bio sampling conducted
a
whelk
processing
Proportion
Annual £ at
factory.
Nine
samples
of
below
loss
per
100
whelks
were
measured
Proportion (adjusted
vessel
for
vessels
fishing
Whelk below (by for
Annual
£
throughout
the
district.
length number)
weight)
loss
Proportion below (adjusted)
1.75
45
2.8
23,097.73
592.25
takes
into
account
the
5.49
50
7.8
72,686.90
1863.77
relative economic worth of
17.10
larger whelks (i.e. greater
55
22.2
226,210.16 5,800.26
32.23
60
39.4
4264,50.99 10,934.64 mass) using length as a
proxy
(assuming
an
42.30
62.5
50.1
559,680.04 14,350.77 isometric
relationship
between length and volume). Economic losses are estimated on 2014 landings data.
Increasing the minimum landing size will have an economic impact on fishers. It can be
seen from table 5 that almost three percent of landings are currently under the 45mm
minimum landing size – strict compliance with this would result in a loss of £592 per
vessel based on 2014 landings.
A minimum landing size of 55mm represents the best balance between economic impact
and protective effect. Setting the minimum landing size at 62.5 would have the
protective effect required but would result of losses in the region of 42%. A minimum
landing size of 50mm would have very limited protective effect – 12.5mm under what is
thought to be the size of maturity for at least part of the district – but would have a
limited economic impact.
A minimum landing size of 55mm seems the most appropriate given the limited
information available. This has the potential to reduce earning from whelk catches by
17% but is likely to have a protective effect in Suffolk and the east coast of Norfolk. The
potential risk of the whelk fishery collapsing (which would cost the fishers in the region
of 100% of their catch) is considered too high not to impose a minimum landing size
which will have a protective effect.
Whilst the potential cost of implementing the increase in minimum landing size is high,
many (at least 41% of the fleet) vessels will be able to fish outside the 6nm boundary
where the minimum landing size is 45mm. Furthermore, this is based on 2014 landings
data – the value of landed catch of whelk in 2010 was an order of magnitude lower than
in 2014, which has inflated the impact of imposing restrictions. In reality, the value of
landings in 2014 is likely a result of the whelk stocks being over-exploited, particularly in
the sense of pre-spawning individuals being removed from the fishery.
A study to determine the size of maturity will take place over the 12 month duration of
the emergency byelaw. It is possible that the recommended minimum landing size will
vary across the district and require a more complex regulating mechanism – beyond the
scope of the current measures. It is also likely that the minimum landing size will have
to increase form 55mm to have a greater protective effect.
It should also be noted that the above estimates of losses to fishers is an estimate based
on very limited data. Whelks from only 6 different vessels were measured. Of these,
one vessel would not have been impacted by an increase in minimum landing size and a
further two vessels would have been effected less than the estimate given in table 5.
5.3 Minimum riddle size
Sorting gear (e.g. riddles or grids) is used to separate undersized whelk catch form
commercial whelk catch. Informal consultation with the fishing industry has indicated
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that bar spacing of sorting gear varies from 20-25mm; a spacing of 20mm has been
shown to be effective at selecting whelks of greater than the 45mm minimum landing
size (Lawler et al 2012). Lawler et al 2012 found that the effectiveness of a riddle size
depended on the location of the fishery with differences found in the width/length
relationship between the four sample sites. The bar spacing at which whelk of a size of
55mm was retained varied between 23 and 24mm.
Whelks vary in width for a given length. For a given minimum landing size (length) the
width of these whelk will vary and, as such, fit through riddles of different sizes. The
intention of choosing a minimum bar spacing for riddles is to balance the amount of
undersized whelk which will be discarded with as smaller loss of commercial sized whelk
as possible.

Figure 5 – extracted
from Lawler et al 2012.
Catch
retention
by
riddle grid gap of both
commercial (blue) and
undersized (red) whelks
for different assumed
minimum landing sizes.

The
most
effective size
of riddle for discarding whelks of the length 55mm would be 27 or 28mm – no whelks of
55mm will be retained (figure 5). However, this will also result in a loss of commercial
whelk in the region of 50-60%.
A riddle size of 24mm would reduce the proportion of under 55mm whelk retained to
under 10% and would result in the loss of commercial sized whelk in the region of 10%.
A riddle of 25mm would result of a reduction in the retention of undersized whelk to only
a few percent but would reduce the retention of commercial sized whelk to around 80%.
A small study was conducted with whelk caught from within Eastern IFCA’s district to
ascertain if the Cefas study was comparable. The study indicated that, for a riddle with
bar spacing of 24mm, the proportion of commercial catch lost was comparable to that of
the Cefas study (8.48% by weight).
A minimum riddle size of 24mm represents the best balance between a limited economic
impact on the fishers whilst still having a protective effect. A study will be conducted
over the next 12 months which will provide more evidence towards the most effective
riddle size.
5.4 Escape holes
Some fishermen are thought to use escape holes in some whelk fisheries (e.g. Kent and
Essex) however, informal consultation with the whelk fishers in Eastern IFCA’s district
indicated that only a few do so. Escape holes are used in other fisheries as a means of
increasing gear selectivity (e.g. in crab pots) often to the benefit of the fishers as this
reduces the time required to process catch (i.e. sort and discard undersize individuals).
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By including a requirement for gear to have escape holes, fewer pre-spawning
individuals will be captured by whelk pots. Lawler et al 2012 indicates that this is an
effective method for reducing the capture on undersized individuals however; the
experiment was focussed on determining the effectiveness of escape holes in relation to
the current minimum landing size of 45mm.
Whelk pots are often ‘homemade’ costing relatively little however, one owner of several
whelking vessels estimated a price of £30-35 per pot (specially made pots) and IFCOs
have reported some pots costing in the region of £85. This is of importance when
considering escape holes as, if an initial escape hole size is found to be too large, it may
require the replacement of the pot.
Lawler et al 2012 found that the modal length of whelk caught in pots increased with
increasing escape hole size. The total catch of each pot decreased with increasing
escape hole size but the proportion of undersize (less than 45mm whelk) reduced at a
greater rate – decline in the commercial catch of pots was most evident with escape
holes of 28mm.
The size of the escape hole through which a whelk of a given size will fit is likely to be
greater than the same for riddle spacing. This is due to riddle bars selecting for whelks
in a different manner i.e. at its ‘minimum width’. An escape hole will restrict a whelk at
its widest diameter. As such, a whelk pot escape hole should in theory be greater than
the associated minimum bar spacing.
That said, give the relatively limited data available on the effectiveness of escape holes
for a minimum landing size of 55mm and the potential cost to fishers for having to
replace pots should the size be reduced, it is considered proportionate that a minimum
escape hole size would be 24mm (diameter).
A study will be conducted over the next 12 months to determine the effectiveness of this
measure.

Potential cost of measures
a) Cost to fishers
I.
Cost of permit
The cost of a permit will depend on which permit is granted and the number of
pots used in association with that permit.
Category One Permit - The associated charge is £0.50 per pot for up to 500
pots (maximum charge of £250). A minimum charge of £50 is charged for the
permit.
Eastern IFCA proposes a £0.50 per pot system to reflect that many fishers are
currently using less than 500 pots. This will provide an incentive for fishers who
do not wish to increase the level of effort.
Category Two Permit (recreational) – The associated charge is £2.50 per pot
for up to 5 pots (maximum of £12.50).
The Category Two Permit (Recreational) costs more per pot than the Categiry One
Permit. This is to reflect that fewer pots are permitted under a recreational
permit (thus the maximum cost is much lower - £12.50) however the
administration cost of processing applications, issuing permits, logbooks and tags
will be equivalent. The maximum cost of the Category One Permit is greater than
the recreational permit to reflect that the administration cost of entering landings
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data (from returns forms) and enforcement costs will be greater than in the case
of the recreational permits.
Eastern IFCA is empowered to charge for permits under the Marine and Coastal
Access Act (2009)
and as such it could be said that it was the intention of
Parliament that such charges would be levied. It is proposed to follow best
practice in doing so in line with other IFCAs that have introduced permitting
schemes. It is intended to be used only as a cost recovery tool to lessen the
burden on the public purse.
Eastern IFCA initially proposed permit charges of £1 per pot for a Category One
Permit and £5 per pot for a Category Two Permit (Recreational). These charges
are considered proportionate and in line with charges imposed by similar
permitting schemes (i.e. the Kent & Essex Whelk Permit Byelaw). As a result of
engagement with the industry Eastern IFCA reduced the charges associated with
the permits for the purpose of the emergency byelaw. This was to reflect the
potential costs to fishers associated with becoming compliant with the emergency
byelaw i.e. purchasing new/modifying riddles and purchasing marker buoys etc.
In addition, there may be a loss of earnings associated with modifying whelk pots
to include escape holes. Charges may be increased incrementally in the event
that a permanent permitting system is established.
The charges implemented as per the emergency byelaw will modestly contribute
to, but by no means cover, the cost associated with processing applications,
administering permits and pot tags and entering landings data from returns forms
into a database. More proportionate charges will be proposed for the purpose of
a conventional byelaw to reflect the cost of enforcement of the measures.
II.
Cost of measures
The proposed measures will potentially reduce the income of whelk fishers. From
the limited studies carried out within Eastern IFCA’s district it has been estimated
that a combination of the riddle size and increase in minimum landing size could
reduce earnings by around 25.6% annually. This figure will vary greatly from
vessel to vessel.
There will also be a cost associated with purchasing gear marking equipment
(such as floats, staves and reflective tape) and an indirect cost of having to put
escape holes into whelk pots (time lost which would have been used to fish). This
has been reflected in a reduction of the permitting charge for the purpose of the
emergency byelaw.
The potential cost of not implementing these measures is the total income of
whelk fishers following the collapse of the whelk fishery.
b) Cost to Eastern IFCA
I. Administration – There will be a cost to processing whelk applications including
reviewing details (e.g. valid fishing licence etc.) and entering permit holder and
nominated representative details into a database.
There will also be a
requirement to input returns forms data.
II. Enforcement – Increased enforcement at sea (vessel running costs), increased
presence at ports (particularly for first three months whilst IFCOs assist fishers
with making compliance related changes).
III. General costs – Printing costs (letters, returns forms) the cost of the whelk pot
tags (9p per tag plus postage and packaging).
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Conclusion
Evidence indicates that the whelk fisheries within Eastern IFCA’s district are at high risk
from over-exploitation. Option 1 (emergency byelaw) is appropriate given the level of
risk to the inshore whelk fisheries.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 15

18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Planning and Communication Sub Committee report
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to report the proceedings of the Planning and
Communication sub-committee (P&C S-C) meeting held on 25 February 2015.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of the report.
Report
The P&C S-C met on 25 February 2015 to transact the following business:
Approve the Annual plan 2015-16
Approve the Communications report 2014-15
Approve the Corporate communication plan 2015-16.
Outcomes
Annual Plan
The annual plan for 2015-16, which is a MaCAA requirement, was approved. The plan
has been developed through the same corporate planning process as used last year
which has included all staff in its preparation to assure ownership of the plan throughout
the organisation. All planned activity has been nested within the wider strategic plan
that has been reviewed and endorsed as fit for purpose by Authority members. This will
ensure that Defra mandated outputs are delivered and the most pressing local issues
and concerns are addressed. The plan has been published on the Authority website and
has been forwarded to Defra for their information.
There are 8 priorities for the Authority in Eastern IFCA 2015-16:
1. to continue investments in staff to preserve appropriate subject matter
expertise;
2. to ensure that the conservation objectives of Marine Protected Areas in the
region are furthered by delivering fisheries management measures for ‘Amber
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and Green’ designated features within European Marine Sites (EMS) within the
mandated timeframe and formulating potential management measures for
Tranche 2 candidate Marine conservation zones (MCZ). Support community voice
method project.
3. to ensure that sea fisheries resources are exploited sustainably and in
accordance with MSFD requirements by continuing the comprehensive byelaw
review process guided by the strategic assessment of fisheries within the district;
4. to promote sustainable development through a project to rejuvenate
previously productive fishing grounds;
5. to continue the Seagoing Assets Review and to introduce into service a second
enforcement vessel;
6. to ensure that the marine environment is protected from the effect of
exploitation by reviewing district wide bio-security measures including
management of invasive, non-native species;
7. to balance the needs of all within the fishery by assessing the impact of
Common Rights Holders activity;
8. to promote sustainable development by reviewing the process to issue WFO
Entitlement and explore cost recovery mechanisms
Corporate Communication Plan
Financial Year 2013-14 saw the Authority put in place the infrastructure to facilitate
meaningful engagement and great strides were made in boosting the reach and
reputation of Eastern IFCA. During 2014-15 the focus was upon a number of ‘hard to
reach’ and potentially disengaged stakeholders. Using regional coastal events and a
display trailer, every effort was made to engage with these groups.
For 2015-16 the focus will shift to educational establishments to ensure that the younger
generation within the district is informed of the inshore marine environment. An offer to
attend regional schools has been sent to the Heads of Children’s Services at the three
constituent councils. There has been a healthy response and events are being
programmed.
The budget for the year has been significantly reduced to £5000 (from £50,000 in 2012).
The budget is judged proportionate and will enable attendance at the following events
Norfolk Spring Fling
Suffolk Coastal Champions event, Languard Pt
Cromer & Sheringham Crab & Lobster Festival
RSPB Titchwell Marine Week
Lincs Fish and Chip festival (tbc)
Cromer Carnival
RSPB Frampton open day
Kings Lynn Heritage Day
Norfolk Food and Drink festival
Norwich Open Academy School Environment Day
Educational establishments (1 per month Apr-Oct)
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In addition our digital ‘footprint’ will continue to be reinvigorated to make sure it
provides information on the Authority’s activities in a useful and meaningful way. The
website is being refreshed and our social media portfolio is being actively managed to
engage with as large a cross section of stakeholders as possible.
Background documents
Eastern IFCA Annual Plan 2015-16
Eastern IFCA Communication plan 2015-16
Available on the EIFCA website at the following links:
Eastern IFCA annual plan 2015-16
http://www.eastern-ifca.gov.uk/documents/2015%2016%20annual%20plan.pdf
Eastern IFCA communications plan 2015-16
http://www.eastern-ifca.gov.uk/documents/C&E%20plan%20201516a.pdf
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage
a sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 16
17th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29th April 2015
Payments made and monies received during the period 1st January 2015 to 31st
March 2015
Report by: Andrew Bakewell – Head of Finance
Purpose of report
It is an audit requirement that the Authority’s receipts and payments are presented to
and formally approved by Members at their quarterly Statutory meetings.
The report on Payments made and monies received during the period 1 st January 2015
to 31st March 2015 is attached.
The payments have been made in accordance with EIFCA’s Financial Regulations and the
necessary processes and approvals have been carried out.
Exceptional Items
Most large fluctuations in expenditure relate to timing of periodic bills i.e.
Quarterly rents (Moorings)
Annual costs (Three Counties refit c.£40k), (Vehicle insurance c. £6k)

Recommendations
Members are asked to:
Approve the report.
Background documents
There are no background documents to this paper
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Finance Officer's Report on Payments Made and Monies Received during the period
1st January 2015 to 31st March 2015
Payments made during the period 1st January 2015 to 31st March 2015

Transfers to EIFCA Salaries & Wages Acct.
Rent, Rates & Service Charges
General Establishment
Legal Fees
Staff Travelling & Subsistence
Members’ Allowances
Training
Moorings/Harbour Dues
Pisces III Operating Costs
Three Counties Operating Costs
FPV John Allen –Operating Costs
Vehicle Operating Costs
Communication and Development
Research and Environment
Enforcement
Wash & Nth Norf. EMS Project
Wash Fishery Order
New vehicles
Petty Cash
VAT recoverable (Quarter)
TOTAL PAYMENTS MADE

Month 10
£

Month 11
£

78,000.00
2,677.42
7,072.92

70,000.00
6,864.08
17,820.40

735.07
556.22
1,887.72
552.57
166.67

4,375.14
436.55
2,197.50

Month 12
£

TOTAL
£

72,000.00
677.50
22,679.33

220,000.00
10,219.00
47,572.65

81.73

192.00
3,474.64
4,400.00
702.43

5,110.21
1,184.77
7,559.86
4,952.57
950.83

6,775.51
4,538.66
1,063.83
110.00
170.50
785.11
48.00

4,944.82

46,591.02

1,134.80
194.75
235.07
1,716.68
246.99
100.00

11,415.44
76.50
2,582.14
3,409.77
150.00

4,266.46

7,093.73

6,533.43

17,893.62

117,442.24

174,784.20

401,733.10

109,406.66

58,311.35
4,538.66
13,614.07
381.25
2,987.71
5,911.56
444.99
100.00

Monies received during the period 1st January 2015 to 31st March 2015
Month 10
£
Levies
Treasury Deposit Interest
VAT
Lay rents
HMRC Mineral Oil Rebate
WFO – Licences
WFO - Tolls
Defra funding
Wash & North Norfolk Coast EMS
Grant Natural England
EHO sampling
Miscellaneous
TOTAL MONIES RECEIVED

Month 11
£

Month 12
£

22,410.51

TOTAL
£

1,451.00

22,410.51
1,451.00

1,800.00

1,375.00
4,466.00

4,667.00

1,375.00
10,933.00

24,210.51

51.60
5,892.60

146.91
6264.91

198.51
36,368.02
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 17
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29th April 2015
Report on the Management Accounts for the period 1st January 2015 to 31st
March 2015
Report by: Andrew Bakewell – Head of Finance
Purpose of report
To set out the Quarterly Management Accounts for members to note.
Recommendations:
Members are asked to formally note the Management Accounts.
Background
The Management Accounts for the twelve months to 31st March 2015 are attached.
The Management Accounts show the year to date actual income and expenditure in
budget format monitored against the Budget apportioned for the period and a note of
the Budget for the Year.
Members will note that the provisional figures for the twelve months show that there is a
saving against budget of £55,146. This is made up of an under spend of £15,291 and an
increase in Miscellaneous Income of £39,855.
The main variances to budget are as follows:Expenditure
Salaries
Accommodation
General Expenditure
Officers Expenses
Members
Training
Operations
Vessels
Vehicles
Income
AIFCA
WFO Tolls
Sale of vehicles
Lay rents
Interest
Other

£
49,421
418
(963)
(3,769)
2,103
10,585
12,861
(54,338)
(1,027)
24,933
10,620
11,419
4,304
(13,260)
1,840

Reason
Full complement not achieved until October
Not significant
Mobile phone charges – conference calls
Amsterdam conference DS, Ireland trips
Non repeated set up costs
not utilised
Allocation of costs
Refit TC (£15k)and upgrade to JA (£40k)
Insurance newer fleet
Extra capital funding
4 vehicles replaced in the year
Interest rates
EHO sampling

Background documents
There are no background papers to this report.
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Management Accounts
Financial Year 2014/2015…………
ACTUAL
Year to Date
Qtr 4
£
SALARIES & WAGES
Staff Remuneration
Pension
National Insurance

BUDGET
Year

£

MEMO
Budget
For Year
£

TOTAL

708,033
140,245
51,541
899,819

743,600
148,720
56,920
949,240

743,600
148,720
56,920
949,240

TOTAL

77,770
96,011
20,089
2,997
27,155
224,022

78,188
95,048
16,320
5,100
37,740
232,396

78,188
95,048
16,320
5,100
37,740
232,396

3,104
14,996
15,045

10,000
20,400
15,606

10,000
20,400
15,606

16,339

22,102

22,102

99,931

71,924

71,924

88,340
7,856

58,650
5,452

58,650
5,452

TOTAL

212,466

158,128

158,128

TOTAL

23,367
23,367

22,340
22,340

22,340
22,340

1,392,819

1,408,110

1,408,110

-3,740
-11,419
-10,620
-24,933
-1,840
-4,304
-56,856

-17,000
0
0
0
0
0
-17,000

-17,000

1,335,964

1,391,110

1,391,110

GENERAL EXPENDITURE
Accommodation
General Establishment
Officers' Expenses
Members' Travel
Training

Development & Communication
Enforcement
Research & Environment
VESSELS
Moorings & Harbour Dues
Vessel Operating Costs
Three Counties
Enforcement Vessels incl John
Allen
Pisces III

VEHICLES
Operating Costs

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
INCOME
Bank Interest
Sale of assets
WFO Licence Tolls
Additional funding
EHO sampling
Lay rents
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE LESS INCOME
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-17,000

Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 18
18th EIFCA Meeting
29th April 2015
Report by: Andrew Bakewell, Head of Finance
Payment of expenses to MMO appointees
Proposal: That the authority resolves to continue payment of expenses until the next
review at the equivalent meeting in 2016.
Problem/Issue Statement: The authority being mindful of its’ financial duties will,
whilst recognising the cost to the individual, continue to assess the affordability of the
payment of expenses as standing orders require.
Back ground: It is considered advantageous to encourage a wide and diverse
membership of the Authority, the modest cost of reimbursing out of pocket expenses is
thought to be instrumental in achieving meaningful and constructive meetings. The
budget for the coming year is £4,750 with actual expenditure for the year to date
c.£3,000.
Comment and recommendations: Expenditure at current levels is comfortably
sustainable from existing funds without compromising achievement of the authority’s
targets.
Financial implications: The recommendation has no effect on the 2015/16 budget.
Recommendation: The committee approves the payment of expenses to MMO
appointees for a further year.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 19
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Wash Fishery Order (1992) Shellfish Lays Update
Report by: L P Godwin, Project Officer/IFCO;
Purpose of report
To report to the Authority on progress made regarding outstanding lay applications, to
consider the remaining lay applications and to consider applications made under Article
6(6) of the Wash Fishery Order 1992 pertaining to lay holders entering into partnership.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Agree to approve lays W1, W2 and TH6ext pending Natural England
advice and ministerial consent.
Agree to approve the lay TH10 as modified pending Natural England
advice and ministerial consent;
Agree not to approve lay TH9 on the grounds that it fails to meet the
provisions of the WFO (1992);
Agree to consent the partnership between Ms C Oaks, Mr John Lake and
Mr John Witt and John Lake Shellfish ltd under Article 6(6) of the WFO
(1992);
Agree to consent the partnership between Mr Richard Bagley and Mr Mick
Jackson under Article 6(6) of the WFO (1992); and
Agree to consent the partnership between Mr Neil Lake and Merlinward
Limited under Article 6(6) of the WFO (1992).
Background
Nine applications for Wash Fishery Order (1992) shellfish lays were presented to the
Marine Protected Area Sub-Committee in October of 2014. Decisions for five of these
applications were deferred until –
Ministerial consent had been received for existing lays which were in excess of 10
ha.
Lays on the Thief sand were resurveyed for settled cockle spat.
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Lay application progress
Both of these actions have been completed. Ministerial consent was formally provided in
March 2015 (Annex 1). The results of the survey of the Thief lays are presented in
Appendix 2. Recommendations on the outstanding lay applications are presented below:
Residual Actions
Consideration of Wash
Shellfish Lay application
Consideration of Wash
Shellfish Lay application
Consideration of Wash
Shellfish Lay application
Consideration of Wash
Shellfish Lay application

Fishery Order
for W1.
Fishery Order
for W2.
Fishery Order
for TH6(ext).
Fishery Order
for TH9.

Consideration of Wash Fishery Order
Shellfish Lay application for TH10.

Recommendation
Approve subject to ministerial consent and
Natural England Advice.
Approve subject to ministerial consent and
Natural England Advice.
Approve subject to ministerial consent and
Natural England Advice.
Reject lay application on the grounds that
the proposed lay is set with wild cockles
(as per Article 6(11) of the Wash Fishery
Order 1992).
Approve subject to a westward shift of its
Eastern boundary so as to exclude the
area set with cockles (Annex 2) including
a buffer zone and subject to ministerial
consent and Natural England Advice.

Article 6(6) applications
Lay holders are prohibited from entering into partnership with one another without the
permission of the Authority as per Article 6(6) of the Wash Fishery Order 1992. Officers
have received three applications for the Authority’s consideration.
Application 1: for the following lay holders to enter into partnership with John
Lake Shellfish ltd.
Name
Lay(s)
Ministerial
consent
required?
Mr John Lake
TO3a, RG1
Yes*
Ms Carol Oaks
TO3b, TO4c
Yes*
Mr John Witt
TH6 & including TH6(ext) Yes
* Although ministerial consent would not ordinarily be required for these
applications on their own, all three will require consent as a result of Mr John Witt’s
inclusion as per Article 6(5) of the Wash Fishery Order 1992.
Application 2: for the following lay holders to enter into partnership with each
other.
Name
Lay(s)
Ministerial
consent
required?
Mr Mick Jackson
TO2
Yes
Ms Richard Bagley
CH1, CH1a
Yes
Application 3: for the following lay holder to enter into partnership with
Merlinward Limited.
Name
Lay(s)
Ministerial
consent
required?
Mr Neil Lake
TO3a, RG1
Yes*
* Although ministerial consent would not ordinarily be required for this application,
it will require consent as a result of Mr John Witt’s inclusion with John Lake
Shellfish Limited as per Article 6(5) of the Wash Fishery Order 1992.
Officers foresee no risk involved in granting the above applications. And recommend that
the Authority agree to consent the partnerships pending ministerial consent.
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Annex 1 – Ministerial consent for lay holding in excess of 10 hectares
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Annex 2 – Research report on cockle spat settlement on Thief Lays
Extent of cockle beds on the Thief Sand with respect to proposed lays, TH9,
TH10 and the extension to Lay TH6
Introduction
In 2009 applications were submitted for two new lays on the Thief Sand, TH9 and TH10,
plus an extension to the existing lay, TH6. Following these applications a biotope survey
was conducted in the vicinity of the proposed lays. This survey, which was also informed
by historic cockle surveys, did not highlight the area of the proposed lays as supporting
cockles, either at the time of the survey or in the previous ten years of historic data.
Subsequent to these applications being submitted but prior to their approval, a
moratorium came into effect in 2009 that prevented new lays from being issued until
research had been conducted to study food availability in the Wash. Due to the
moratorium, the application process for these lays was put on hold.
In 2014 the moratorium was lifted to allow nine applications for lays that had been
delayed by the moratorium to be processed. On June 14 th 2014 a further biotope survey
was conducted around the three proposed lays on the Thief Sand. This included a review
of historic cockle survey data from the period 2000-2014. No evidence was found from
this survey that the area of the lays supported cockle beds.
In September 2014, officers became aware that there had been a large settlement of
cockles on the Thief Sand during the summer and that some of these had settled within
the area of the proposed lays. Because first-winter mortality of cockles tends to be high
in the Wash, it was felt that the previous absence of cockle beds in this area could have
been due to the area not being conducive for long-term cockle survival. This had been
witnessed in other places in the Wash where settlements had occurred, but the cockles
had washed away during winter storms. Rather than consider this area to be a cockle
bed, and deny the proposed lays from being issued, the Authority agreed to delay their
issue until a further survey had been conducted in 2015 to determine if the cockles had
survived the winter.
A survey of the cockle stocks on the Thief Sand was conducted on 20 th March 2015. This
comprised two elements:
A survey of the usual spring cockle survey stations, conducted over high water
employing a Day grab,
A foot survey that mapped the western edge of the cockle bed.
Results
The survey found the Thief Sand supported 176 hectares of Year-0 cockles that had
successfully survived the winter. These were present in densities as high as 7,060
cockles/m2. The foot survey found this patch of cockles had a very distinct edge that was
able to be mapped. Figures 1 and 2 show the extent of the cockles based on the
combination of the grab and foot surveys.
The cockles extend 3.55 hectares into proposed lay TH9 and clips the eastern edge of
TH10. The proposed extension to TH6 was not found to support cockles.
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Figure 1 – Chart showing the extent of the cockles identified on the Thief Sand in comparison to the proposed lays, TH9, TH10 and TH6
extension
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Figure 2 – Chart showing the extent of the cockles identified on the Thief Sand in comparison to the proposed lays, TH9, TH10 and TH6
extension
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Conclusion
Cockle spat frequently settle in areas that are not favourable for their long-term survival.
The absence of cockles in the historic record in the vicinity of the proposed lays on the
Thief Sand suggested this was possibly one such area. When high densities of cockle
spat settled in this area in 2014, therefore, it was agreed a further survey should be
conducted in spring to ascertain whether they had survived before the area was
classified as being a cockle bed. The survey conducted on 20 th March 2015 found the
cockles had survived the winter and appeared to be well established at the site. The
extent of the cockle stocks found during this survey should, therefore, be added to the
historic cockle database used to show the extent of cockle beds in the Wash.

RW Jessop
Senior Research Officer
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable
fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 20
th

18

Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting

29 April 2015
Project Inshore Stage 3 report
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to apprise members of the content of the Stage 3 report of
Project Inshore.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of the report.
Agree that Eastern IFCA adopts a supporting role if the local industry
wishes to proceed to MSC full accreditation for Wash cockle.
Introduction
Project Inshore is a partnership project led by Seafish with a wide range of industry
partners including retailers and suppliers. It uses the Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC), pre Assessment process as a tool to assess and inform the management of all
English fisheries within IFCA areas. It comprises 4 stages:
1) Fishery Analysis
2) MSC Pre-Assessment gap analysis
3) Sustainability Reviews
4) Fisheries Improvement projects
The objectives are to:
Consider all inshore fisheries against a consistent framework of common criteria –
the MSC Pre Assessment.
To recognise where management is working and feed into areas which could be
improved upon.
Develop sustainability reviews to feed into current IFCA management plans.
To overcome the market barriers to small scale fisheries engaging in the MSC
programme.
To use the output as a tool to attract investment and guide priorities.
MSC accreditation is a standards based mechanism to secure sustainable and
environmentally conscious fisheries. As MSC put it: ‘Achieving certification against the
MSC Fisheries Standard validates the efforts made by your fishery to ensure the long
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term sustainability of marine environments. By ensuring that your fishing practices are
sustainable you will be helping to secure jobs and fishing-based economies for the
future. You could also enhance your reputation and secure new business opportunities.’
The MSC Fisheries Standard is based on three principles:
P1 - Sustainable fish stocks
P2 - Minimising environmental impacts
P3 - Effective management
The MSC accreditation process costs c£80,000 to complete.
Executive Summary
The Executive summary of the report is below
1. Project Inshore is an ambitious initiative led by Seafish, Marine Stewardship
Council (MSC) and Shellfish Association of Great Britain (SAGB) launched in June
2012 which seeks to work towards an environmentally sustainable future for
English inshore fisheries.
2. Project Inshore uses the Marine Stewardship Council Standard as a framework by
which to review the performance of fisheries around the English coast. For some
fisheries there may be market or other motivations for seeking MSC certification,
however for other fisheries – perhaps particularly lower value, smaller fisheries –
it may be less cost effect to pursue certification. Regardless of whether product
certification is seen as an objective for the fishery, comparing the fishery against
the MSC framework, is a useful exercise in reviewing the current status and
management within a fishery.
3. This report provides Strategic Sustainability Reviews for Eastern IFCA.
4. The results of the Project Inshore MSC pre-assessment process for English
Inshore Fisheries indicates that three stocks fished by Eastern inshore fishermen
are already ‘well managed’ and likely to meet the Good Environmental Status
Requirements, such as Maximum Sustainable Yield. These fisheries are identified
as being in a position to proceed with full MSC assessment (at least when fished
by certain gears).
5. Should there be in interest in pursuing MSC certification for these fisheries, the
report outlines the steps needed in preparation for full assessment and the
benefits of increasing the size of the client group (typically up to the spatial
range of the stock) for any full assessment.
6. Two of the stocks which have been recommended for full MSC assessment are
managed by means of EU quotas, set by means of a Long Term Management
Plan, with regular and routine scientific advice provided by ICES (of which CEFAS
scientists are actively involved in). The only other fishery in this group within the
Eastern IFCA district is the Wash cockle fishery where management is under a
Regulating Order.
7. The MSC pre-assessment has identified “gaps” for all other stocks, which would
potentially lead to low scores in a full MSC assessment.
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8. Before seeking to advise on how to address those gaps, Stage 3 of Project
Inshore first considers the critical question of where responsibility lies for
addressing those gaps, and seeks to focus IFCA management attention of those
fisheries which they are best placed to lead on management of. A scoping
exercise has been carried out on the locally important fisheries of the district to
identify those, where there are management gaps, where management is not
being addressed at a higher jurisdiction (i.e. DEFRA / EU) and finally, but
importantly where fishery patterns or life history characteristics support a
rationale to justify inshore management.
9. The locally important fisheries which Eastern IFCA is best placed to lead on stock
management are cockle, mussel, whelk, lobster, brown shrimp and pink shrimp.
10. IFCAs are facing increasing demands on their time and resources with the
management of European Marine Sites (EMS). IFCA-led fisheries management is
therefore only likely to occur for priority species.
11. The key gap to address in most of these fisheries relates to the need for fisheries
specific stock management, featuring understanding of stock status to enable the
development of adaptive stock management defined by management rules. From
an MSC point of view this bridges the requirements of both P1 and P3.
12. In many of these fisheries that have received less management focus, stock
definition is an important pre-requisite of management action. Definitive proof of
stock discreteness would require studies such as tagging and genetic analysis.
However the results may still prove inconclusive and the cost of the research on
an individual fishery may not be justified. For this reason proof of genetic
discreetness is not a requirement for MSC assessment – or good management.
13. If guided by international law and the adoption of the precautionary approach in a
data-poor situation, then the lack of definitive stock definition should not be a
barrier to the adoption of precautionary management actions. Better therefore to
recognise that fish stock definition is an imprecise science, and make use of the
best available data to establish reasonable working hypotheses for stock
assessment purposes and to guide management actions. Regular review and
evaluation of the management of the fishery would be expected to examine the
working hypothesis of stock definition as part of its remit.
14. The report provides Eastern IFCA with guidance in the development of this type
of adaptive stock management for those stocks or species identified above.
15. A key issue is the time and resources required to develop and agree a fishery
management plan. This may not be realistic for IFCAs given their current and
projected workload. Therefore an alternative approach to the development the
necessary fisheries management is under a Fishery Improvement Project (FIP)
that can be funded and supported by other parties, such as industry. The IFCA
could act in an advisory capacity during the potentially lengthy analysis,
development and consultative process. The management plan would likely require
IFCA endorsement, which may require the adaptation of existing bylaws or
adoption of new bylaws, and subsequent IFCA enforcement and operation.
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16. Stage 4 of Project Inshore will continue until 2015. During this stage 4 the focus
of the Project Inshore English Fisheries Outreach team will be on providing
support for those fisheries wishing to move into full MSC assessment, but may
also facilitate the development of FIPs.
17. For all other stocks (including some locally important fisheries such as cod,
whiting, sole, herring, mackerel, plaice and thornback ray) the Eastern IFCA still
plays an important role as key stakeholder and a partner in management. The
IFCA remains responsible for enforcement of relevant legislation on these
fisheries within their jurisdiction. Additionally, the IFCA has the power to act to
further safeguard the resource, should they wish, such as through the
introduction of technical measures, however, though this may contribute to
responsible stewardship of the resource, it should be recognised that the overall
success of stock management – namely whether or not the stock is overexploited
– is beyond the IFCAs control.
Fisheries Management actions
The following stocks are noted as being eligible for immediate entry into MSC full
assessment:
North Sea sole
North Sea autumn spawning herring
Wash cockle
Of the these stocks only Wash cockle is managed exclusively by Eastern IFCA and there
is currently not the industry impetus or funding to proceed to full assessment. The
report endorses the current EIFCA management practice, the stock is noted as being
sustainably managed and appropriately exploited via hand-work. Members would wish
to note the contradictory assessments of a dredged cockle fishery in the Wash.
Article 3.2 Para 6 states:
‘The pre-assessment suggests that dredge fisheries for bivalves (mussel and
cockle) would have a challenge to pass MSC Principle 2, and this remains the
default position. Dredging may have a significant impact on the substrate,
although this impact can be substantially reduced depending on the precise
nature and frequency of the dredge operation, the sensitivity of the habitat and
its recovery rate. In this case, due to the spatial restriction of the fishery (within
the Regulating Order), that it takes place within a designated conservation area
and has therefore been subject to an appropriate assessment of environmental
impact as part of the licencing process, and finally that the conservation features
of the conservation designation are understood to be in a favourable status, it is
likely that the dredge fishery for cockle (and mussel) within the regulating order
may also be in a position to proceed to full MSC assessment. The onus is on the
fishery to prove that the ecological impact is minimised and kept to acceptable
levels.’
whereas Art 5.2.1 states:
‘Although the pre-assessment concluded that hand raked cockle from a
Regulating Order was also in a position for full assessment this by itself is not the
most important local fishery. However, with the provision of additional local
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information following on from pre-assessment (in particular that this fishery takes
place within a European Marine Site and has been subject of Appropriate
Assessment and the qualifying features for the site are show to be in a favourable
status) it can now be concluded that dredge caught cockle from within the
Regulating Order does look to be in a position to proceed toward full MSC
assessment.’
Project Inshore are being consulted about this apparent contradiction.
It is recommended that Eastern IFCA adopts a supporting role if the local industry wishes
to proceed to MSC full accreditation for cockle.
The 11 priority fisheries in the Eastern IFCA district are identified as
Cockle
Cod

Pink/Brown
shrimp
Bass

Mussel

Brown crab

Thornback
Ray

Whelk

Lobster

Sole

Of these species, Cod, Thornback Ray and sole are managed by the Common fisheries
policy via quota and are outside Eastern IFCA’s management jurisdiction. The remainder
of stocks are either noted as being appropriately managed: cockle and mussel, or are
subject to management action now: whelk, bass, crab and lobster or in the near future:
pink/brown shrimp.
Project Inshore’s report endorses Eastern IFCA’s own strategic fisheries assessment and
show that officers are focussing action on the right stocks at the right time.
Project Inshore Stage 4
The next stage of the project will provide follow up and support for interested fisheries
wishing to move into full MSC assessment and facilitation of the development of Fishery
Improvement Projects to help fill gaps identified in Stages 2 & 3. An expression of
interest (and informal bid for funding) has been lodged with Seafish for support to
accredit the regional crabs and lobster fisheries should there be sufficient support from
local industry to enter the process.
Conclusion
Initially billed as providing a roadmap for the sustainable management of inshore
fisheries, the Stage 3 report provides a useful further evidence base and management
mechanism to enable the progression of Authority fisheries management business.
Eastern IFCA understands its regional fisheries and is taking appropriate management
action to deliver their sustainability. Where regional fisheries can benefit from MSC
accreditation, officers will endeavour to secure funding to support local fisheries
improvement projects.
Background documents
Project Inshore Stage 3 Strategic Sustainability Review.
http://www.seafish.org/media/publications/Eastern_IFCA.pdf
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable
fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 21

18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Compliance Risk Register and Annual Enforcement Plan 2015/16
Report by: J Gregory (DCEO)
Purpose of report
To present for the Authority’s consideration the Annual Enforcement Plan 2015/16 and
Annual Compliance Risk Register for 2015/16.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the content of the
Enforcement Plan 2015/16;

Compliance

Risk

Register

and

Annual

Agree to adopt both plans for the 2015/16 financial year.
Background
Officers have formalised the approach for proportionate and risk based enforcement
through the development of a Compliance Risk Register and an Annual Enforcement Plan
(appended to this paper).
The Compliance Risk Register 2015/16 consists of an assessment of available data and
wider contextual issues to provide a quantifiable estimate of the risk of non-compliance
across the district. The report summarises the outputs of the assessments and is used
to inform a Monthly Risk Profile which is used, along with intelligence and emerging
issues to direct enforcement activity through the Tactical Coordination Group meetings.
The Annual Enforcement Plan 2015/16 outlines enforcement resources and assets and
describes broad targets for enforcement activity in the next year in line with the
Regulation and Compliance Strategy.
Conclusion
Undertaking enforcement activities in line with the Regulation and Compliance Strategy
and as set out in the Annual Enforcement Plan and Compliance Risk Register will ensure
an efficient, proportionate and value for money approach to fisheries enforcement
throughout the district.
Attachments:
Compliance Risk Register 2015/16
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Compliance Risk
Register
2015/16
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Fishing vessel in The Wash

This document is available in electronic form from the Eastern Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority website:
www.eastern-ifca.gov.uk

Alternatively a hard copy can be viewed at the following location:
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
6 North Lynn Business Village
Bergen Way
King’s Lynn
Norfolk
PE30 2JG

April 2015
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1.

Introduction

Analysis of fisheries data has indicated fishing trends over 2014 which can be used to
inform enforcement activity over the next 12 months. Application of contextual issues
and local knowledge has determined the risk of non-compliance with regards to fisheries
legislation for each species.
Relative Risk Indices are provided for each area and each species to inform the direction
of enforcement activity throughout the financial year of 2015/16. Compliance risk is not
spread evenly over the three areas or across the year but does reflect the seasonality of
fishing activity and the timing of new fisheries regulations.

2.

Function of the Compliance Risk Register

Eastern IFCA is committed to applying a targeted approach to fisheries enforcement in
accordance with the Regulation and Compliance Strategy. The Eastern IFCA district
consists of three counties (Lincolnshire, Norfolk and Suffolk) with over 300 commercial
vessels landing more than 60 different species of fish and shellfish to ports therein. In
addition, the recreational angling community is thought to land in the region of 10% of
England’s recreational catch within the district. Eastern IFCA’s enforcement resources
are limited to 10 enforcement officers and three vessels. As such, targeted allocation of
resources is essential to providing a proportionate and comprehensive enforcement
presence across the district.
The Compliance Risk Register uses a combination of statistical analysis and local
knowledge (including the application of contextual issues such as new legislation) to
determine where and when the highest risk of infraction occurs and in relation to what
fishery. The analysis also highlights where the current gaps in our knowledge base are
and this combined with the priorities as determined in the Strategic Assessment, helps
to inform the allocation of resources. In summary, the Compliance Risk Register
provides broad indications of the risk of infraction on an annual basis which can be used
to inform planning for the associated financial year.
The Risk Register is used to produce Monthly Risk Profiles, which are used operationally
to inform the Tasking and Co-ordinating Group (TCG) meetings to prioritise enforcement
activity. A Monthly Risk Profile is produced for each month presenting relative risk
indices and contextual issues and priorities are determined for each month using this
information (including evidence gathering priorities and EMS monitoring).

3.

Method

An initial assessment is carried out for commercial fisheries using available data to
produce relative risk indices. These indices provide a broad backdrop of risk throughout
the year. Contextual issues are then applied as a narrative in the annual summaries
(sections 4 and 5) to provide a more complete picture of infraction risk across the
district.
There is little data relating to recreational fisheries within the district which can be used
for this type of assessment. As such, the trends in fishing activity determined from
commercial catch are used as an indication of recreational activity in conjunction with
the findings of the Sea Angling 20129 report.

9

Sea Angling 2012 – cefas.defra.gov.uk
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Finally, in carrying out the above assessments, gaps in our current knowledge base are
highlighted.
Evidence gathering priorities reflect these gaps in addition to those
highlighted in the Strategic Assessment and effort is directed towards gathering this
evidence based on fishing trends observed from landings data.
Commercial fisheries
A relative risk index is produced by determining the ‘likelihood’ of infraction and the
‘potential impact’ of an infraction.
Likelihood is determined by taking into account three factors; the total landed
weight of a species, the number of vessel which have landed catch of that species
and the total monetary value of the landings of that species. The ‘likelihood’ of
infraction is relative in that the above factors are proportions of a district total.
The assumption is that, when fishing activity is at its greatest, the risk of
infraction is at its greatest also. This is obviously not always the case but this is
reflected in the use of intelligence through the Tasking and Co-ordinating Group
at an operational level. This approach will be developed as additional systems
are put into place to track compliance in other ways.
Potential Impact is determined using two factors; severity of an offence (as
determined by previous court rulings) and the potential damage which may be
caused by the offence to a fishery or habitat (this takes into account current stock
status, location of spawning and nursery grounds and ICES advice).
According to the Defra guidance, non-compliance with IFCA byelaws carries a
lesser severity which is generally the case in a national context. It is rational to
assume that, within an IFC district, non-compliance with an IFCA byelaw is of
equal or even greater relevance than some national regulations given that IFCA
byelaws are specific to an IFC district. As such, the severity associated with IFCA
byelaws has been increased subjectively to account for their importance within
the district.
A relative risk index is produced for the following:
1. Each species of fish or shellfish landed in the previous year;
This index provides an indication of the compliance risk across the whole district
and determines general priorities with regards to commercial fisheries.
2. Each possible infraction for each species landed within the previous year;
This takes into account the different types of infraction (for example minimum
landing size, community measures, national legislation relating to gear
specification and IFCA byelaws etc.).
3. Each species as a proportion of the landed weight for a given month within
each area.
This index indicates where and when the highest risks of infraction occur within
the year. These indices are proportional to the landed weight for a given species
within one of the three Areas but reflect relative risk also. As such, they can be
used to determine resource allocation i.e. the resulting risk index can be used as
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a factor by which available resources can be multiplied to determine the
appropriate resource allocation.

4. District Summary
4.1 Relative risk indices
The relative risk indices are numbers between 0 and 1 which indicate risk (0 being the
lowest risk and 1 the highest). These indices are designed to be relative – i.e. they are
comparable to each other. For example, there is twice as much risk associated with a
fishery which has a relative risk index of 0.4 compared to another with a relative risk
index of 0.2. The initial assessment has produced relative risk indices, the highest risk
species are presented in table 1 (below).
Species

Damage

Max
severity

Cockles
Whelks
Brown Shrimps
Crabs
Lobsters
Sole
Bass
Thornback Ray
Cod
Mussels*

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.89
0.78
0.78
1.00
0.67
0.56
0.78

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Potential
Impact
Index

1.78
1.78
1.78
1.89
1.78
1.78
2.00
1.67
1.56
1.78

Landed
Weight
Index

vessels
Index

Value
Index

Relative
Likeliness
Index

Relative
Risk
Index

0.46
0.31
0.10
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00

0.06
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.00

0.16
0.25
0.22
0.08
0.12
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00

0.48
0.45
0.37
0.29
0.30
0.23
0.20
0.19
0.17
0.04

0.92
0.90
0.81
0.74
0.73
0.63
0.63
0.57
0.51
0.25

Table 1. The relative risk index of the highest risk species landed within Eastern IFCA’s district. Mussel did not
feature in the top ten species numerically but have been included to reflect that MMO landings data does not
reflect the ‘seed mussel’ fisheries

The initial assessment indicates that cockle fisheries represent the highest compliance
risk – this reflects a high score for both potential impact (of non-compliance) and a high
likelihood score. The inclusion of bass primarily reflects a very high potential impact of
non-compliance. Mussels are included in table 1 to reflect the fact that MMO landings
data does not detect fishing for seed mussel fisheries (which have a high potential
impact score) and so the initial assessment produces an incorrectly low likelihood score.
Table 2 (below) gives an indication of relative risk across the whole district for all species
landed in 2014. Risk is adjusted monthly to take into account fishing activity for that
month – i.e. risk is highest when a fishing activity is at its peak. Species are ordered by
total monthly risk to reflect those fisheries which represent a higher risk for more of the
time. Cockles, for example, have the highest risk for a given single month (table 1) but
the fishery lasts only four months of the year with the effect that it appears in a lower
position in table 2 than presented in Table 1.
Risk across the year follows an expected trend in line with seasonal fishing
activity. Risk is greatest during March to June and lowest between December and
February (winter).
Species

Jan

Feb

March

April

May
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Month
June
July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Whelks
Crabs
Bass
Brown Shrimps
Thornback Ray
Lobsters
Sole
Lesser Spotted Dog
Cockles
Cod
Brill
Whiting
Plaice
Smoothound
Turbot
Gurnard and Latchet
Blonde Ray
Mullet - Other
Flounder or Flukes
Lemon Sole
Herring
Cuttlefish
Dabs
Pink Shrimps
Mackerel
Monks or Anglers
Sprats
Scallops
Garfish
Haddock
Red Mullet
Mussels
Pouting (Bib)
Tope
Squid
Skates and Rays
Pilchards
Pollack
John Dory
Sand Smelt
Spider Crabs
Green Crab
Horse Mackerel
Gurnards - Red
Dogfish
(Scyliorhinidae)
Gurnards - Grey
Hake
Ling
Spotted Ray
Skate (Round)
Witch
Octopus

0.57
0.05
0.28
0.56
0.37
0.04
0.02
0.29

0.69
0.05
0.32
0.41
0.27
0.03
0.02
0.31

0.90
0.49
0.63
0.41
0.41
0.14
0.06
0.38

0.75
0.66
0.43
0.29
0.37
0.23
0.23
0.34

0.69
0.67
0.57
0.13
0.41
0.23
0.51
0.33

0.12
0.03
0.37
0.01
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.09

0.15
0.04
0.35
0.10
0.00
0.13
0.02
0.11

0.51
0.34
0.36
0.32
0.00
0.01
0.13
0.31

0.14
0.06

0.00
0.13
0.13

0.45
0.22
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.09
0.05
0.41
0.13
0.04
0.03
0.02

0.00
0.01

0.00
0.07

0.28
0.35
0.05
0.08
0.24
0.09
0.29
0.04
0.35
0.33
0.21
0.00
0.09
0.02
0.05
0.04

Total
Proportion

3.26
5.5

0.00
0.04
0.05
0.00
0.05

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.13
0.26
0.15

0.03
0.15
0.15

0.42
0.74
0.49
0.04
0.53
0.23
0.63
0.12
0.53
0.07
0.15
0.04
0.13
0.33
0.10
0.07
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.30
0.00
0.20
0.15
0.33
0.05
0.09

0.29
0.63
0.25
0.06
0.57
0.57
0.41
0.02
0.92
0.01
0.16
0.01
0.19
0.18
0.12
0.01
0.07
0.14
0.17
0.13

0.23
0.55
0.35
0.17
0.31
0.42
0.30
0.01
0.50
0.00
0.08
0.09
0.03
0.09
0.18
0.00

0.36
0.41
0.59
0.47
0.41
0.43
0.50
0.12
0.21
0.03
0.18
0.24
0.15
0.41
0.31
0.06

0.17
0.13
0.02

0.18
0.14
0.04

0.16
0.10
0.03
0.03

0.05
0.05

0.03
0.06
0.00
0.24

0.02
0.10

0.35
0.56
0.30
0.81
0.39
0.73
0.19
0.09

0.33
0.49
0.12
0.78

0.02
0.07
0.02
0.05
0.13
0.09
0.23
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.20
0.22
0.03

0.08
0.03
0.07
0.33
0.04
0.04
0.32

0.12
0.23
0.18

0.00
0.02
0.12
0.35
0.06
0.36
0.06

0.06
0.04

0.19
0.06
0.05
0.22
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.04
0.08
0.07
0.02
0.18
0.03
0.16
0.17
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.09
0.04
0.06

0.16

0.02
0.15
0.00

0.15

0.12
0.25

0.18

0.04

0.02

0.01
0.06

0.17

0.02

0.18
0.16
0.04

0.01

0.05
0.15
0.17

0.01
0.01

0.00
0.01
0.02

0.03
0.02

0.15
0.13

0.12
0.12
0.13

0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
3.40
5.7

6.79
11.4

6.03
10.1

6.52
11.0

6.64
11.1

5.32
8.9

3.94
6.6

5.69
9.6

5.27
8.8

4.58
7.7

2.10
3.5

Table 2. Relative risk indices adjusted by month to reflect monthly levels of fishing activity based on MMO
landings data for 2014. Risk ranges from 0 to 1 (0 – no risk to 1 highest risk). Colour scale of white (low risk)
to red (high risk) represents risk visually (i.e. the darker the shade of red the greater the risk). The bottom
two rows indicate total risk within a month and the proportion of risk associated with each month. The colour
scale follows a traffic light system – red, amber and green (red indicating high risk and green indicating low
risk). Species are ordered by the sum of monthly to reflect those with a consistent risk across the year.
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4.2 Contextual Issues
Wash Fishery Order – The annual cockle fishery is controlled in its entirety
through the Wash Fishery Order 1992. Whilst the cockle fishery presents the
highest risk of infraction it is also the most predictable and only has risk
associated with it for around four months of the year (Table 2) and will be
reflected in the Monthly Risk Profile appropriately. Mussel fisheries within The
Wash Fishery Order as also predictable but sub-littoral mussel beds are also
targeted outside of the Order. These ‘seed’ mussel fisheries often have a short
duration and have no predictable pattern as they depend on a vessel having
found a bed through prospecting. The dynamic nature of these mussel seed
fisheries and their high potential for damage (see table 1) indicate that they
represent a higher risk than determined through the relative risk index if/when
they occur.
New legislation – Eastern IFCA is introducing an emergency byelaw for the
management of whelk. Initially enforcement of the new measures will focus on
assisting fishers to be compliant with the regulations. The whelk fishery already
scores highly as per its relative risk index and this is amplified by the introduction
of these new measures.
Bass is a species at high risk of over exploitation and measures were recently
implemented by the European Council in relation to pair trawling and bag limits
for recreational fishers. The ban of pelagic pair trawling ended on 31 April 2015
but there is the potential that it will be reinstated in 2016. The bag limit for
recreational fishers will be enforceable throughout the year. According to the
2014 landings data, bass were landed commercially primarily during the
spawning aggregation period (May and June) and another peak was observed
during September and October. Recreational fishers will likely also target bass
whilst the pre-spawning adults ‘run’ towards the sea from estuaries and rivers
during March to May. As such, enforcement of this new legislation will be
highlighted as a higher risk (than that given to it by the risk index) for those
Monthly Risk Profiles.
Fisheries performance – It is anecdotally reported that the shrimp fishery in
The Wash is performing poorly (April 2015) relative to previous years. This may
result in an increased likelihood of breaching limitations on shrimp net mesh size
or gear configuration (in an attempt to capture more shrimp). In addition this
may increase the risk of shrimping occurring in areas closed through the
Protected Areas Byelaw (see below). Shrimp landings are at their greatest after
the effort in the WFO cockle fishery reduced (September to November). TCG will
inform on the productivity of the shrimp fishery during the year and if it is still
thought to be poor, an increased priority for the shrimp fishery will be given in
the Monthly Risk Profile.
Thornback ray quotas are also low this year (for the inshore fleet). Although
control measures (i.e. landings in excess of quota) is not enforceable by IFCOs,
information gathered can be passed on to the MMO. Quota species landings
trends are often dependent on the exhaustion of the quota in addition to natural
fishing trends. 2014 landings data indicates that landings were relatively stable
for the main ports with slight peaks observed during June and July). TCG can
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inform on the remaining allocation of quotas and risk can be subjectively adjusted
accordingly.
EMS monitoring – The protected area byelaw currently has four regulatory
notices associated with it which will be in force during the next financial year.
The sites to which the regulatory notices apply all require monitoring irrespective
of risk. Compliance risk associated specifically with this byelaw is also reflected
in the Monthly Risk Profiles.
Regulatory notice 1. Prohibited trawling areas (protection of sabellaria
reef) in The Wash.
Brown shrimp fishing in The Wash peaks after effort in the cockle fishery
decreases (during September to November).
Whilst brown shrimp
trawling has the potential to interact with the closed areas, pink shrimp
fishing is more closely associated with the sabellaria reef. 2014 landings
data indicates that the peak landings for pink shrimp was 7 tonnes during
June. Prosecution of the pink shrimp fishery will likely follow the same
trend as the brown shrimp fishery albeit with far fewer vessels. Risk will
be subjectively adjusted in the associated months.
Regulatory notice 2. Prohibited trawling area (protection of cobble and
boulder reef) in The Wash.
As above but with more of a focus on brown shrimp also.
Regulatory Notice 3. Prohibited trawling areas (protection of eelgrass)
on the North Norfolk Coast.
There have been anecdotal reports of trawling for shrimp at these sites in
the past however, monitoring over the past 12 months has not indicated
that it is a contemporary activity. Bait digging is not prohibited at these
sites however, indications on the levels of bait digging activity is required
to determine the suitability of the current measures. Bait digging activity
is likely to be associated with fine weather and the start of recreational
angling in early to mid-spring and continue through the summer. In
addition to IFCO monitoring, the resident Natural England warden
monitors for bait digging activity at these sites, which are also protected
by SSSI legislation.
Regulatory notice 4. Prohibition on trawling and bait digging (protection
of eelgrass) on the south bank of the Humber estuary.
Trawling is thought to be very unlikely at the protected site and presents a
low risk. Bait digging is known to occur in the area and monitoring has
detected bait diggers operating in the vicinity but not within the closed
area. The bait diggers known to use the area are well educated on the
protected area.
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4.3 Evidence gathering
Priorities for evidence gathering includes gaps highlighted at a strategic level (i.e.
information required for designing and implementing management measures and to
inform the byelaw review as per the Strategic Assessment) and to better inform the next
annual Compliance Risk Register. Key gaps in our knowledge base are highlighted as an
output of this assessment and are reflected as evidence gathering priorities.
4.3.1 Finfish
Analysis of MMO landings data against Eastern IFCA landings data shows distinct
differences between landed weights of fin fish within the district. Whilst there are likely
to be flaws in both data sets they do provide indicative figures and improving data
quality is a priority.
Species

EIFCA
(tonnes)

MMO
(tonnes)

Difference
(tonnes)

Percentage
difference

Bass

41.65

21.34

-20.31

195%

Cod

73.91

32.93

-40.98

224%

Herring

36.43

25.36

-11.07

144%

Mullet

10.57

5.30

-5.27

199%
1710%

Skate
Sole

2.34

0.14

-2.21

78.76

56.91

-21.85

138%

Table 3 – Species landed within Eastern IFCA district where MMO landings data is
significantly lower than Eastern IFCA landings data

Of the six species in table 3, three are also in the top ten for infraction risk (bass, cod
and sole). Mullet and herring are also highlighted in the Strategic Assessment as
requiring a stronger evidence base to assess whether management measures are
required and skate are of a medium risk with regards to the Strategic Assessment.
These species are of a priority with regards to collecting landings data for the purpose of
IFCO reporting.
4.3.2 Shrimp
Shrimp are of a medium priority with regards to the Strategic Assessment. They are
also currently under assessment with a view to gain Marine Stewardship Council
accreditation and have suffered a relatively poor year in terms of a fishery.
Furthermore, measures are being considered with regards to the protection of the
European Marine Site in The Wash. Byelaw 11 (development of shellfish fishery) allows
Eastern IFCA to request data for the purpose of managing shellfish fisheries. This
byelaw could be used to determine the sustainability of the shrimp fishery with the
current level of effort.
4.3.3 Crab and lobster
Crab and lobster are currently being monitored by the Research department. There is a
requirement to attain width and sex data from landed catch within the district to support
the management of the crab and lobster fisheries. This is of a high priority and will be
reflected in the Monthly Risk Profiles.
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In addition, it has been anecdotally reported that the whelk emergency measures will
result in an increase in the targeting of crab and lobster. This needs to be measured
with regards to development of permanent whelk measures. This requirement will be
reflected as a high priority during the months where whelk landings are traditionally
high.
4.3.4 Unregulated netting
Non-commercial or ‘unregulated netting’ is being considered as a high priority as per the
Strategic Assessment. Data is required pursuant of developing management measures.
In particular; levels of activity, volumes of fish caught and areas fished are required to
develop measures. Months of high activity are likely to be coincident with the peaks in
commercial landings of associated fish species (for example grey mullet and bass). That
said, many non-commercial netters target bass, for example, when they ‘run’ towards
the sea from rivers and estuaries – in contrast to the main commercial season which is
during spawning aggregations. To an extent, the timing of this as a priority will depend
on information passed on through TCG however; this will remain a priority on Monthly
Risk Profiles throughout spring and summer months.
4.4 Recreational angling
Eastern IFCA has very little data regarding recreational angling which can be used to
determine risk of non-compliance. Table 4 depicts the most important recreational
species in England (in a national context) in descending order (i.e. mackerel the most
targeted species by recreational fishers in England).
The species targeted by
recreational anglers is likely to vary from area to area and it is likely that the most
targeted species in the Eastern IFCA district differ from those at a national context.
Table 4 also shows the commercial landings of each of these species per month to ports
within Eastern IFCA’s district. Skates and rays, for example feature at the bottom of the
list but make up the highest proportion of commercial landings. This indicates that
either, commercial landings do not reflect recreational activity or that the recreational
angling within Eastern IFCAs district is in contrast to the rest of the UK. This may well be
the case as recreational fishing is likely to reflect the availability of species in a given
location.
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Month
Species
Mackerel
Whiting
Bass
Dogfish
Dabs
Cod
Pollack
Plaice
Smoothound
Flounder or Flukes
Pouting (Bib)
Skates and Rays

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0

0

0

0

33

39

19

16

177

43

0

0

255

242

246

17

36

26

7

60

166

11

50

11

1382

1545

3058

2079

2794

2399

1203

1701

2893

1476

586

230

2108

2267

2838

2471

2418

856

176

50

890

657

1352

267

5

3

4

1

45

341

235

117

146

68

824

146

2134

2771

9408

8143

5068

1299

219

68

486

350

1500

1480

0

0

0

35

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

24

80

8

20

33

47

8

38

12

82

46

18

2

19

70

980

1349

753

388

1687

527

174

138

54

0

29

540

4762

5238

2407

1816

2010

647

229

127

0

5

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5843

4247

6590

5873

6593

8514

9037

4976

6541

6248

0

410

Table 4. Commercial monthly landings (kg) of the UKs top recreational angler targeted species in descending
order of UK total recreational landings (Sea Angling 2012).

Data from Sea Angling 2012 indicates that recreational landings of bass and cod in the
UK are in the order of 25-50% of commercial landings. This figure is likely to be much
higher for species with relatively little commercial value (for example mackerel and
dogfish).
Recreational
activity

Days
fishing
(millions)

mean
number of
fish caught

Total annual
number of fish
caught

Charter boats

0.1

9.8

1 million

Private & rental

1.0

4.8

4.8 million

Shore angling

2.7

1.6

4.3 million

Table 5. Extract from Sea Angling 2012 – estimates of national fishing activity and fish caught by recreational
anglers. Recreational angling within Eastern IFCA’s district accounts for around 10% of the number of fish
caught.

Table 5 indicates that circa 1.1 million fish are caught by recreational anglers within the
Eastern IFCA district (i.e. 10% of 11.2 million in England). Of these, around 50% to
100% are retained. Therefore between 550,000 and 1.1 million fish are landed annually.
Of particular concern are the cod and bass which also feature in the top ten species as
per the relative risk indices (table 1). In particular, bass are thought to be caught in
large quantities by non-commercial netters in addition to commercial and bona fide
recreational fishers.
Skates and rays are also anecdotally thought to be more important regionally as a
recreational species than the Sea Angling 2012 report suggests however, there is no
legislation which can be enforced on recreational landings of most of the species in
skates and rays.
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Therefore, bass and cod recreational angling will be prioritised in the Monthly Risk
Profiles in line with commercial fishing trends and TCG.

5. Area Summaries
5.a Area 1
Ports: King’s Lynn, Boston, Fosdyke, Saltfleet*, Skegness*, Sutton Bridge*, Wisbech*
* MMO landings data missing for these ports
Confidence in data: Low to medium
No MMO landings data is currently available for 4 of the 7 main ports which make up this
area. Data which is available for the remaining ports is thought to be relatively accurate.
In particular, landings data for mussels, shrimp and cockle can be augmented by IFCA
data to improve confidence.
Landings of brown crab and lobster are likely to be greater than MMO data suggests as a
large proportion of these species landed within Area 1 are landed to Saltfleet.
Fisheries
Area 1 is characterised by few species being landed in high volumes. Cockles are landed
exclusively into Area 1. Landings of the main species (brown shrimps, whelks, cockles)
are predominantly activities which occur in The Wash.
Risk
Risk is not spread evenly over the year – peak periods (May and September) reflect the
start and end of the cockle fishery period and months when the most number of different
fisheries are operating.
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Species

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Brown Shrimps

0.57

0.41

0.43

0.30

0.13

0.04

0.06

0.16

0.45

0.81

0.80

0.23

Whelks

0.20

0.54

0.90

0.73

0.54

0.16

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.25

0.53

0.92

Cockles
Sole

0.17

Crabs
(C.P.Mixed
Sexes)

0.02

0.13

0.50

0.21

0.33

0.63

0.74

0.49

Thornback Ray

0.13

0.10

0.25

0.57

Cod

0.07

0.05

0.09

0.51

Lobsters

0.73

Brill
Pink Shrimps

0.05

0.01

0.07

0.31

0.35

0.05

0.33

0.03

Whiting
Flounder or
Flukes

0.03

Scallops

0.26

0.06
0.15

0.37

0.06

0.36

0.03

Mussels

0.25

Spider Crabs

0.03

0.12

Green Crab

0.02

0.12

Total

0.82

0.95

1.60

1.21

3.10

1.72

1.02

1.55

3.62

0.84

0.88

0.73

Proportion of
risk

4.6

5.3

8.9

6.7

17.2

9.5

5.7

8.6

20.0

4.7

4.9

4.1

Table 6. Relative risk indices for Area 1 adjusted to reflect monthly levels of fishing activity based on MMO
landings data for 2014. Risk ranges from 0 to 1 (0 – no risk to 1 highest risk). Colour scale of white (low risk)
to red (high risk) i.e. the darker the shade of red the greater the risk. The bottom two rows indicate total risk
and the proportion of risk associated with each month. The colour scale follows a traffic light system – red,
amber and green (red indicating high risk and green indicating low risk).Species are ordered by the sum of
monthly risk across the year to reflect those with a consistent risk across the year.

5.b Area 2
Ports: Wells, Sheringham, Cromer, Great Yarmouth, Blakeney, Winterton, Morston *,
Cley*, Weybourne*, East/West Runton*, Mundesley*, Caister*, Gorlston*
* MMO landings data combines data from these ports with larger ports in close proximity
and are not considered separately in the assessment.
Confidence in data: Medium
Although a significant number of ports are combined within the MMO landings data the
main ports are all reflected in the MMO data. In addition, the main fishery in Area 2
(crab and lobster fishery) can be augmented with MSAR forms data.
Fisheries
There is a greater diversity of species landed in Area 2 than in Area 1 but fewer than in
Area 3. Landings into ports within this area are dominated by crab, whelk and lobster
(by weight and value of landed catch) and the same vessels tend to prosecute all three
of these fisheries.
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Risk
Risk peaks between March to June coincident with peaks in the crab and whelk fisheries.
There is a clear reduction in activity (and therefore risk of infraction) during December to
February.
species

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Whelks

0.78

0.75

0.90

0.67

0.72

0.64

0.37

0.29

0.46

0.50

0.46

0.18

Crabs (C.P.Mixed
Sexes)

0.05

0.05

0.51

0.65

0.63

0.74

0.63

0.55

0.40

0.59

0.52

0.07

Lobsters

0.04

0.02

0.13

0.21

0.19

0.20

0.55

0.40

0.39

0.73

0.11

0.03

Bass

0.02

0.01

0.13

0.43

0.44

0.35

0.63

0.35

0.33

Thornback Ray

0.02

0.49

0.16

0.45

0.57

0.06

0.03

0.01

0.63

0.03

0.23

0.24
0.16

0.09

Sole

0.01

Herring

0.09

0.10

0.21

0.03

0.26

0.22

Brown Shrimps
Blonde Ray

0.01
0.18

0.09

0.01

Dabs
Cod

0.81
0.41
0.36

0.04

0.02

0.05

Smoothhound

0.01

Scallops

0.26

Mullet - Other

0.51

0.15

0.01
0.41

0.02
0.04

Lesser Spotted Dog

0.30

0.32
0.01

0.07

0.06

0.10

0.09

0.01

0.04

0.03

0.35

0.02

0.02

0.24

0.06

0.22

Mackerel

0.04

0.38

Whiting
Sprats

0.35

0.37
0.20

0.01

0.16

Brill

0.35

Gurnard and Latchet

0.32

Cuttlefish

0.22

Pilchards

0.04

Pollack

0.15

0.01

0.17

0.01

Tope

0.17

Garfish

0.15

Horse Mackerel
Total
Proportion of
risk(%)

0.13
1.33

0.96

3.40

3.53

3.92

4.07

2.00

3.14

2.55

3.05

2.14

0.38

4.37

3.16

11.15

11.59

12.85

13.34

6.56

10.30

8.38

10.02

7.04

1.24

Table 7. Relative risk indices for Area 2 which have been adjusted by month to reflect monthly levels of
fishing activity based on MMO landings data for 2014. Risk ranges from 0 to 1 (0 – no risk to 1 highest risk).
Colour scale of white (low risk) to red (high risk) represents risk visually (i.e. the darker the shade of red the
greater the risk). The bottom two rows indicate total risk and the proportion of risk associated with each
month. The colour scale follows a traffic light system – red, amber and green (red indicating high risk and
green indicating low risk). Species are ordered by the sum of monthly risk across the year to reflect those with
a consistent risk across the year.
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5.c Area 3
Ports: Aldeburgh, Orford, Felixstowe, Lowestoft, Southwold, Dunwich*, Pakefield*,
Sizewell*, Thorpness*
* MMO landings data missing for these ports
Confidence in data: Low
Comparison of MMO and IFCA landings data indicates that MMO landings data generally
under estimates landed weight of finfish species T(able 4). Given that Area 3 has the
highest number of different species landed to ports therein, and that Area 3’s landings
are dominated by finfish confidence in the data is low.
Fisheries
There are no fisheries in Area 3 which dominate landings of the same magnitude as in
Areas 1 and 2. Area 3 has the most number of different species landed to ports therein.
The main species landed include whelk, bass, thornback rays, sole, cod and lobster.
Main species vary between ports within the district greatly.
Risk
Monthly risk is low during winter months (December to February) and is greatest from
March to June. Risk also peaks during September. Targeting of species within Area 3
will be more dependent on available quota and so information passed on through TCG
will be very important in determining priorities.
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species
Whelks
Thornback Ray
Bass
Sole
Lobsters
Lesser Spotted Dog
Brown Shrimps
Plaice
Turbot
Cod
Brill
Whiting
Smoothhound
Gurnard and Latchet
Blonde Ray
Mullet - Other
Lemon Sole
Flounder or Flukes
Crabs (C.P.Mixed Sexes)
Dabs
Cuttlefish
Herring
Monks or Anglers
Pink Shrimps
Sprats
Haddock
Mackerel
Red Mullet
Scallops
Pouting (Bib)
Squid
Skates and Rays
Tope
Pollack
John Dory
Garfish
Sand Smelt
Dogfish (Scyliorhinidae)
Gurnards - Grey
Hake
Ling
Spotted Ray
Skate (Round)
Witch
Octopus
Total
Proportion of risk (%)

1
0.44
0.30
0.29
0.01
0.01
0.33
0.05
0.01
0.14
0.11
0.01
0.37
0.00
0.00
0.09

2
0.68
0.12
0.32
0.00
0.02
0.35
0.02
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.01
0.35
0.00
0.02
0.11

3
0.83
0.31
0.63
0.03
0.07
0.37
0.01
0.32
0.01
0.51
0.35
0.35
0.00
0.13
0.30

0.04
0.00

0.14

0.13
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4
0.90
0.38
0.25
0.20
0.17
0.38
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.34
0.21
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.41
0.13
0.03
0.04
0.74
0.00

0.02

0.01

5
0.75
0.43
0.44
0.49
0.22
0.38
0.02
0.08
0.11
0.19
0.32
0.05
0.25
0.26
0.04
0.35
0.20
0.33

6
0.16
0.49
0.44
0.63
0.66
0.13
0.02
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.04
0.21
0.06
0.20
0.28
0.30
0.36

7
0.38
0.57
0.21
0.41
0.73
0.03

0.02
0.09
0.00

0.15
0.11
0.00
0.09

0.11
0.16

0.19
0.15
0.01
0.17
0.01
0.17
0.01
0.08
0.14
0.13
0.17

8
0.35
0.33
0.28
0.29
0.45
0.01
0.35
0.03
0.20
0.00
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.00

9
0.50
0.39
0.50
0.44
0.46
0.14
0.81
0.15
0.31
0.02
0.10
0.07
0.41
0.06

0.16
0.02
0.12
0.13
0.05
0.05

0.17
0.04
0.09
0.02
0.06
0.03

0.10

10
0.34
0.43
0.24
0.17
0.09
0.10
0.69
0.05
0.11
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.14
0.23
0.00
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.03
0.22
0.03
0.04

11
0.36

0.15

0.12

0.09
0.22
0.05
0.21
0.16
0.33
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.32
0.00
0.12
0.01
0.02
0.36
0.06
0.35

12
0.13
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.12
0.18
0.19
0.08
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.17
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.06
0.16

0.33
0.20

0.10
0.15

0.15
0.24

0.04

0.01
0.00

0.26
0.18
0.02

0.04

0.02

0.16

0.05

0.01
0.18

0.01

0.17
0.17
0.01

0.15

0.15
0.02

0.13

3.12
6.70

5.23
11.24

0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
2.41
5.18

2.81
6.03

5.08
10.92

5.08
10.92

5.11
10.99

5.24
11.26

4.13
8.87

0.10
3.51
7.53

3.30
7.09

1.53
3.28

Table 8 Relative risk indices for Area 3 which have been adjusted by month to reflect monthly levels of fishing
activity based on MMO landings data for 2014. Risk ranges from 0 to 1 (0 – no risk to 1 highest risk). Colour
scale of white (low risk) to red (high risk) represents risk visually (i.e. the darker the shade of red the greater the
risk). The bottom two rows indicate total risk and the proportion of risk associated with each month. The colour
scale follows a traffic light system – red, amber and green (red indicating high risk and green indicating low risk).
Species are ordered by the sum of monthly risk across the year to reflect those with a consistent risk across the
year.
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6. Conclusion
The aim of the Compliance Risk Register is to provide a broad overview of compliance
risk based on best available evidence throughout the district for the upcoming financial
year. Whilst it is acknowledged that data quality is an issue compliance risk, as
expressed in the statistical assessment, fits broadly with what is anecdotally understood
to be the case within Eastern IFCA’s district but provides a quantitative estimation which
was not previously available. The assessment is made more complete with the
application of contextual issues and local knowledge. Being the first time Eastern IFCA
has produced this type of assessment, conclusions drawn will be assessed throughout
the year and the approach refined accordingly. At an operational level the Compliance
Risk Register will, in conjunction with intelligence passed on through the Tasking and Coordinating Group, help direct finite resources in a proportionate and justifiable manner.
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7. Annexes
Top ten species break down
Shows the landed weight of each of the top 10 species as per the Relative Risk Index
(including mussel) for the period 2010-1014 by month and port.
Cockles
Port Land
Kings Lynn

6
1024.
1

Boston

949.6

7
1715.
6
1633.
3

Lowestoft

200.0

207.5

336.7

87.1

Brancaster Staithe

1.0
2174.
7

3.5
3560.
0

4.0
2593.
3

2.0
1220.
5

Totals

1

2

3

4

5

8
1177.
4
1075.
2

9

10

11

12

571.4

72.4

48.9

52.4

560.0

19.5

20.9

2.7

91.9

69.8

55.1

12
169.
0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2
289.
6

3

4

7

8

9

396.7

297.4

257.8

237.6

137.1

96.3

10
211.
1

Lowestoft

59.3

95.3

108.1

165.1

5
220.
4
182.
6

6

Wells

1
305.
2

97.8

210.3

106.7

42.0

70.0

11
252.
6
101.
7

Kings Lynn

10.8

36.1

68.7

57.1

44.8

21.0

4.2

1.2

2.1

1.7

19.7

Whelks
Port Land

Southwold

57.9

9.2

10.3

30.4

28.3

14.0

2.9

18.9

15.0

25.0

18.4

20.0

13.3

Great Yarmouth

13.3

7.4

21.6

13.3

15.9

8.3

23.5

25.9

18.1

12.8

12.3

11.6

Cromer

31.4

28.4

18.1

8.3

6.5

8.1

3.5

0.7

2.0

7.9

24.6

23.5

Boston

7.5

19.8

10.2

5.7

3.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.3

412.
9

295.
3

11

12

5.3
194.
0

20.5
131.
0

199.
3

151.
5

Brancaster Staithe
Blakeney

1.7

3.6

8.3

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.1

437.
1

488.
8

658.0

583.9

491.
3

396.1

498.1

285.5

184.7

0.1
322.
4

1

2

3
2359.
8

4
1051.
8

5

6

7

8

9

10

122.
9
219.
0

192.
2

358.6

19.9

50.0

113.9

80.6

27.5

342.
0

272.
8

2745.
9

Winterton
Totals

0.1

0.0

Mussels
Port Land
Great Yarmouth
Boston
Kings Lynn
Lowestoft
Totals

16.4
7.7

20.0
1091.
7

50.0

174

113.9

0.0

7.7

16.4

0.0

Brown Shrimp
Port Land

1
274.
3

2
114.
6

3

4

143.8

Boston

9.3

7.9

Lowestoft

2.3

Brancaster Staithe

4.4

Wells

0.5

Fosdyke

1.0

Kings Lynn

6

7

8

9

157.4

5
133.
5

451.2

10
589.
9

11
534.
0

12
272.
7

113.0

128.8

260.9

5.6

4.0

5.6

1.9

1.5

13.7

34.7

38.7

29.0

6.5

3.4

5.4

4.8

2.1

1.7

1.9

1.1

2.2

0.9

0.3

2.3

11.8

24.1

11.0

4.7

3.0

0.4

0.8

1.6

4.5

5.4

2.3

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.3

1.1

6.9

0.4

Cromer

0.0

Great Yarmouth
291.
7

127.
8

155.9

1

2

13.8

Cromer
Blakeney

Totals

168.4

142.
2

117.0

133.3

287.2

511.5

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

7.5

14.9

44.7

91.5

174.6

162.3

131.0

0.3

0.1

35.7

41.7

44.8

35.2

23.2

2.5

1.5

3.0

7.6

10.2

13.7

12.6

1.5

15.0

12.6

5.9

0.0
285.
0

645.
2

580.
1

101.4

10
141.
4

11
114.
8

30.8

21.8

14.7

10.9

12.4

3.7

8.2

5.1

4.0

4.1

3.2

6.0

5.9

4.1

1.5

1.4

0.2

Brown Crab
Port Land
Wells

Sheringham

12

Brancaster Staithe
Aldeburgh and
Orford

0.6

0.4

0.8

3.3

12.6

7.4

6.7

9.9

5.3

1.0

0.7

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.9

2.4

1.8

1.9

1.7

1.2

1.2

0.5

Winterton

0.1

0.4

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.2

1.0

1.5

1.6

1.0

0.3

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.8

3.2

1.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

Kings Lynn
Lowestoft
Felixstowe

0.1

Southwold

0.0

Great Yarmouth
Totals

0.0

0.0
17.5

9.6

56.7

113.5

0.0
175.
2

240.5

212.9

179.7

134.1

162.
5

138.
9

38.6

Bass
Port Land

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Lowestoft

2.1

2.9

4.6

0.6

6.1

3.1

0.9

0.9

1.8

1.6

0.7

0.3

Felixstowe

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.8

1.7

0.9

1.0

1.7

3.3

2.0

0.3

0.0

Southwold
Aldeburgh and
Orford

1.4

0.7

0.7

0.6

1.8

1.5

0.4

0.4

0.9

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.2

1.1

0.7

0.6

0.2

0.8

1.8

1.8

0.5

0.0

Great Yarmouth

0.0

0.0

0.1

1.0

1.8

0.9

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.5

0.2

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.2

Brancaster Staithe

0.3

0.2

Winterton

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

Cromer
Wells

0.1

0.0
0.0

0.1

Sheringham
Blakeney

0.0
0.4

0.1

Boston
Kings Lynn

0.1

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

Dunwich

0.0

175

0.0

Totals

3.7

3.8

5.6

3.4

12.0

8.2

3.5

5.0

8.5

6.8

1.8

0.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Wells

4.2

2.5

4.3

11.7

16.0

9.1

17.2

25.0

23.3

10.0

5.6

3.7

Cromer
Aldeburgh and
Orford

0.5

0.9

3.5

5.3

6.3

10.2

26.1

17.9

15.8

23.9

4.3

1.0

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.4

1.2

2.7

3.3

4.1

3.8

2.4

1.3

0.3

Brancaster Staithe

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.9

0.9

1.3

2.0

2.6

0.3

0.9

0.0

Blakeney

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.6

1.2

1.1

2.1

1.9

1.2

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.8

0.9

1.0

2.7

1.5

1.2

0.6

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.1

0.5

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

Lobsters
Port Land

Sheringham
Felixstowe
Lowestoft

0.0

Winterton

0.0

Kings Lynn

0.0

0.1

Great Yarmouth
Southwold

0.0

Boston
Totals

0.0
5.5

3.8

9.2

20.0

28.5

26.2

54.7

53.6

48.8

38.6

13.4

5.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Lowestoft
Aldeburgh and
Orford

0.4

0.1

1.8

11.8

23.5

19.9

18.7

15.3

16.9

11.2

8.6

2.2

0.6

0.4

1.0

2.0

5.1

10.0

11.9

9.2

10.8

7.3

5.5

2.2

Southwold

0.3

0.0

0.6

5.1

7.5

8.0

9.8

10.5

11.3

5.6

4.3

0.5

Felixstowe

0.2

0.0

0.1

7.4

9.4

7.8

8.1

5.5

7.2

3.7

3.2

0.6

Great Yarmouth

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

2.9

0.0

1.9

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

Sole
Port Land

Kings Lynn

0.0

Boston
Dunwich

0.1

Winterton
Wells

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Blakeney

0.0

0.0

Totals

1.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.1

Cromer
Brancaster Staithe

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
3.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

27.9

21.7

0.0

28.2

0.0
46.2
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46.1

48.6

40.7

49.4

5.5

Thornback ray
Port Land
Lowestoft
Aldeburgh and
Orford

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

17.9

5.8

12.6

12.4

19.0

24.6

24.9

15.9

15.7

13.1

12.4

12.1

5.9

6.2

12.2

8.3

2.7

2.8

5.3

2.7

5.3

1.5

1.9

3.6

Felixstowe

1.8

0.9

1.8

3.9

4.9

1.9

0.8

0.3

0.7

0.9

3.0

1.5

Southwold

1.5

0.6

1.6

2.2

2.9

1.3

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.5

1.7

1.7

Wells

0.2

0.0

1.6

2.2

Great Yarmouth

0.1

0.0

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

19.0

19.0

0.2

0.2

0.5

Boston

0.0

0.6

0.1

Kings Lynn

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

Brancaster Staithe

0.1

Winterton

0.2

Cromer

0.0

0.0

Dunwich
Totals

0.0

0.0
27.4

13.7

28.7

27.3

32.0

177

33.7

32.9

20.4

23.4

16.0

Annual Enforcement
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2015/16
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FPV John Allen
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Introduction
Eastern IFCA is one of ten IFCAs around the coast of England with the remit to manage
inshore fisheries resources and to protect Marine Protected Areas (Marine Conservation
Zones and European Marine Sites) within their district. One of the primary functions is to
ensure compliance with relevant EU and UK fisheries legislation as well as with byelaws
made by the Authority. In addition, the Authority manages the Wash shell fisheries under
the auspices of the Wash Fishery Order 1992 and ensures compliance with the provisions
of the Order.
Compliance and enforcement activity is undertaken in accordance with principles set out in
the Regulation and Compliance Strategy with the emphasis being upon the principle of
endorsing compliance. This provides that clarity on regulation together with guidance and
advice is essential in order to ensure compliance. The Eastern IFCA approach is to
encourage compliance with regulation but sanctions are also available to deter, punish and
remove any benefit from non-compliance in line with the Enforcement Policy
In order to ensure that compliance and enforcement activity is proportionate and to make
best use of limited resources a risk-based approach is taken and this is informed by the
Annual Compliance Risk Register.
Resources
Eastern IFCA has a Marine Protection Team which comprises 10 full-time warranted IFCOs
whose primary function is to ensure compliance with fisheries regulations. These officers
have a range of powers provided under UK legislation, primarily the Marine and Coastal
Act (2009). Officers also have secondary functions such as vessel crew (Skipper, Mate and
Engineer), data analysis and projects. All officers are trained to operate as crew to the
Authority’s vessels and are therefore able to operate at sea as well as ashore. The CEO
and Deputy CEO are also warranted IFCOs.
The Authority currently operates three vessels, with a fourth under construction, all of
which are able to be utilised for compliance activities.
The primary compliance vessel is FPV John Allen, an 11 metre Redbay Stormforce cabin
RIB which provides a high profile visible presence and has the capability for electronic
observations/tracking and direct boarding of fishing vessels. A second Redbay Stormforce,
FPV Sebastian Terelinck, is currently under construction and will provide the same
capabilities as FPV John Allen with the additional benefits of greater manoeuvrability and
shallower draught as a consequence of being fitted with waterjet propulsion.

RV Three Counties
FPV Pisces
Additional capability is provided by RV Three Counties, an 18 metre research catamaran,
which as well as being able to provide a visible presence and monitoring capability has
recently been fitted with a pot hauler to enable the inspection of static gear at sea. This
vessel also has boarding capability when used in conjunction with FPV Pisces; an open RIB
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that is often carried to act as a support vessel and which also has the ability to operate
independently.
Method
The inshore fisheries sector is dynamic and as such compliance and enforcement activity
can change from week to week. To ensure a cohesive approach operational activity is
planned and co-ordinated at the Tasking and Co-ordinating Group (TCG). The purpose of
the TCG is to prioritise issues, allocate resources and co-ordinate activity to ensure best
use of resources. The meeting is informed by the Annual Compliance Risk Register via a
monthly Risk Profile, which combined with intelligence and emerging issues identified by
officers informs operational activity.

Inputs
• Risk Profile
• Intelligence
• Emerging
issues
• Updates on
previous
priorities

TCG

Outputs
• Chaired by
D/CEO
• Weekly April
to October
• Bi-weekly
October to
March

• Priorities
• Planned
compliance
activity
• Intelligence
requriement

Fig. 1: The TCG process

Tactical Activities
Compliance and enforcement activities are conducted both at sea and ashore and can be
categorised under six primary themes (see below). Activity may comprise of one or all of
the following themes at any one time:
1. High Profile Visible Presence
Being present in the environment in which fishers operate is the foundation upon which
all compliance activity is built. At a basic level it provides credibility through operating
both at sea and ashore, reassurance to the majority who comply with regulations and a
deterrent effect for those that may be tempted to flout regulations. It also provides the
opportunity for information and intelligence gathering as well as engagement and
education.
2. Monitoring Activity
Monitoring activity enables Eastern IFCA to understand the level, nature and impact of
fishing activity and the potential for regulations to be breached. It also helps Eastern
IFCA to meet its legal obligation to prevent damage to European Marine Sites from
fishing activity e.g. in some cases, fisheries regulations exist for the purpose of
protecting these sites and in these cases, Eastern IFCA monitors compliance.
3. Engagement and Education
As provided by the Regulation and Compliance Strategy the primary approach is to
encourage compliance with regulation. This is best achieved through engagement with
the fishing industry in order to provide clarity on regulation and to assist compliance
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through education and the sharing of best practice. Engagement is also important in
developing and maintaining strong and constructive relationships with both the
commercial and recreational fishing sectors.
4. Information, Intelligence and Evidence Gathering
Information, intelligence and evidence are key to Eastern IFCAs approach to fisheries
management, regulation and compliance. In essence, fisheries involve people, vessels,
fish and markets, all of which are dynamic (e.g. people are compliant or noncompliant; vessels move; the emergence of fish is highly dependent on the
environment; and markets go up or down). Understanding all of these factors is
essential to Eastern IFCAs ability to operate effectively. The distinction between
information, intelligence and evidence in this context is important:
Information takes many forms but it includes local knowledge, anecdotal
information and information gleaned from any source that may be of relevance to
fisheries management. The dynamic nature of the marine environment means that
fishing activity will vary from year to year and this form of evidence gathering is
crucial to being reactive to changes in a dynamic inshore fisheries sector and it can
help to inform compliance activities in the short term. It may also indicate gaps in
our current data or evidence base and be used to direct further investigation.
Intelligence relates primarily to enforcement and is information that has been
evaluated in order to assess provenance and reliability in order to make informed
use of it in compliance and enforcement activity.
Evidence in this context relates to quantifiable information that can be used to
support fisheries management and in particular regulation. This will include
fisheries data, which is quantitative evidence gathered in such a way as to
understand its confidence.
For example quantities landed and fishing effort.
Generally evidence is not used to support short-term responses to dynamic changes
but it informs the strategic management of fisheries and their regulations. This
form of data is of crucial importance to designing and assessing the suitability of
management measures.
5. Inspection
An important element in ensuring compliance with sea fisheries regulations is
undertaking inspections (e.g. measuring catch and inspecting fishing gear) both at sea
and ashore in ports, harbour, creeks and beaches. Such inspections are risk based and
the objective is to operate a proportionate regime that achieves the right balance
between achieving compliance and managing the regulatory burden on commercial
fishers and the level of intervention into the activities of recreational fishers.
Not only do inspections provide confirmation of compliance or evidence of
transgression but they also enable engagement and education and the opportunity to
gather intelligence and information.
Eastern IFCA works in partnership with the Marine Management Organisation and the
Environment Agency. As such, evidence is collected and passed onto partner
organisations for offences which are not necessarily enforceable by Eastern IFCA (e.g.
quota restrictions).
6. Enforcement
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Whilst the primary objective is to achieve compliance though engagement and
education there will be occasions where it is appropriate to undertake operations to
identify offending and to apply sanctions in order to deter, punish and remove any
benefit from non-compliance in line with the Enforcement Policy. Operations and
investigations can take many forms but the key elements are to employ appropriate
tactics to identify offending; to secure and gather evidence; and to prepare case files
to support the appropriate sanction.
Partnership Working
Whilst Eastern IFCA are responsible for managing the fisheries out to six miles at sea there
are some shared and complimentary areas of responsibility with both the Marine
Management Organisation (MMO) and the Environment Agency (EA). Not only is coordination of effort between organisations important for stakeholders it also provides
opportunities for sharing resources and reducing workloads.
As a consequence partnership working, particularly with the MMO, is a key element to
Eastern IFCAs approach to achieving compliance and routine attendance at the MMO Area
TCG enables joint activity to be planned and opportunities to share resources and/or
reduce workloads to be exploited.
Objectives
Whilst the method employed to deploy resources via the TCG process (ante) means that it
is necessary to retain the ability to be flexible, it is appropriate to set benchmark
objectives for some activities. It is also appropriate to have an established intention in
relation to vessel sea time to provide a high profile presence as a minimum and to enable
other compliance activities.
Seaborne Compliance Activity
Objective

Quantity

Comments

FPV John Allen days at sea

50

High profile visible presence and
facilitate other activities

FPV Sebastian Terelinck days at
sea

30

High profile visible presence and
facilitate other activities

RV Three Counties days at sea

55

Research activity, high profile visible
presence and facilitate other activities

Monitor EMS closed areas

100

Visual and electronic monitoring

occurrences

Board all vessels which have
recently entered the district

100%

Engagement and education

Shore Based Compliance Activity
Objective

Quantity

Comments

Port visits

2 x per
month
(min)

High profile visible presence and
facilitate other activities

Monitoring EMS closed areas

2 x per
month
(min)

High profile visible presence,
monitoring and facilitate other
activities
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Area officers to engage with the
owner/skipper of all vessels which
have recently entered the district

100%

Engagement and education

Partnership Working
Objective

Quantity

Attendance at MMO Area TCG
meeting
Joint patrols/inspections/ operations
with the Marine Management
Organisation

100%

Comments
Monthly meetings that provide the
opportunity to harmonise activity and
plan joint work

12 (min)

Indicators
In order to understand resource usage and outcomes it is necessary to capture data that
will provide indicators on activity and performance. The following information will be
collected and reported in the Annual Report.
Seaborne Activity
FPV John Allen days put to sea
Wash Fishery Order enforcement
Wash other
Lincolnshire
N. Norfolk
Suffolk
Research
FPV Sebastian Terelinck days put to sea
Wash Fishery Order enforcement
Wash other
Lincolnshire
N. Norfolk
Suffolk
Research
RV Three Counties days put to sea
Wash Fishery Order research
Wash other research
Research (Lincolnshire, N. Norfolk, Suffolk)
Enforcement
FPV Pisces days put to sea independently
Number of inspections (boardings including attended nets and static gear) - commercial
Number of unattended static gear inspections – commercial and recreational
Number of inspections - recreational
EMS closed area monitoring (sea)
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Shore Based Activity
Area based patrols (days)
Port visits involving engagement with fishers (commercial)
Beach/port/site visits involving engagement with fishers (recreational)
Number of landings inspections
Number of premises inspections (e.g. processors, shops, wholesalers, stalls, markets,
auctions)
Number of other inspections (e.g. vessel gear checks in port, divers, shore anglers, beach
inspections, vehicles)
EMS closed area monitoring (shore)
Partnership Working
Attendance at MMO TCG meetings
Joint patrols/inspections/operations with the MMO
Enforcement
Verbal warnings
Advisory letter
Official written warnings
Simple cautions (if utilised)
Financial Administrative Penalties
Prosecutions
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting

Action Item 22

29 April 2015
2014-2015 Annual Research Reports
Report by: Ron Jessop, Senior Research Officer
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to inform members about the production of the Authority’s
2014-2015 annual research reports.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of the report.
Introduction
Each year the research team produce a report detailing the results and conclusions of the
research projects that the Authority has conducted during that year. In the past, a single
report has been produced containing a compilation of the various projects. This year a new
format has been adopted, whereby the reports from each project are being produced
independently. This new approach has a number of benefits over the production of a single
annual report:
For projects completed early in the year, the reporting can be more timely than is
possible with a single report that is produced at the end of the year.
Reporting of long-term projects that are conducted over the course of more than
one year can be reported when the project is completed rather than in fragmented
reports that would appear in two or more annual reports.
For readers wishing to download specific project reports, download speeds will be
much quicker than when needing to download an entire annual report
Completed reports from the 2014-2015 research programme are available for download on
the Authority website at:
http://www.easternifca.gov.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=15&Itemid=30
To date, these include reports covering the following projects:
WFO cockle surveys
WFO mussel surveys
Horseshoe Point cockle surveys
Titchwell Marsh mussel surveys
SWEEP water quality monitoring
Crab and lobster stock assessment
A compendium of fin fish reports
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A further report detailing the acoustic surveys to monitor Sabellaria spinulosa reefs and
cobble/boulder features in the Wash will be added once the fieldwork and data analysis for
the project have been completed.

Legal implications
Evidence from research data and reports are used to inform management decisions, which
themselves can be open to legal challenge.

Financial implications
There are no additional costs associated with the online publication of the research
reports.

Publicity
No publicity is planned relating to this paper, other than reference to the Authority’s
research reports on the Authority’s website and newsletter.
Conclusion
The format of the annual research report has been changed from a single publication to
individual research reports. Reports from the 2014-2015 programme are now available on
the Authority’s website.
Background documents
Other than the various research reports mentioned above, there are no background
documents associated with this paper.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas, sustainable fisheries
and a viable industry

Action Item 23
18

th

Eastern Inshore & Fisheries Conservation Authority Meeting

29th April 2015
Report by:
a) Ron Jessop, Senior Research Officer
b) Judith Stoutt, Senior Marine Environment Officer
Research & Environment Plan 2015/16
Purpose of report
The Authority runs a year-round programme of research projects and environmental work.
This paper informs Members that the 2015/16 Research and Environment Plan has been
prepared, and outlines the priorities contained within that plan for the year ahead.
Recommendations
Members are recommended to:
Approve the Research & Environment Plan 2015/16.
Background
The Eastern IFCA Research & Environment Plan is intended to complement the Eastern
IFCA Annual Plan for 2015/16, reflecting the priorities for the organisation this year, and
providing further detail on how the research and environment work activities will help
meet the IFCA objectives and success criteria. It sets out the way research officer and
marine environment officer time will be allocated to various projects throughout the year.
Much of the work is a continuation of projects from the previous year, but some activities
are new for 2015/16.
Work to inform the development of measures for fisheries in marine protected areas
dominates both the research and environment activities again this year. This includes
comprehensive desk studies supporting fisheries impact assessments, ongoing shellfish
stock and benthic habitat monitoring, and production of evidence to support the Authority
in selecting appropriate measures to mitigate impacts. The key driver for this work is
Defra’s December 2016 deadline for the implementation of management measures for
commercial fisheries in marine protected areas – which will support the UK in achieving its
targets for a well-managed, ecologically coherent network of marine protected areas by
2016.
Priorities for the research team in 2015/16 include:
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To review and, where appropriate, continue with existing long-term Core
Research Monitoring projects;
To advance the Authority’s understanding of the features, habitats,
species and activities (along with their impacts) within Marine Protected
Areas and European Marine Sites;
To provide evidence to support the management of fisheries identified as
operating at “high-risk” in the Authority’s Strategic Assessment.
To ensure staff are adequately trained to fulfil their work objectives;
To work in partnership with other organisations and stakeholders to
effectively gather and share information;
To produce research reports to ensure the work conducted by the
research team members is recorded and recognised.
Priorities for the environment team during 2015-16 will be:
Training, mentoring and development of personnel to enhance expertise
and maintain high standards within the environment team;
The prioritised assessment of the impacts of fishing on protected
habitats and species, to support the development of management
measures as required, for marine protected areas (European Marine
Sites and recommended Marine Conservation Zones) within the Eastern
IFCA district;
Assessment of the impact of Common Rights Holders’ activity within
European Marine Sites;
Partnership work to trial the Community Voice stakeholder engagement
method to gather views on marine protected areas;
Promotion of sustainable development in the marine environment
through engagement with other marine regulators and developers over
marine planning matters;
To support the Authority’s strategic assessment approach to achieve
sustainable exploitation of sea fisheries resources within the district;
To undertake and support best practice in relation to shellfish disease
and invasive, non-native species; through the review of the Eastern IFCA
biosecurity plan and through engagement with the SEFNIS project 10;
To promote the work of Eastern IFCA through educational outreach
work;
To optimise the management of data generated and stored by the
Authority.
Financial implications
The activities proposed in the Research and Environment Plan 2015/16 are aligned with
the current resource within the Authority’s research and environment teams.
In March 2015, Defra announced an additional total of £300,000 would be made available
to IFCAs for one year to assist in achieving their assessment of fisheries and development
of management measures in marine protected areas by the December 2016 deadline.
Eastern IFCA officers bid for £30,000 to fund an additional environment officer for twelve
10

SEFINS = Safeguarding the Environment From Invasive Non-native Species (http://www.rinse-europe.eu/sefins)
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months to assist with the fisheries assessments and development of measures, including
co-ordination of byelaw consultations. It is anticipated that the outcome of that bid will be
known before mid-May 2015.

Publicity
The Research and Environment Plan 2015/16, when approved, will be placed on the
Authority’s website and promoted using social media.
Background documents
1. Eastern IFCA Research & Environment Plan 2015/16
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 24
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
FPV Sebastian Terelinck Naming Ceremony
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to seek direction to proceed with the organisation of the
naming ceremony for the next enforcement vessel, FPV Sebastian Terelinck.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Approve the proposed plan to conduct the naming ceremony in Kings Lynn
coincident with the planned Heritage Day.
Approve a budget of up to £3500 to fund the event.
Introduction
The second enforcement vessel will be delivered in summer 2015. It has previously been
agreed to name the vessel Sebastian Terelinck, after the water bailiff who drowned on
duty on 29 Dec 1913 in the King’s Lynn channel. Given the historic local linkages, initial
approaches have been made to the King’s Lynn Heritage Day organising committee to
gauge whether they would be willing to accommodate the event and they are very
receptive. The Authority will be attending the Heritage Day as part of the outreach activity
for the year.
Proposal
It is proposed to name the vessel in a short but formal ceremony, akin to that used for
FPV John Allen, on Sun 13 Sep 15 starting at 3:30pm. It is acknowledged that this is not
a working day and there is a risk that some invited guests may not be able or wish to
attend but it is judged that the benefits that arise from the opportunity outweigh the risks.
The proposed format is for speeches and a short religious service followed by a drinks
reception adjacent to the berth.
Relatives of Sebastian Terelinck have been located and contacted and intend to travel form
Australia to attend the event. It is proposed that the oldest surviving relative is invited to
be Guest of Honour to perform the naming ceremony.
Financial implications
Officers seek approval to commit funding up to a maximum of £3500 to support the event
consisting of:
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Item
Portable tiered seating to
accommodate up to 50
guests

Indicative Cost
c£950 +VAT = £1140

Venue hire

£100

Catering

£825

Music

£350

Admin

£250

Audio equipment
Contingency

£300
£500

Total

£3465

Comment
Required to provide safe,
elevated position to view
proceedings from raised
jetty edge.
Venue for drinks
reception
Budget for a canapé and
drinks reception to follow
the event for 100 people
For provision of musical
accompaniment for
formal ceremony and
drinks reception
To provide printed
invitations and orders of
service
For hire of PA system
For unforeseen or
emergent issues driving
expenditure

Legal Implications
There is no legal requirement to formally name the vessel.
Communications
The naming ceremony offers a significant public relations opportunity. The celebration of
the commitment of a previous employee, the presence of relatives from far afield, the
weight of IFCA business conducted from Kings Lynn and the synergy with the Heritage Day
makes the opportunity even more compelling.
Conclusion
The naming ceremony for FPV John Allen was a very successful event on a number of
levels. The opportunity to commemorate a previous employee by naming a vessel after
him in the town where Eastern IFCA has its headquarters coincident with the Heritage Day
is deemed appropriate and members are recommended to support the proposal.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Action Item 25
th

18

Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting

29 April 2015
Horseshoe Point Cockle fishery
Report by: P J Haslam, CEO
Purpose of report
The purpose of this paper is to apprise members of Authority actions to assess the
potential for a cockle fishery at Horseshoe Point in Lincolnshire.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of the report.
Direct the CEO to open the fishery by appropriate means if it is viable to do
so.
Introduction
Horseshoe Point is located in the vicinity of Donna Nook in the north of the district. The
area is comprised of intertidal sandbanks and has historically hosted a hand worked cockle
fishery that has been exploited from landward by fishers on foot and employing land based
vehicles.
For several years the fishery has remained closed because there have been insufficient
cockle stocks to support a fishery. A survey carried out last autumn discovered a notable
amount of cockles that, should they survive the winter, would potentially be able to
support a fishery to the benefit of the local fishing industry. Full survey details are at
Appendix 1.
To present a fishing opportunity requires both water quality and shellfish toxins to be
assessed by the Food Standards Agency before any fishery can be contemplated. The
duty to conduct the sampling regime to support assessment resides with the local district
or borough council and in this case had been discontinued owing to the recent lack of a
cockle fishery.
Some members of the industry from King’s Lynn and Boston are keen to exploit the fishery
and have been in regular dialogue to lodge their interest with officers.
Water and Shellfish Quality Assessment
Following the autumn survey and noting the viable quantity of cockle (c350 tonnes) that
may be able to be exploited, EIFCA officers engaged with the local council and Food
Standards Agency to prompt the resumption of the water and shellfish sampling regime
and took part in its operation. The required ten samples have been gathered at the
required time intervals since Nov 14. Formal assessment states the following:
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Humber – Horseshoe Point – B067J
Monitoring of the RMP for this zone (B067J - Horseshoe Point East, C. edule)
commenced in November 2014. To date, 10 samples have been taken showing
100% compliance with the class A threshold (230). Therefore, provisional
classification is awarded at the class A level. The LA have indicated that the
seasonal closure of C. edule (as governed by Eastern IFCA byelaws) will come into
effect on 30th of April.
Environmental protection
In parallel, discussion commenced with local Natural England officers to ascertain whether
access to the site from landward was still permissible given salt marsh protection and bird
disturbance concerns.
There are three areas of concern over potential damage to the marine protected area (MPA
designations: Humber Estuary Special Protection Area and Special Area of Conservation).
These are: damage to the saltmarsh by vehicle or heavy pedestrian use (see option 2
below); disturbance to over-wintering birds that use the foreshore or saltmarsh; and the
need to ensure a food supply for fishery-dependent birds such as oystercatcher both
during and after fishery activities. The concerns over impacts to birds are greatest during
the passage and overwintering period i.e. if cockle fishing were to take place between
September and April. There is a duty to ensure that issuing permits does not have an
adverse effect on the integrity of the MPA’s designated habitats and species and as such
the fishery proposal would need to be subject to a Habitats Regulation Assessment.
Impacts to the saltmarsh from vehicles could be mitigated if agreement could be reached
over access permission for a route and provision of a protective trackway that all fishers
would use (see Option 2 below).
Impacts to the over-wintering bird populations in the area are not yet known but these do
not come into play until September when the birds return. Natural England are looking to
use a predictive model to assess food requirements for those species reliant on the cockle
beds through the winter. They are also looking at disturbance to foreshore birds to
determine whether there is likely to be an issue over the intensity of fishers on the
foreshore or use of vehicles.
Similarly, a recently enacted EIFCA closed area to protect eel grass is within the fishery
area and will need to be monitored to ensure that fishing activity does not introduce risk to
the eel grass. Protecting the closed area should be a positive factor in safeguarding the
birds as it includes part of the cockle beds and would therefore provide an area
undisturbed by cockle harvesting with shellfish available for birds to feed on.
Fisheries Management options
The intent is to present a fishery opportunity to the local industry if it is at all possible.
However, there are a number of complexities that need to be factored in. These are
incorporated in the options presented below:
Option 1 – Keep the fishery closed
This option would acknowledge that there are cockle stocks that could be exploited but the
complexities surrounding both access from land and the tidal constraints of trying to
exploit the fishery from seaward would not make it permissible or viable.
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This would support the Authority’s duty to ensure the conservation objectives of marine
protected areas are furthered but would challenge the duty to support the viability of local
industry.
If this option is selected through necessity or by preference, it would introduce the risk
that the site will be poached to exploit the valuable stocks. If this does happen, access
would be from landward via vehicle and on foot and would likely have little respect for
local environmental sensitivities. To prevent this outcome an active monitoring regime will
have to be devised in concern with NE officers to offer a deterrent effect.
Option 2 – Permit a fishery with access from landward
This option would present the most viable fishing opportunity but does present significant
environmental protection issues.
The saltmarshes between the foreshore and Horseshoe Point car park (the most likely
access point) are protected under the Humber Special Area of Conservation. The concerns
around damage to the saltmarsh focus on repeated use – particularly by vehicles - which
would cause rutting and loss of saltmarsh vegetation and is also likely to disrupt the
natural drainage of the saltmarsh. This kind of damage was created by vehicles the last
time the beds opened (2001/02) and the route has yet to recover. However, if a
temporary hard surface could be laid, such as sectional panels that would spread ground
pressure and prevent rutting, then a route could be identified; such panels have been used
successfully on saltmarsh elsewhere but need to be laid down and taken up sensitively.
There is an associated cost, as yet unknown.
Access for cockle fishers to cross the saltmarsh would require the permission of the
landowner under consent from Natural England. Natural England have indicated that they
would liaise with landowners and tenants to try to agree a route, if arrangements can be
made to ensure that a suitable trackway would be provided and access restricted to the
agreed route.
Option 3 – Permit a fishery with access from seaward
This option would also present a fishing opportunity but would introduce complexities in
terms of viability caused by tidal constraints. The site would only be accessible on the
highest of tides and would require vessels to dry out in order to exploit cockle stocks by
handwork. It may be possible for vessels to gain sufficient access adjacent to the site on
lower tides but this would probably require the use of vehicles (quad bikes) to be landed
from boats to enable viable access and exploitation. This may introduce risks in relation to
disturbance to birds or damaging effect on the sands. However, over-wintering birds will
not be a consideration and vehicular access to inter-tidal sands has previously been
permitted.
Given that the fishery has previously operated from landward new regulation, via an
emergency byelaw, may be necessary to facilitate this option. This would be the subject of
more detailed appraisal and legal advice.
Risks
Reputational risk – there is a risk that in seeking to permit the fishery,
environmental protection duties are compromised which may be used to endorse
perceptions that the Authority’s decision making is skewed in favour of commercial
fishing. Equally, if option 1 is the outcome the potential poaching that may ensue
will also present reputational risk if monitoring and deterrent efforts are not
effective. Similarly, amongst the commercial fishing sector, any failure to deliver a
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fishing opportunity may be used to suggest that the Authority is in dereliction of its
duty to support the viability of local industry.
Financial risk – the work to support the fishery is a core duty and is
accommodated within existing funding provision; further expenditure is not
envisaged.
Legal risk - Should a fishery be opened and environmental damage caused, there
is both legal and financial risk of which members would wish to be aware but
cannot be usefully quantified at this stage.
Communications
Members of the local fishing industry are being kept abreast of the developing situation
and have been broadly receptive to date. Should the opportunity to exploit the site not be
permissible there is likely to be some negative response from the local industry that may
play out in the media.
Conclusion
Officers have been very proactive in seeking to provide a fishing opportunity at Horseshoe
Point to support the viability of local industry whilst working in step with marine
environmental duties and responsibilities. It may not be possible to present a viable
fishing opportunity in the short term to enable exploitation of stocks which will inevitably
cause disquiet amongst some stakeholders.
Background documents
1

Food Standards Agency Update 3 FSH/0010 - Updated Classifications of the Bivalve
Mollusc Production Areas in England and Wales for 2014-15, dated 15 Apr 15.

Appendix
1. Eastern IFCA Horseshoe Point Cockle Stock Summary: August 2014
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Horseshoe Point Cockle Stock Summary:
August 2014
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Introduction
As of April 1st 2011 the Horseshoe Point cockle beds fell within the Eastern IFCA district,
where previously they fell within the North Eastern Sea Fisheries Committee (NESFC, now
North Eastern IFCA) district. For the purpose of this report, Horseshoe Point refers
collectively to three cockle beds between Tetney Haven and Donna Nook: Horseshoe Point,
Grainthorpe Haven West and Grainthorpe Haven East (referred to here as Grainthorpe
West and East respectively) (Fig. 1). Since the introduction of NESFC Byelaw XXIV
(Humber Estuary Cockle Fishery Byelaw) in August 2002, cockle fishing in this area has
been restricted to hand gathering using rakes with a maximum head width of 305mm and
a minimum of 20mm between the teeth. Anybody gathering more than 5kg of cockles per
day requires a permit and even with a permit, it is not permitted for any person to remove
more than 500kg of cockles within a 24hr period without prior written consent. Under the
byelaw, the cockle beds in the area are closed between 1 st May and 31st August inclusive
but since 2002 the beds have been closed due to low adult stocks.
Historically, the Horseshoe Point cockle beds have supported a commercial fishery with
landings in excess of 700 tonnes per year, but stocks in the area are by no means
consistent (MacDonald, 2008). In 1996 NESFC commenced bi-annual surveys which,
rather than relying on landings data, estimated the weight of commercially sized stock
within the beds. In 2000 it was estimated that there were over 400 tonnes of commercially
available cockles within the Horseshoe Point beds but by 2001 these levels had declined to
around 200 tonnes and by 2003 to 60-90 tonnes (NESFC, 2004). The NESFC bi-annual
surveys suggested that in spring 2004 the commercially viable stock within the beds had
dropped to just 9 tonnes, equivalent to 8 cockles m -2, but in autumn 2004 a commercially
viable stock of 226 tonnes (160 cockles m-2) was recorded. The discrepancy in these
figures was put down to a change in survey method and the ephemeral nature of the bed
rather than a dramatic increase in stock. Regardless of the reason for the low figures for
spring 2004, the autumn 2004 figures suggest that cockle stocks in this area were
recovering. However from this point stocks in the area have continued to decline with 85
tonnes estimated in autumn 2005 and 51 tonnes estimated in autumn 2006 (NESFC 2005
& 2006).
Eastern IFCA has been carrying out foot surveys at Horseshoe Point for the purpose of
stock assessment and monitoring, and to assess the possibility of opening the fishery if
deemed viable, since January 2011. The surveys have been carried out bi-annually where
possible and annually where not. The results for the August 2014 survey along with an
account of recent historic stocks are presented in this report.
Methods
The method used in the Horseshoe point cockle survey is identical to the foot survey
element of the methods used in the Wash cockle stock assessments. The foot survey
method is outlined in this report; for a detailed account of the cockle stock assessment
methods used by Eastern IFCA refer to Jessop et al (2013), section 2.
Surveys were carried out along predetermined grid of sample stations at each of the three
beds at Horseshoe Point (Horseshoe Point, Grainthorpe West, and Grainthorpe East). The
locations of the beds and overlaid sampling grids can be seen in figure 1. The Horseshoe
Point bed consisted of 36 sampling stations, while Grainthorpe West and East beds each
consisted of 15 stations.
The survey was carried out at low water spring tide during August 2014. Handheld GPS
units were used to locate sampling stations, and at each station a 0.1m2 quadrat was
thrown (backwards, to ensure randomness) and dug out. The contents were then sieved
over a 0.5mm sieve such that all cockles could be retained for later processing.
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Retained cockles were then divided into year classes, measured to the nearest mm and
weighed to the nearest 0.1g, and separated into groups of <14mm, 14-15mm, and
≥16mm widths. MapInfo software was then used to create density charts of these size
groups.

Figure 1. Locations of the cockle beds at Horseshoe Point and their corresponding survey
grids.
Results
Horseshoe Point
A summary of cockle stocks at the Horseshoe Point bed can be seen in table 1. A total of
562t was discovered, with 158t being adult stock (greater than 14mm in width), and 14
tonnes being 16mm or greater. Sub-14mm cockle covered 26.9ha of the bed, with a mean
weight of 15.0t ha-1, and a mean density of 658.9 cockles m-2 (range 10-2352 m-2) (Fig.
2). Over 14mm cockle covered 26.6ha with a mean weight of 5.9t ha -1, and a mean
density of 165.2 cockles m-2 (range 10-760 m-2) (Fig. 3). Over 16mm cockle covered
12.9ha with a mean weight of 1.1t ha-1, and a mean density of 21.4 cockles m-2 (range
10-60 m-2) (Fig. 4).
Table 1. Summary of the cockle stocks at the Horseshoe Point bed in August 2014
Width (mm)

Tonnage

Mean Density
(cockles m-2)

Mean
Weight (t
ha-1)

Area (ha)

<14mm

404

658.9

15.0

26.9

≥14mm

158

165.2

5.9

26.6

≥16mm

14

21.4

1.1

12.9
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Grainthorpe West
A summary of cockle stocks at the Grainthorpe West bed can be seen in table 2. A total of
60t was discovered, with 9t being adult stock (greater than 14mm in width), and 0.8t
being 16mm or greater. Sub-14mm cockle covered 9.0ha of the bed, with a mean weight
of 5.6t ha-1, and a mean density of 317 cockles m-2 (range 10-1030 m-2) (Fig. 2). Over
14mm cockle covered 4.7ha with a mean weight of 1.9t ha -1, and a mean density of 26
cockles m-2 (range 10-70 m-2) (Fig. 3). Over 16mm cockle covered 0.9ha with a mean
weight of 0.9t ha-1, and a mean density of 10 cockles m-2 (range 10-10 m-2) (Fig. 4).

Table 2. Summary of the cockle stocks at the Grainthorpe West bed in August 2014
Width (mm)

Tonnage

Mean Density
(cockles m-2)

Mean
Weight (t
ha-1)

Area (ha)

<14mm

51

317

5.6

9.0

≥14mm

9

26

1.9

4.7

≥16mm

0.8

10

0.9

0.9

Grainthorpe East
A summary of cockle stocks at the Grainthorpe East bed can be seen in table 3. A total of
316t was discovered, with 54t being adult stock (greater than 14mm in width), and 3t
being 16mm or greater. Sub-14mm cockle covered 14.9ha of the bed, with a mean weight
of 17.6t ha-1, and a mean density of 1118 cockles m-2 (range 20-5560 m-2) (Fig. 2). Over
14mm cockle covered 11.1ha with a mean weight of 4.9t ha -1, and a mean density of
304.2 cockles m-2 (range 10-1630 m-2) (Fig. 3). Over 16mm cockle covered 6.1ha with a
mean weight of 0.5t ha-1, and a mean density of 10 cockles m-2 (range 10-10 m-2) (Fig. 4).

Table 3. Summary of the cockle stocks at the Grainthorpe East bed in August 2014
Width (mm)

Tonnage

Mean Density
(cockles m-2)

Mean
Weight (t
ha-1)

Area (ha)

<14mm

262

1118

17.6

14.9

≥14mm

54

304.2

4.9

11.1

≥16mm

3

10

0.5

6.1
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Figure 2. Distribution of <14mm cockles on all beds at Horseshoe Point in August 2014

Figure 3. Distribution of ≥14mm cockles on all beds at Horseshoe Point in August 2014
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Figure 4. Distribution of ≥16mm cockles on all beds at Horseshoe Point in August 2014
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Point
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C

Figure 5. Location of the eelgrass closed area at Horseshoe Point
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Stock summary
An overall stock summary for the three beds at Horseshoe Point can be seen in table 4.
Stock is summarised for both total stock, and stock outside the area closed due to the
presence of eelgrass, which can be seen in figure 5. The Horseshoe Point bed contains the
most stock at 562t with 526t outside the closed area, while Grainthorpe West contains the
least at 60t. Additionally cockle is least dense at Grainthorpe West, and 0t is outside of the
closed area. Grainthorpe East contains 316t of cockle, of which 162t is outside the closed
area, and is also the most densely stocked of the three beds (tables 1, 2, 3). On the three
beds, a total of 938t of cockle is present, with 688t outside of the closed area.

Table 4. Overall stock summary in and out of closed area at Horseshoe Point in August
2014

Total Stock (t)

Stock outside
closed area (t)

562

526

Grainthorpe West

60

0

Grainthorpe East

316

162

Total

938

688

Bed
Horseshoe Point

Size and year class distribution
The size and year class distribution for all three beds can be seen in figure 6. Cockles
ranged in width from 3-21mm, and distribution was unimodal at all three beds owing to
the dominance of year 1 (2013) cockles and relatively low numbers of year 0 (2014) and
year 2 (2012) cockles. At the Horseshoe Point bed, 98.9% of individuals were year 1,
0.7% were year 0, and 0.4% were year 2. The mean width of cockles at Horseshoe Point
was 12.4mm (sd = 1.46). At Grainthorpe West, 96.7% of individuals were year 1, 1.3%
were year 0, and 0.2% were year 2. The mean width of cockles at Grainthorpe West was
11.0mm (sd = 1.65). At Grainthorpe East, 98.5% of individuals were year 1, 1.3% were
year 0, and 0.2 were year 2. The mean width of cockles at Grainthorpe East was 10.6mm
(sd = 3.2).
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30
Year Class Distribution, August 2014
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Figure 6. Size and year class distributions of cockles at the three beds at Horseshoe Point
in August 2014
Historic data
Horseshoe Point cockle stock data from the beginning of Eastern IFCA’s surveys in January
2011 up to present for all three beds combined are presented in table 5. It can be seen
that levels of spatfall are relatively consistent (spat was not recorded separately in 2014
for reasons outlined in the discussion) throughout the years, but survival through to
subsequent years is relatively low, with the exception of the 2013 spatfall which has
survived thus far to provide the unusually large stocks of year 1 cockles on the beds at
present. If size classes excluding ≥16mm are condensed into sub-16mm including spat
then stocks in August 2014 were 920.2t compared to 110.2t in August 2013, more than an
eight-fold increase.
Table 5. Historic and current cockle stocks at all three beds combined. * Denotes not
applicable; division of size class data has varied year-on-year, and data was not recorded
separately for spat in 2014. See discussion for further details
Jan 2011

Aug 2011

Jan 2012

Aug 2013

Aug 2014

Year 0 (spat)

46t

26t

48.5t

55.2t

*

<14mm

3.1t

36.7t

1.2t

*

717t

<16mm

*

*

*

55t

*

≥14mm

19.7t

42t

1.7t

*

221t

≥16mm

17t

14.5t

1.2t

8.3t

17.8t
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Discussion
Since acquiring responsibility for the cockle beds in the Horseshoe Point area from North
Eastern IFCA, Eastern IFCA have conducted surveys to determine stock levels and
population composition beginning in January 2011. Surveys have been conducted biannually where possible in the winter and in the summer. Historic stock summaries
presented here show that the beds regularly attract high spatfalls, primarily on the
Horseshoe Point bed, but then suffer high mortalities with little surviving to become adult
stock. In the absence of a long-term data set it is however impossible to tell if this is an
ongoing annual trend or whether recruitment has simply been low in the last few years
due to unknown factors. It has been suggested the lack of a fishery or major disturbance
events is indicative that the stocks may be suffering similar mortality events as those seen
in the Wash (Jessop et al, 2011), as can be seen in table 5, which shows adult stock
decline by more than 90% from August 2011 to January 2012. Moribund cockles have
been observed by Eastern IFCA staff at Horseshoe Point during the 2012 survey which
supports this notion.
As mentioned in the results, some discrepancies exist in the data gathering between
survey years. In the past, methods used in the Wash cockle surveys were followed
directly, meaning that size classes were divided into sub-14mm (generally regarded as
juvenile), ≥14mm (minimum landing size for the Wash) and ≥16mm (high commercial
value and generally preferred given availability), and spat if present in large enough
numbers. At Horseshoe Point, the minimum landing size is any cockle which will pass
through a 20mm square, which roughly equates to a cockle of 16mm width (Ron Jessop,
Per. Comm.). In 2003, it was decided that size classes for Horseshoe Point should be
changed to reflect the different minimum landing size to the Wash, and so categories were
changed to sub-16mm, ≥16mm, and spat where applicable. Following a staff changeover,
this new method was not carried over to 2014, which resulted in the discrepancy. It is
likely that the new method will be reinstated in future surveys.
Past surveys have found that cockles extend outside of the areas originally designated by
North Eastern IFCA (then North Eastern Sea Fisheries Committee) in 1996, and the
northern part of the Horseshoe Point bed consists of coarse sand unsuitable for supporting
cockles. It may therefore be pertinent to review the survey area in the future to be more
reflective of where the beds now lie. In addition, a cockle prospector spoke to the survey
team during the 2014 survey who claimed that he had found larger cockles in acceptable
quantities some distance seaward of the survey sites. In 2012, an attempt was made by
eastern IFCA to conduct a boat-based cockle survey at Horseshoe Point in order to cover a
far wider area than the foot surveys, however it proved unsuccessful as the vessel was
only able to reach a few of the proposed sites at the lowest part of the shore (Jessop et al,
2012).
Typically, cockles at Horseshoe Point are fast growing and upon surviving two winters will
typically have reached commercial size. In order for a cockle fishery to be viable, there
must be a sufficient number of cockles present of minimum landing size or greater, which
equates approximately to 1.5t ha-1 (Ron Jessop, Pers. Comm.). In the recent past, survival
of spat at Horseshoe Point into adulthood has been too low to allow a viable fishery. The
2014 survey has however revealed that the 2013 spatfall at the beds has survived in great
numbers. Although at the time of survey these cockles were all juvenile, their mean size
was approaching that of adult stock, and on the assumption that a significant proportion
survives the winter of 2014/15, it is likely they will have grown to commercial size in
sufficient density for a fishery to be viable.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage
a sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Information Item 26
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority Meeting
29 April 2015
Report by: P J Haslam, Chief Executive Officer
Quarterly progress against Annual Plan
Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to update members on progress towards the objectives
established in the Annual plan.
Recommendations
Members are recommended to:
Note the contents of this report
Background
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority is mandated to produce an annual
plan each year to lay out the expected business outputs for the year ahead. The plan for
financial year 2014-15 was agreed by the Planning and Communication Sub-Committee on
26 February 2014 and published thereafter.
Report
The tables at the Appendix detail the progress against the key priorities set in the Annual
plan for 2014-15 and initial action for the priorities for 2015-16
Risk
There is no change to the strategic risk register matrix.
Conclusion
Following busy years in 2013 and 2014 the pace remains demanding with Authority
officers are working hard to deliver across the breadth of business. The imminent general
election and subsequent comprehensive spending review will introduce greater demands
for joint working with partner agencies and may result in further increases to the IFCA
workload. Members will be kept fully apprised of developments.
Background documents
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority Annual Plan 2014-15 & 2015-16.
Appendices
1. Report on priorities set for 2014-15
2. Report on priorities set for 2015-16
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APPENDIX 1
Quarterly Progress against Annual Plan
9 major priorities were established in 2014-15.
Major Priority
To continue investments in staff to preserve
appropriate subject matter expertise

FY 2014-15
Progress
Comment
Over the reporting period Officers have conducted training as follows:
2 Officers successfully completed the RN Marine Enforcement
Officer course
1 Officer attended a Biosecurity course
12 Officers attended a 1 day science forum
The staff investments outlined in the HR plan have been delivered and
have had a positive effect on morale and performance throughout the
organisation.

To complete the process of transition from Sea
fisheries Committee to Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority
To ensure that the conservation objectives of
Marine Protected Areas in the region are furthered
by delivering fisheries management measures for
‘Amber and Green’ designated features within
European Marine Sites (EMS) within the mandated
timeframe and formulating potential management
measures for Tranche 2 candidate Marine
conservation zones (MCZ)

In particular the relationship between executive and management
teams is much closer and more productive and is enabling significant
output from a small team.
The transition process is complete. The process of reviewing and
refining organisations and structures will continue to ensure
operational efficiency and value for money.
Progress since last report
Activities related to implementing management measures
•
16 LSE/initial screening tests completed (added 44 interactions
to “non-occurring interactions report”, making a total of 1,281
LSEs/screening tests).
•
21 AAs/detailed assessments completed covering seven EMSs.
•
Of these 21 full AAs, 2 have concluded adverse effect alone
(shrimp trawling on subtidal mud/subtidal mixed sediments in The
Wash and North Norfolk Coast SAC) and 2 have concluded adverse
effect in combination (mussel dredging on subtidal mixed sediments
and potting on boulder/cobble reef in the same site). Natural England
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have offered informal advice and agree with the two conclusions of
adverse effect alone.
•
Two internal meetings (with research/enforcement staff and
then all staff) have been held to present these initial conclusions and
feedback sought across all departments. A site management
board/workshop was conducted on 22 April 2015 to discuss the
conclusions and potential management measures with NE, EIFCA staff
and members of our MPA sub-committee, including fishing industry
and conservation reps.
•
Management measure discussions held for 1 SPA (bird
disturbance in-combination effect on Stour & Orwell SPA)
•
HRA support documents (site summaries, fishing activity
reports, site prioritisation reports and fishing impact reports) in
development by research and environment officers – 9 months
completed of 18-month period allocated for HRAs and development of
management measures
•
Given that ~91% of the Humber Estuary EMS (SAC/SPA) is
within NEIFCA’s district and only the remainder in EIFCA’s district, it
was agreed at a liaison meeting between the two IFCAs on 15/01/15
that an MOA would be drafted to the effect that NEIFCA would lead on
all assessment and EIFCA would advise where possible (therefore
moving 218 interactions to NEIFCA responsibility)
Other relevant information
•
A further site visit was undertaken, making a total of three site
visits undertaken in 3 EMS with EIFCA & site wardens (RSPB, Lincs
Wildlife Trust, NE)
•
Fishing activity evidence-gathering ongoing
•
Monthly EIFCA/NE liaison meetings ongoing
•
IFCA/MMO/Defra/NE/EA HRA workshop attended
•
“Fishing activity footprint” project proposal accepted for MBIEG
funding in February 2015 – aims to quantify scale of fishing pressures
by different gears in each IFCA district. MRAG/Envision successfully
tendered for the project through the MMO tender framework and is
now underway (MMO1108). Basic data collection from all IFCAs will
take place in April 2015 via teleconferences and project will report in
early May 2015.
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To commence a comprehensive byelaw review
process comprising of three stages:
1. exclusion of byelaws not applicable or
relevant to the Eastern IFCA District
2. like for like substitution of uncontested
bylaws directly applicable to the Eastern
IFCA District

Risks to delivery
•
Large number of fishing/gear interactions requiring assessment
and subsequent development of management measures means
significant officer resource required for this project
•
Difficult to deliver large number of scientifically-robust
assessments (in order to support evidence –based decisions) in short
timescales
•
Lack of detailed conservation objectives in many sites reduces
strength of assessment conclusions – potentially reducing IFCA
confidence in requirement for management.
•
Recall of Natural England’s second data release has meant
some assessments have been carried out using tentative data. Eastern
IFCA officers in close liaison with regional NE officers in relation to
supporting data gaps. One of the 21 AA conclusions was revised in
March 2015 in response to a significant change in feature extent (i.e.
given that the feature extent was larger than initially reported in the
data release, EIFCA concluded NAEOSI rather than AEOSI).
•
Clarity still required with respect to existing legislation for
management of certain fishing activities (e.g. bait digging) within
SSSIs that are also EMSs – to avoid duplication of regulation. KEIFCA
and EIFCA in discussion with NE. Potential to affect approach for
multiple gear/features interactions in multiple EMSs.
•
Clarity still required with respect to conclusions of AEOSI in
combination and what management responsibilities are triggered by
these conclusions.
Officers have developed an approach to the byelaw review that will
adopt a progressive approach to fisheries management in the district
as opposed to simply reviewing legacy byelaws. This was approved by
the Regulatory and Compliance sub-committee (R&C) in November
2014 and involves the following elements:
1. A three stage approach to developing new management
measures and subsequent enforcement activity:
a. Introduction of a Regulation and Compliance Strategy
setting out principles based upon knowledge, experience
and national guidance. This was approved by R&C in
November 2014

3. development of complex or contested or
new byelaws.
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b. Undertaking a Strategic Assessment of all fisheries and
Marine Protected Areas within the district. It combines
fisheries data and other evidence to identify fisheries
and MPAs that require management measures or
changes in management measures lists them for action
in order of priority. The first assessment has been
undertaken and approved by R&C in November 2014. It
identified the Whelk and Bass fisheries as priorities for
regulation and the Wash shrimp fishery as an emerging
priority. An emergency byelaw for whelk management
has been developed and will be considered by the
Authority on 29th April 20115.
c. Enforcement risk assessment (annual) to guide activity
via the TCG process. This has been developed and will
be presented to the Authority on 29th April 2015
2. Housekeeping exercise on legacy byelaws based upon:
a. Removing most of inherited North Eastern Sea Fisheries
Committee (NESFC) byelaws
b. Removing defunct ESFJC byelaws
c. Revising ESJFC byelaws that require amendment to
make them relevant and effective (minor changes)
d. Making ESJFC byelaws IFCA byelaws and extending to
cover old NESFC territory

To promote sustainable development through a
project to rejuvenate previously productive fishing
grounds

Work on the housekeeping exercise has commenced but is currently at
an early stage. It should be noted that the approach adopted will roll
on into subsequent years and will be the business model for regulation
and compliance matters
The project has been delivered.
The use of funding form the fisheries propagation funds was
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agreed with Wash based fishing associations.
The methodology and location was discussed and agreed with
local industry representatives
An Invitation to Tender to provide boat services was issued and
received 2 responses.
Permission to lay cockle shell as culch was brokered with the
MMO
Field work to lay 92 tonnes was completed in late May
The sites are now being monitored to assess whether they are
attracting mussel spatfall.
To balance the needs of all within the fishery by
developing RSA strategy in light of A2012
To support the viability of industry by driving
individual applications through the Wash Fishery
Order shellfish lay allocation process
To discharge responsibilities under the Wash
Fishery Order (1992) and consider a review of its
provisions

To continue the Seagoing Assets Review and to
procure the second enforcement vessel

The strategy has been drafted, consulted upon and published.
Parallel work to engage regional partners from council level to
individual RSA participants is ongoing.
Delivered.

The scope of this objective is being considered and developed. It may
be more productive to consider a medium to long term strategy for the
Wash fishery and then to develop the tools to deliver that strategy,
which would include a refreshed WFO, as opposed to a one
dimensional re-write of an existing document. Options will be
delivered to Authority members in due course.
1. Following the decision to retain FPV John Allen plans have been
developed to enhance her capability through a number of
modifications. These are currently nearing completion and the
vessel is due to return to service in late April 2015
2. The procurement process for the second enforcement has been
completed and the contract awarded to Redbay Boats. The vessel
is on rack to be in service during the summer of 2015.
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Subordinate Priority

To influence and shape the national inshore
marine management debate and narrative.

Progress

Comment
Through attendance at national meetings and other fora.

To
continue
to
advance
the
Authority’s
understanding of the species, habitats and
activities occurring in the district.

In accordance with Research and Environment plan 2014-15

To contribute to ‘Project Inshore’. This national
project will assist the Authority by providing an
independent assessment of the state of each
major fish/shellfish stock within the Authority’s
district which will help inform the byelaw review
process and future work of the Authority to ensure
sustainable exploitation of these resources.
To contribute to data requirements to meet Marine
Strategy Framework
Directive commitments
(particularly crab and lobster).
To engage with marine planning issues, including
consultations
on
marine
licenses
and
developments
and
active
participation
in
Commercial Fisheries Working Groups.

The Phase 3 report has been published following a consultation period.
Phase 4 activity will be scoped with Project Inshore. (See Action Item
18)

Ongoing crab and lobster bio sampling work.
114 consultations completed this year. Responses to significant
consultations now published on the website.
Active participation in CFWG for East Anglia Offshore 1-4, Greater
Gabbard, Galloper and Race Bank wind farms.
Statement of Common Ground for Hornsea 2 development being
developed.

To continue to promote the work of Eastern IFCA
through outreach events.

As a Directing body contribute to the activities and
output of the Association of IFCAs.

7 events attended.
Trailer based office deployed on 5 occasions so far with very positive
results.
Stakeholder community meetings conducted in November, January,
March and April
Ongoing.
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APPENDIX 2
Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
29 April 2015
Quarterly Progress against Annual Plan
8 major priorities are established for 2015-16.

Major Priority
To continue investments in staff to preserve
appropriate subject matter expertise
To ensure that the conservation objectives of
Marine Protected Areas in the region are furthered
by delivering fisheries management measures for
‘Amber and Green’ designated features within
European Marine Sites (EMS) within the mandated
timeframe and formulating potential management
measures for Tranche 2 candidate Marine
conservation zones (MCZ). Support community
voice method project.
To ensure that sea fisheries resources are
exploited sustainably and in accordance with MSFD
requirements by continuing the comprehensive
byelaw review process guided by the strategic
assessment of fisheries within the district;

To promote sustainable development through a
project to rejuvenate previously productive fishing
grounds

FY 2015-16
Progress
See HR plan for 2015-16

Comment

Carried over from 2014-15 – see above for progress report

The two species requiring immediate priority are whelk and bass.
Whelk management will be introduced through emergency byelaw
means.
The Byelaw panel accepted legal advice that the risk of using an
emergency byelaw to enact bass management outweighed its utility
when considered as part of the suite of regulation that are being
introduced internationally and nationally this year. In step with other
IFCAs, work will taken forward to introduce protection for bass nursery
areas in the district and to limit the exploitative effect of recreational
netting. Following evidence gathering a consultation period will be
used to draw stakeholder views and suggestions to inform
management measures.
Funding permission has been received from all but one of the Wash
fishermen’s associations. Areas for the trial have been identified. The
next step is to source, transport and spread the culch in advance of
the next mussel spatfall. This will be progressed in May.
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To continue the Seagoing Assets Review and to
introduce into service a second enforcement
vessel;
To ensure that the marine environment is
protected from the effect of exploitation by
reviewing district wide bio-security measures
including management of invasive, non-native
species;
To balance the needs of all within the fishery by
assessing the impact of Common Rights Holders
activity;
To promote sustainable development by reviewing
the process to issue WFO Entitlement and explore
cost recovery mechanisms

Carried over from 2014-15 – see above for progress report.
FPV Sebastian Terelinck is expected to be operational in late summer
2015. Consideration will be given to the future of RV Three Counties
during 2015-16
Not yet started

Evidence gathering is taking place.

A review of waiting list for WFO entitlements has been carried out.
The review of the moratorium on issuing entitlements is the next step.

Key:
Complete
In progress
No progress
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry
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18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29 April 2015
Report by: Nichola Freer, Head of HR
Purpose of report
To inform members of the progress of the HR plan to 2018 and specifically an
update of the HR activity planned to be completed during this financial year.
Recommendations
It is recommended that members:
Note the contents of the report
Report
Background
The Head of HR took up post in 2012 and developed a 3 year strategic plan of the
key HR activity required to support the achievement of Defra’s high level
objectives. This plan has been successfully delivered and as such a further
strategic plan has been developed during quarter one of this year to support the
delivery of required HR activity to 2018.
Strategic Plan
The key themes within the strategic plan are:
Review of the current organisational structure to ensure we have the right
people, focussing on the right tasks at the right time
Further development of the performance review system, so that it
becomes fully embedded as part of Officers ways of working
Further development of our line manager capability so that they are able
to fully support the Authority
Continuous development of our employee engagement plan and promotion
of our Core Values
HR plan 2015
The 3 year strategic plan has been broken down into annual HR plans. Appendix 1
outlines the 2015 plan.
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Update of specific activity
Following the successful supervisory business away days held in January 2015,
there has been further in-house developmental activity with our current line
managers to ensure that the learning from the January event is featuring in their
personal development plans and ways of working. The supervisory team have
taken on board the current employee engagement plan and are developing this
further so that it becomes part of a continuous engagement cycle. They have also
looked to ‘re-vamp’ the current full staff meetings and have gathered employee
feedback as to what they would like to see. One meeting trialling a different
format has already taken place, led by the supervisors.
A review of the marine protection function has commenced. An initial meeting
took place with the team in March to discuss the purpose of the review and the
next steps. We will be reviewing the operation of the function during the next 6
months, developing ways of working such as the head of the function working in
a more agile capacity across the district to support IFCO’s and the formulation of
a structured ‘site report’ for IFCO’s to use when they carry out site visits. The
effects of the development of the ways of working will be reviewed in October
2015 with the outputs and recommended next steps put to the following
appropriate Finance & Personnel Committee meeting.
The resignation of one of our Research Officers has presented an opportunity to
review the current structure of this function against outputs expected before any
replacement is sought. This work is currently taking place with the Senior
Research Officer.
Appendices
Appendix 1 – HR Plan 2015
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HR plan 2015
JAN

FEB

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

Objective
setting

Presentation
skills

Increase Line Manager capability
Design & facilitate team event to set expectations
Design & carry out series of deveolpment interventions based
on supervisor feedback from event & as identified through the
year

Embed management behaviours
Performance review process
Develop quality of SMART objectives with managers
Introduce concept of self appraisal
Develop competency framework for Officer level
Roll out

Organisational structure
Review of marine protection function
Implement agreed actions following review

Engagement
Develop IIP continuous improvement plan
Develop and agree mechanism to audit & measure should IIP
not continue
Facilitate the completion of the engagement plan
Promote the core values

Management systems
Review and develop sickness absence policy
Review and develop remaining family friendly policies
Embed the learning & development record, evaluate, review
process
Set up executive oversight of safety management
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JUNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Information Item 28
18th Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority meeting
29th April 2015
Report by: Julian Gregory, Deputy CEO
Marine Protection Quarterly Reports
Purpose of report
To provide members with an overview of the work carried out by the Area IFCOs and the
vessels, RV Three Counties and FPV John Allen.
Area/Vessel
Area 1 (Lincs & Kings Lynn)
Area 2 (Norfolk)
Area 3 (Suffolk)
RV Three Counties
FPV John Allen
Engineer

Officer
Jason Byrne
Adrian Woods
Alan Garnham
Simon Howard
Simon Lee
James Taylor

Recommendations
Members are asked to:
Note the content of the quarterly reports from the Area Officers and the
skipper of the research vessel Three Counties and skipper of FPV John
Allen
Background documents
Area Officers and Skippers quarterly reports for January to March 2015
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Eastern Inshore Fisheries & Conservation Authority
From:
To:
Date:
Ref:
Monthly Report:

Jason Byrne Fishery Officer (Area 1)
Julian Gregory
17th April 2015
Quarterly Report Area 1
Jan, Feb, March 2015
Area 1: Hale Sand – Kings Lynn

General
The 27th of March saw the closure of last year’s handraked Cockle fishery, the 24 th
February saw the opening of this year’s Welland Wall Mussel collection with a limit of 8 ton
per day for relaying & 4 ton per day for harvest. Throughout this quarter I have been
working alongside LG & other colleagues to help with the emergency byelaw for the Whelk
fishery; this has included taking samples of Whelks caught within the 6nm from various
vessels which has included measuring Whelks & space bars on the riddles to collect data.
Fishing activities throughout this quarter have included potting for Crab, Lobster &
Whelks, twin beaming for brown & pink Shrimps, longlining for Cod, Whiting & Skate,
handraking Mussel & dredging for Scallops & Mussels.
Port Summary
Saltfleet - Chapel point
Nets had been reported off the Northern side of Saltfleet Haven beachline, this could have
been a problem as one commercial vessel operates near the area, having spoken to some
local yacht club men the nets seemed to have been removed. One vessel achieved 25 trips
potting for Crab & Lobster throughout this quarter, two recreational angler vessels have
rod & lined for Cod having made three trips.
Skegness – Gibraltar Point
Two commercial vessels have been longlining for Cod, Skate & Whiting throughout this
quarter totalling in 44 trips being achieved. I had a request from a gentleman at Skegness
who claimed to own a stretch of Skegness beach & was enquiring whether he can fish
using pots for shore Crab; thanks to some of the Environment team from the office, MMO,
Crown Estate & local council for assisting me on this query. Recreational sea anglers vessel
based have been as far as the Humber throughout this quarter chasing Cod.
Boston
Only one vessel from this Port has twin beamed for brown Shrimp throughout this quarter
totalling in nine trips being achieved. Four vessels have dredged their private lays within
the Wash throughout this quarter for Mussels; these Mussels are to be sold to various
markets around the country, two further vessels participated in the regulated fishery
handraking Mussels from the Welland Wall; these Mussels were then relayed onto private
lays within the Wash.
Fosdyke
Throughout this quarter the Marina was used for the mooring facilities & travel hoist for
Pisces, I have also gained access to Fosdyke slipway now thanks to Andy Woods from EA
for allowing us a key. Three commercial vessels had visited the Marina throughout this
quarter for various maintenance/refits.
Sutton Bridge - Wisbech
Two Kings Lynn commercial fishing vessels visited Wisbech marina throughout this quarter
to have various works carried out, the marina was also used to launch Pisces. I assisted
the Environment team at Sutton Bridge as they walked off the eastern side of the
lighthouse alongside Natural England looking for any impacts made to banks or marsh
made by the energy companies. Three of the Holbeach Angler Association fishermen
started to fish for Flatfish within the river Nene.
Kings Lynn
A maximum of 13 vessels have twin beamed for brown Shrimp throughout this quarter
totalling in 112 landings being achieved, one of these vessels also managed a further four
landings twin beaming for pink Shrimp. Two vessels dredged for Scallops managing two
trips between them, eight further vessels potted for Whelks totalling in 136 landings being
made. One vessel participated in the regulated Mussel fishery totalling in 13 days being
achieved, these Mussels were sold on to co - siders to be relayed on their private lays.
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Species Summary
NB All landing and effort (e.g. potting) figures detailed within this report are estimates based upon
observations made by Fishery Officers and reports from fishermen. They are intended to be an indicator only
and should not be regarded as definitive figures.
Saltfleet - Chapel Point
Number of vessel inspections:
3
Species
Landings (kg)
Value of catch (£)
Crab
Lobster

8,950
366
Skegness – Gibraltar Point
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
Cod
7,650
Whiting
1,410
Skate
185
Boston
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
Brown Shrimp
1,940.5
Private Lay Mussel
278,000
Welland Wall Mussel
14,000
Private Lay Mussel Relayed
58,500
Fosdyke
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
0
0
Sutton Bridge
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
0

0

9,844.00
4,920.00
3
Value of catch (£)
17,942.00
2,475.00
462.00
10
Value of catch (£)
3,416.00
194,950.00
0
17,550.00
0
Value of catch (£)
0
0
Value of catch (£)
0

Kings Lynn
Number of vessel inspections
Species
Brown Shrimp
Whelk
Pink Shrimp
Scallop
Welland Wall Mussel

Landings (kg)
43,739
141,480.5
1,744
1,630
46,350

Potting
Crab and lobster
Number of pots inside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Number of pots outside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Bio-sampling of brown crab and lobster
Number of brown crab measured during the month:
Number of lobsters measured during the month:
Whelk
Number of pots inside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Number of pots outside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:

19
Value of catch (£)
78,827.00
107,926.00
2,319.00
3,211.00
13,905.00

1200
700

0
0

4000
1000

Non Commercial Activities
Recreational Sea Anglers (shore based):
Number of anglers inspected:
3
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):
Sutton Bridge
Flatfish
0
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Recreational Sea Anglers (vessel based):
Number of vessels inspected:
0
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):
Saltfleet
Cod
10
Humber
Cod
20
Skegness Windfarm
Cod
10
Charter Angling Vessels:
Number of charter vessels
inspected:
Number of vessels
0
Number
0
Number of
0
in area:
of trips:
anglers:
Species targeted:
Total Landings (kg):
0
0
Locations fished throughout the month: 0
Fishery Officer Duties
Training:
Attended Levington Marina for PPR course.
Other duties carried out:
Attended TCG meetings.
On board TC Shrimp Enforcement.
PAT testing.
Attended Staff meetings.
Monitor Eel Grass at Horseshoe Point.
Attended Whelk meeting.
Attended Stat meeting at Wisbech.
Away on RIB marking out lays.
Away on RIB collecting samples.
Transporting RIB trailer.
Attended meeting at office with fishermen.
Sorted access & collected key for Fosdyke Slipway.
1st sale value of different species within this area (£/kg)
Brown Shrimp
Pink Shrimp
Whelk
Private Lay Mussels
Welland Wall Mussel
Cod
Whiting
Crab
Lobster
Scallop
Skate

1.72 - 1.84
1.33
75p - 77p
70p
30p
2.00 - 2.50
1.60 - 1.90
1.10
12.50 - 14.50
1.97
2.50
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From:
To:
Date:
Ref:
Report:

Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
Ady Woods I.F.C.O (Area: Norfolk)
J. Gregory Deputy C.E.O
April 2015
Quarterly Report Area 2
January-March 2015
Area: Norfolk Coast: Heacham to Great Yarmouth

General
The forepart of the quarter started just like the previous finished, with good bouts of
settled weather and no sign that anything was likely to stow. Though towards the
end of January a change in the weather was to come, with some good hard frosts
and long cold days, this saw the crabs and lobsters go off the feed and take to the
ground.
Come March and a change in the weather, a little warmer and a settled period saw
pots being returned to the sea from the beach launched vessels. Early hauls showed
little moving, however by mid-month good catches were once again being had.
The Fisheries
Crabs – As previously said, this has been a roller coaster fishery this first quarter of
the year, with two peaks and one trough, as expected and required.
Lobsters – This fishery has been different, since the crabs stowed in January, the
following week or two good numbers of lobsters were being caught and making good
money, then these petered out and as of yet have really yet to come back in any
quantity.
Whelks – Has been the main targeted fishery throughout this quarter with vessels
mainly fishing from Wells, although other ports which have taken on this fishery,
include Morston, Cromer, Mundesley, North gap, Sea Palling, and Gorleston.
Netting – has been limited, the majority has been at Caister who have been drifting
for Herring and Sprats. The only other port to have done a little is West Runton,
where fixed nets were shot in the hope of some early bass, this proved to be
uneventful.
Angling – has been well supported throughout this first quarter of the year. Two
reasonably new clubs have started up on the east coast, which have been fishing a
range of beaches from Sutton Bridge to Felixstowe, with the majority being in a
stretch from Cley to Yarmouth. These both fish regularly, and offer assistance and
guidance to any new comers to the sport, and both welcome junior members.
Early on in the quarter saw some good cod coming out, along with a few early bass,
a change in the weather saw these move offshore and not return. During February
dabs and flounder were mostly caught, and march saw the return of some codling
and a few bass, but mostly a lot of flats have been coming out, along with some
good whiting and a lot of not so good tings.
Emerging Issues - Brancaster fishermen have been concerned about the lack of
seed mussel available to them.
Concern has once again been raised by the beach launched vessels about the
gentleman’s agreement on the Norfolk coast.
Wind Farms - There has been some concerns over the timings of the work to be
carried by the Dudgeon wind farm where the cable is to make landfall. This work is
to be carried out during June and July.
An agreement has been reached between Dong and the fishers, and all gear should
have been removed from the work area to allow surveys to take place.
Port Summary
Brancaster
Little fishing activity has been happening at this port, with the majority of vessels
undergoing refurbishment in one way or another, whether it’s been a lick of paint,
having alternative fishing means fitted or being cut in half and having a section
welded in too make the vessel longer.
Wells-next-the-Sea
The majority of effort at this port has been targeted towards the whelk fishery
throughout the quarter. In all nine vessels have been involved landing some 180
tonnes to the industry.
A little effort has also gone towards the crabbing and lobster fisheries further
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offshore when the weather has allowed, though this has been mainly to straighten
gear and getting fresh bait in the pot for when something does move.
With the training wall being open for seed mussel, a fisherman at Wells has been
buying in some of this seed to relay on his lay at Wells.
Morston
The remaining fleet at this port now consists of just one vessel, for most of the time
this vessel has been out of the water at Haven Marina having antifouling done.
The future of Morston mussels is looking bright, with Mr W. Weston reporting that his
mussels are currently growing on well, and the Environment and Health teams are
happy with what they have seen so far.
Cley-next-the-Sea
This port has remained inactive, however once things do begin to move in the bay,
this beach could be the busiest it has been for some years, currently having six
licensed vessels on it.
Weybourne
This port remained inactive until mid-March, when the two vessels which operate
from here eventually set pots for the coming season.
Sheringham
Vessels at this port have been hindered, by not having a slipway to operate from on
the West end, and no winch on the East end. The planned works for the West slip
were supposed to be complete by the end of March, this plans though have since
been changed due to a mix up in getting a new electric supply fitted, this slip should
now be operational by the end of April.
The East slip winch has been connected up, and although space is limited here,
vessels were able to get pots in the sea by the end of March.
East & West Runton
Vessels at these ports have remained active throughout the quarter, although this
has been more in the hope that something may move if fresh bait is provided.
Cromer & Overstrand
Just two vessels from Cromer have remained active throughout this 1 st quarter; this
has been down to the whelk fishery giving an alternative income.
Mundesley to Caister
This stretch of coast has remained relatively quiet with boats potting for whelk from
Sea Palling, and netting for Herring and sprat rom Caister.
Yarmouth/Gorleston
The one vessel which has been operating from here, fishing for whelks, decided that
whilst the whelks were going through their spawning season he would give the
fishery a rest and take the opportunity to give his vessel a refurbishment, ready for
the coming season.
Species Summary
NB All landing and effort (e.g. potting) figures detailed within this report are
estimates based upon observations made by Fishery Officers and reports from
fishermen. They are intended to be an indicator only and should not be regarded
as definitive figures.
Brancaster
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Cod
Crab
Lobster
Mussel
Skate
Whiting
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Cod

8
0
Landings (kg)
81
600
100
4,000
50
66
Wells-next-the-Sea

Value of catch (£)
251
1,860
1,400
6,000
190
99
24
29

Landings (kg)
1740
224

Value of catch (£)
5,454

Crab
Lobster
Whelk
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Cod
Crab
Lobster
Whelk

3,750
451
207,431
Morston

7,125
6,090
159,721
21
1

Landings (kg)
15
500
60
100

Value of catch (£)
50
1,550
960
80

Sheringham
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Crab

16
0
Landings (kg)
5

Value of catch (£)
15

Cromer
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Crab
Lobster
Whelk

29
15
Landings (kg)
6,775
147
31,410

Value of catch (£)
21,205
1,985
24,186

Cley, Weybourne, E Runton, W Runton, Overstrand, Mundesley & Bacton
Number of times ports visited
56
Number of vessel inspections:
9
Species
Landings (kg)
Value of catch (£)
Cod
10
31
Crab
7,678
24,032
Lobster
160
2,160
Sea Palling
Number of times port visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Brown Shrimp
Crab
Lobster
Herring
Spratt
Whelk

16
1
Landings (kg)
25
457
33
400
150
9,935

Value of catch (£)
1,430
445
440
270
7,650

Caister & Gorleston
Number of times ports visited
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Herring
Spratt
Whelk

18
3
Landings (kg)
3,750
300
1812

Potting
Crab and lobster
Number of pots declared to be fished inside 6nm:
Number of pots declared to be fished outside 6nm:
Bio-sampling of brown crab and lobster
Number of brown crab measured during the quarter:
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Value of catch (£)
4,457
540
1,395

9,000
4,000

598

Number of lobsters measured during the quarter:
Whelk
Number of pots declared to be fished inside 6nm:
Number of pots declared to be fished outside 6nm:

87

8350
4300

Non Commercial Activities
Recreational Sea Anglers (shore based):
Number of anglers inspected:
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):
Cley
Various
1.0
Weybourne
Various
0.25
Cromer Pier
Various
0.00
Mundesley
Cod
0.0
Ostend
Various
0.0
Bacton
Cod, Flounder, Dab
1
Caister
Cod
2
Gorleston
Various
1
Recreational Sea Anglers (vessel based):
Number of vessels inspected:
0
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):

Fishery Officer Duties
Training:
None
Other duties carried out:
January
05th TCG & Coastal patrol
06th-08th report writing and stats
09th meeting at office
12th Marine Safety Centre drop off lifejackets for servicing
13th Whelk meeting at office
15th Coastal patrol
19th sorting out respectable digs for boat crew
20th Landings
22nd Marine Safety Centre pick up serviced equipment
23rd landings Wells
27th Introducing Frances to the North Norfolk Coastline
28th Stat meeting attended
29th Coastal patrol
30th Toil
February
2nd TCG
3rd Landings Wells and collecting Whelk data
4th Patrol Brancaster
5th Patrol southern part of area 2
6th Day spent on PC
9th Monthly reports, stats, time sheets
10th Patrol coast to Lynn, landings at wells
11th Spent on PC
12th Patrol Cromer to Wells
13th Checking nets in area prior to being used – and giving netting advice
16th TCG & MCSS, landings at Wells
17th Patrol Cromer to Gorleston, attend Wells Fishermen’s AGM
18th Sick
19th Bio-sampling crab
20th Bio-sampling whelk
23rd NN FLAG meeting
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24th MCSS and bio sampling updated
25th Greater Gabbard Windfarm meeting
26th Patrol Cromer to Hunstanton
27th Patrol Cromer to Sizewell
March
02 TCG, work on PC, landings Southwold
03 Landings
04 Working on PC
05 pm Working on PC
06 am Patrol coast
09 Patrol to Sizewell
10 am to Office at Lynn pm Patrol Lowestoft
11 am Landings pm Working on PC
12 am Landings pm Office
16 TCG and Working on PC
17 Landings
18 am Office pm Landings
19 am Working on PC pm Patrol coast Cley to Cromer
20 Patrol Lowestoft market to Cromer
23 am Joint patrol with MMO pm FLAG meeting
24 Patrol Linc’s coast
25 Landings
26 Patrol Cromer to Gorleston
27 Working on PC
28 Patrol Sheringham
30 am Work on PC pm Patrol Lowestoft and Gorleston
31 Annual Leave
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Eastern – Inshore fisheries conservation authority
From:
Alan Garnham Fishery Officer (Area 4)
To:
Phil Haslam - CEO
Date:
16th April 2013
Ref:
Quarterly Report Area 3
Quarterly Report:
Jan – Mar 2015
Area 4: Pakefield – Felixstowe Ferry
General
January was a quiet steady month for all fishermen in the area. Weather was
variable with a few days lost to the weather. Herring and sprat were around in
abundance. This may be the reason for the increase in seal activity as they chase the
feed. A mixed bag of species was around at the beginning of the month with sole cod
bass and roker being landed. The cod appeared to be mid water chasing the sprats.
Fishermen netted mainly with mid water trammels to capture the cod. When caught
cod can be seen coughing up the gorged feed of sprats across the decks. Cod caught
inshore have been around 6lb -8lb in size. Toward the end of the month around the
23rd/24th commercial fishermen reported it’s like turning the light out the cod have
gone. Some reported going from 3 or 4 boxes a day down to hardly a fish.
On the beaches and rivers fishing has been productive with a few codling showing on
the beach at the beginning of January in fact a 22lb cod was caught on Kessingland
Beach.
February 2014 I reported a hurricane on 12th Feb in Suffolk with low laying land
being flooded throughout the coastal area. Many fishermen had concerns of whether
this huge amount of fresh water would kill the shellfish within the rivers and along
the shore. Quite a change this February with it being a dry warm month with plenty
of sunshine.
Commercial fishing picked up along the coast with fishermen trawling and netting for
cod and sole. One or two boats have leased in quota for roker. As February passed
the catch and size of fish improved with a viable return. Catches have been better
down south rather than off Lowestoft. Sprats and herring disappeared for a while
with the winds but returned on the lighter winds.
On the beaches reports were better further south with small codling being taken
amongst the whiting.
Whelk landings have been high during February but effort has been restricted with
strong tides and mechanical problems on the boats.
Crab and lobster movement has been slow with no reported catches.
Many patrols of bait digging and dog walking took place in the voluntary code area of
the Rivers Orwell and Stour. During February a complaint was received of three
diggers in the critical area of the River Stour an immediate response revealed three
local commercial diggers on the shore at Stutton.
Generally March was a mild month with strong winds appearing the last week of the
month keeping fishermen ashore. The spring cod appeared close in and good
landings were made at all local ports. The cod were chasing the herring which were
still abundant in the waters. Some reports of roker being caught in odd patches
along the coastline. Early bass have appeared and caught close in. I had a couple of
reports of Lowestoft boats catching double figure bass around twenty miles out to
sea. Whelk boats from Lowestoft and Southwold were very active this month. One of
the local shrimpers has given this up at the moment due to poor prices as the pound
is too strong against the euro for selling the catch.
Whilst on the subject of fish prices cod prices fell dramatically due to the amount of
fish being landed and flooding the markets of both Lowestoft and Brixham.
Reportedly as low as 80p a kg for cod and roker. As the month went by the cod are
beginning to feed on the bottom as commercial fishermen have reported good
catches on the long lines.
RSA boats reported plenty of cod being caught.
On the beaches I have had some good reports from Pakefield beach down to the
Land Guard at Felixstowe. Fishing on Orford Island picked up especially towards the
end of the March with plenty of codling coming off the island.
Potting throughout the area has been quiet as most fishermen have been
concentrating on baiting up the long lines and fishing for the spring cod whilst it’s
there. Most will begin putting out their pots after this early Easter.
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Port Summary
Pakefield
As usual a quiet start to the year with nothing of note either on beach or boat but it
picked up during February with good landings of herring on the small beach boats
and a few small codling whiting and dabs from the beach. Fishing continued to
improve through March with good landings of herring. Seals continue to be a
problem with tearing fishing nets whilst active in the water.
During March beach anglers reported the odd bass in with codling whiting and dabs.
Southwold
During January commercial fishing started with most fishermen using mid water nets
as cod were feeding mid water on the codling.
Long lines present remained in the sheds.
This method continued through February and as the herring and sprats left the cod
began to feed on the bottom and some fishermen changed to bottom trawl or lining.
On the beach it has been as usual in the first quarter very quiet with no reported
catches
Commercial fishermen all report a good spring run of cod coming through giving
hope of a good year. Although some fish sold direct through fish huts the fish sent
direct to markets returned disappointing prices due to the amount being landed.
Dunwich & Sizewell
Fishing effort has been good at both areas with landings of cod sole and bass. No
shellfish activity at present. Herring remained close to the shore throughout February
and March. On the beach landings have been consistent with February with the odd
bass whiting sole flounder and dab.
Fishing has been favourable during March with good weather and good landings of
cod and bass. A report was received during March of a huge quantity of bass and
herring being washed up on the beaches of Sizewell and Thorpeness. From enquires
it has been witnessed by many local people in the area whilst walking along the
beaches seeing fish around a dozen deep in patches of around a hundred yards from
Sizewell to Aldeburgh with seagulls and dogs eating the dead fish on the beach.
Thorpeness & Aldeburgh
Commercial fishermen reported steady landings at the beginning of January and
suddenly it went dead without a fish being caught. Many say the sprats have gone
being chased by the cod.
During February weather being favourable with Aldeburgh boats allowed launching
and good return of cod whiting sole and herring were apparent. On the beach
fishermen have been landing the occasional cod amounts flounder and dabs. Work
has been continuing with the shingle wall refurbishment at Slaughden.
Orford
Commercial landings again were good at the beginning of the quarter but as
Aldeburgh this dried up and fishermen are declining to fish saying the overheads fuel
bait time etc. outweighs the return in fish. Many are catching up on maintenance
work and preparing equipment/sheds for the summer months.
On the Island fishing has eased off with most fish being under mls. The ferry
reported plenty of space for anglers.
During February commercial fishermen reported the fish are back with good catches
of cod sole roker and herring. This continued throughout March.
On the island March began quiet but it suddenly picked up and the ferryman reported
more bookings and more codling being caught if you can get through the amount of
pin whiting taking the bait.
The Orford RSA boat reports mirrored the other reports with a good spring cod run.
Felixstowe
Again commercial fishing started the year well with a few boxes of cod roker and
bass. As highlighted at other areas this came to a halt during the third week of
January. Many again because of the negative return making a day’s fishing run at a
loss stayed in port.
As elsewhere fishing picked up during February making it a good month which
continued throughout the quarter. Commercial fishing were mainly netting with cod
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feeding mid water on sprats and herring mid water trammels were very effective. As
elsewhere herring began to disappear and fishermen changed to lining for cod.
RSA boat/kayak fishing has been very good with good catches of codling close in
with fish around the 3-4lb mark. Thornback ray are still being caught close in with
the occasional bass.
I have no reports and haven’t seen any fishing within the rivers during this quarter
but this is probably down to the colder water temperature within the rivers.
Species Summary
All landing figures detailed within this monthly report are derived from estimates of
catches based on observations made by Fishery Officers and reports made by fishermen
to Fishery Officers.
Pakefield
Number of vessel inspections:
0
Species
Landings (kg)
Value of catch (£)
Herring
1,000
1,000.00
Whelks (landed Lowestoft)
67,877
57,502.50
Southwold
Number of vessel inspections:
12
Species
Landings (kg)
Value of catch (£)
Cod
Roker
Bass
Flounder
Dabs
Sole
Herring
Whelks
Whiting

9,435.00
689
106
370
125
2,630
3,010
66,740
245
Dunwich & Sizewell

Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
Cod
2,748
Roker
72
Sole
95
Bass
2,495
Herring
247
Dabs
20
Flounder
105
Thorpeness & Aldeburgh
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
Cod
9,312
Roker
690
Sole
1,490
Herring
1,080
Bass
357
Flounder
70
Whiting
165
Dabs
20
Orford
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Landings (kg)
Cod
7,434
Roker
1,094
Sole
818
Herring
892
Flounder
524
Dabs
45
Whiting
163
Bass
3,050
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19,539.00
1,467.80
1,152.00
370.00
125.00
14,795.00
3,010.00
50,234.58
245.00
2
Value of catch (£)
5,681.00
158.40
617.50
25,130.00
247.00
20.00
105.00
4
Value of catch (£)
19,265.00
1,749.00
8,515.00
1,080.00
3,648.00
70.00
165.00
20.00
1
Value of catch (£)
15,183.60
2,318.80
4,929.00
892.00
524.00
45.00
163.00
15,250.00

Felixstowe
Number of vessel inspections:
Species
Cod
Roker
Bass
Sole
Whiting
Flounder
Herring

5
Landings (kg)
17,991
1,855
2,165
5,740
425
485
1,870

Value of catch (£)
36,977.40
3,949.00
23,835.00
32,,435.00
425.00
485.00
1,870.00

Potting
Crab and lobster
Number of pots inside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Number of pots outside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Bio-sampling of brown crab and lobster
Number of brown crab measured during the month:
Number of lobsters measured during the month:
Whelk
Number of pots inside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:
Number of pots outside 6nm fished by vessels from within area:

0
30

0
5

770
5,000

Non Commercial Activities
Recreational Sea Anglers (shore based):
Number of anglers inspected:
24
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):
Aldeburgh
Any
1.0
Felixstowe
Any
1.0
Recreational Sea Anglers (vessel based):
Number of vessels inspected:
3
Locations fished:
Species targeted:
Average catch (kg):
Felixstowe
Cod
3.5
Orford
Cod
3.5
Charter Angling Vessels:
Number of charter vessels
3
inspected:
Number of vessels
19
Number
114
Number of
590
in area:
of trips:
anglers:
Species targeted:
Total Landings (kg):
Cod
3,900
Ray
50
Locations fished throughout the month:
Within 2 mile
Fishery Officer Duties
Training:
None
Other duties carried out:
January
5 days bait digging patrols in Rivers Orwell and Stour
9th Jan – office meeting at Kings Lynn
13th Jan – Office meeting re whelking activity
16th Jan – Stour and Orwell estuaries meeting at Ipswich
20th Jan – Community meetings at Lowestoft Aldeburgh and Felixstowe
22nd Jan – Suffolk Coastal forum Melton
28th Jan – Site meeting River Orwell with BBC Country file.
February
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7 days bait digging patrols in Rivers Orwell and Stour
3rd Feb– ICT Norwich
3rd Feb– RSA meeting Colchester
4th Feb– RSA meeting Ipswich
12th Feb – ICT Norwich
March
3 days bait digging patrols in Rivers Orwell and Stour
3rd Mar – EAOW1 meeting Ipswich
9th Mar – Whelk bio sampling with (AW) Lowestoft
10th Mar – Two verbal warnings – Lowestoft (crab for pot bait)
12th Mar – Office meeting at Kings Lynn
18th Mar – PDP meeting at Kings Lynn
24th Mar – Washed up fish on beach observations and enquires
26th Mar – MMO discards meeting at Lowestoft

Cod
Roker
Bass
Sole
Herring
Dabs
Flounder
Whiting
Lobster

1st sale value of different species within this area (£/kg)
2.16
2.06
10.00
5.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
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EASTERN INSHORE FISHERIES AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
TO:
FROM:
DATE: April 7

S Lee
S P Howard
th

2015

QUARTERLY MONTHLY REPORT THREE COUNTIES 2015
January
A sonar camera was tested on Ron’s reef on the edge of the Inner West Mark knock to
see if it would operate through the sediment suspended in the water. It was able to pick
out shore crabs running across the sand banks. Sabellaria standing up from the sand
was also picked out by the camera. The camera was then moved closer to the big mound
where a mussel bed had established itself and it was possible to see signs of mussel on a
ridge of mud on the sea bed.
EHO/DSP samples were collected from both sides of the Wash followed by the collection
of the sweep samples around the Wash.
Towards the end of the month Three Counties steamed round the corner to Alicat’s in
Great Yarmouth, (Richards Dry Dock), for the annual refit.
February
Refit began with the annual MCA survey to check the vessel was fit for operation. The
standard items were checked for Safe Working Loads, Life rafts, Fire Fighting Systems
and Life Saving Appliances.
During the refit a Pot Hauler was fitted to the vessel, the Non-Slip Deck was removed
and replaced with new Non-slip decking and the keel cooling blisters were removed with
new ones welded to the hulls. The keel cooling system was part of the on-going problem
with the main engines over heating when the vessel was at full R.P.M. The final decision
on what action to take to rectify the situation was a joint agreement with Cummins UK,
Alicat and Eastern IFCA. The result being the keel cooling blisters were made longer and
a bit wider to move more coolant around the keel cooling blisters to cool the engines.
After the refit Three Counties steamed back up to the moorings at Sutton Bridge.
March
The surveys started with joint work with Natural England collecting core samples from
IWMK and Mare Tail as part of the ongoing study into the hand worked cockle fishery.
Cobble and Boulder surveys started as joint work with Natural England encompassing the
mouth of the Wash covering MCZ sites using the Mini Hammond Grab, ROV and GoPro
camera drops to check the flora and fauna covering the seabed. Cockle surveys began on
Blackguard, Stylemans, Pandora, Gat, Thief and IWMK sands. The mussel regeneration
experiment was marked out on the Gat using stakes, so cockle shell can be dropped off
at a later date to collect mussel spat.
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EASTERN INSHORE FISHERIES AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
TO:

J Gregory

FROM:

S T Lee

DATE:

April 2015

JANUARY-MARCH QUARTERLY REPORT FPV John Allen 2015
After the Christmas break John Allen was located in Suffolk. On the 6th of the month
John Allen conducted a patrol of the Orwell and Stour rivers but no activity was observed.
The remainder of the months planned patrols were curtailed by strong winds and or poor
visibility. All non-essential equipment was removed from John Allen in preparation for
transportation to Northern Ireland. On Wednesday 28th January John Allen was loaded
onto the transporter and delivered to Redbay in Northern Ireland on the 29 th.
No enforcement activities will take place until John Allen returns from Northern Ireland.
Simon Lee
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EASTERN INSHORE FISHERIES AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
To: J Gregory
From: J M Taylor
Date: 13/04/2015
__________________________________________________________________
Quarterly Engineering Report for APRIL 2015
RV Three Counties
January
Port Main:
Stbd Main:
Port Gen:
Stbd Gen:
February
Port Main:
Stbd Main:
Port Gen:
Stbd Gen:
March
Port Main:
Stbd Main:
Port Gen:
Stbd Gen:

Engine hours at the start of the
month 15/12/2015:
7174.1
7056.3
8326
8151
Engine hours at the start of the
month 27/01/2015:
7219.3
7103.2
8368
8161
Engine hours at the start of the
month 27/02/15:
7219.3
7103.2
8368
8161

Engine hours at the end of the
month 27/01/2015:
7219.3
7103.2
8368
8161
Engine hours at the end of the
month 27/02/15:
7219.3
7103.2
8368
8161
Engine hours at the end of the
month 24/03/15:
7284.5
7175.5
8454
8259

January
7th-8th, General maintenance lists, including engine room. (JT, SP & GB)
12th, Serviced Parker Racor Fuel Separators, both port and starboard, with new
seals and check ball valves, also replaced the filters while the separators were
broken down. (JT & LT)
13th-15th, General maintenance, replacing the wheel on Runner’s trailer to make it
road worthy, stripping, cleaning and painting the yellow fuel pipe coming from the
fuel tank on the bank, replacing a retaining bolt on the port anchor winch handle.
Also sourcing Jabsco spare parts for both sets of pumps. (JT)
20th, Port generator wouldn’t start initially, after starting the starboard the port
was tried again and it was found that the solenoid was sticking so not clicking
over to start then engine. After several attempts without physical persuasion it
clicked over and started. The night before had dropped below freezing. (JT)
20th, Starboard generator flashed a coolant light in the wheelhouse, upon
checking the engine I found that the coolant had come out of the overflow tube on
the header tank, further inspection revealed that the alternator belt had come off
the pulley on the coolant pump due to the pulley itself fracturing clean from its
four mounting bolts. Two new pulleys were ordered. (JT)
21st, Port generator wouldn’t start again in the morning, it was determined that
the starter motor wasn’t engaging. A plastic/rubber mallet was used to free the
starter motor and the engine started straight away. Again the night before
dropped below freezing. Upon mooring up the generator was shut down and
restarted a couple of times with no trouble at all. (JT & SPH)
23rd, North Sea Winches came assessed the hydraulic system crain, winches, bow
thrusters etc and adjusted the hydraulic flow, and advised what replacements we
need to replace at refit.
26th, Aft deck winch wires removed and stowed aboard, rear deck cleared ready
to steam down to Great Yarmouth for refit. (LT & SP)
27th, Port generator wouldn’t start up, the starter motor wasn’t engaging again.
Again used a plastic/rubber mallet to free the motor and it started fine. (JT)
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February
28th Jan-4th March, In Refit at Alicat Workboats in Great Yarmouth. Sea Monthly
engineering Reports for details.
March

5th, On the steam back round from Great Yarmouth a crack was discovered in the
starboard side main exhaust spray head. It was temporally sealed using some
chemical metal while two more have been ordered. (LT & SPH)
16th, Cummins engineer came aboard to check the thermostat on the port engine
as it had overheated after the work at refit. He found nothing wrong with the
existing thermostat but replaced it anyway as he had brought a new one and
replaced 35l of coolant, far more than he removed. No coolant leak was found
internally in the engine room. It was advised that we closely monitor the level of
coolant in the header tanks, visually through the cap to assess if it was dropping.
(SPH & JT aboard on the day)
24th, Port generator automatically shut down shortly after starting and indicated
low oil pressure, had three attempts and no change. Checked oil level and was
reading ¾’s of the way up on the dipstick as usual. Checked wiring loom and
control box for any loose connections for damage none was found. Tried to
remove the oil pressure sender to check and clean and was fixed fast in the
engine block. (JT)
25th, Port engine overheated lost 35l-40l of coolant. When refilling I noticed the
coolant pump was leaking badly. On further inspection and after trying to tighten
the mounting bolts it was determined that the pulley shaft, bearing was the
source of the leak. (JT & SPH)
27th, Both engine room deck plates were removed cleaned on deck and refitted.
(JT & SP)
28th, Cummins engineer came to look at the port coolant pump on the port engine
after it leaked substantially. As suspected he confirmed that it was the bearing
that had failed due to a fault. He replaced the pump and rebuilt the engine. Then
engine was then tested alongside the moorings and ran fine. (SPH aboard on the
day)
30th, The port generator oil pressure sender was replaced with a spare and the
generator started and ran fine for 45min. One damaged hydraulic hose was
replaced on the port A-frame Hydraulic ram and the connections were wrapped
with Denso tape, and the forward port side windscreen wipers that were faulty
were fixed the belt cog was slipping. (LT)
30th, Port engine room bilge cleaned out after the Cummins engineer on the 28 th.
(GB)

John Allen
January
Port:
Stbd:
February
Port:
Stbd:
March
Port:
Stbd:

Engine hours at the start of the
month 28/11/2014:
502.1
499.3
Engine hours at the start of the
month 06/01/2015:
509.3
506.4
Engine hours at the start of the
month 06/01/2015:
509.3
506.4

Engine hours at the end of the
month 06/01/2015:
509.3
506.4
Engine hours at the end of the
month 06/01/2015:
509.3
506.4
Engine Hours at the end of the
month 06/01/2015:
509.3
506.4

January
6th, Both port and starboard batteries were found to be dead after the Christmas
break and being stored at Suffolk Yacht Harbour, as the moorings had tripped at
some point. They were charged before heading out on patrol. Also after start up
the glow on the port engine remained on for about 10 minutes after the engine
was started. Needs to be monitored to see if it happens repeatedly or it was just
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due to the cold temperature overnight. (JT)
February
Throughout the whole month John Allen has been at Redbay Boats in Northern
Ireland as scheduled.
March
Throughout the whole month John Allen has been at Redbay Boats in Northern
Ireland as scheduled.
Pisces
January
8th, General maintenance list was completed. (SP & GB)
21st, The sounder was moved and lowered slightly on the rear transom while
ensuring that the engines cleared it when fully turned. The radio wiring was also
investigated after it was found the range on the radio was poor, it was discovered
that the wire leading to the aerial had been rubbing on the rear cage over the
engines. This was disconnected, stripped back then reconnected to the aerial, the
radio was then tested by LT driving to the far side of kings Lynn and testing using
the portable radio from the Unit A. (LT & SP)
February
24th, Port engine overheated, eventually started again after cooling down.
27th, Taken for a 6 month engine service at Snellings, oil & filters were changed
and it was found that the impellers were worn so which would explain the
overheating. They were both changed. It was noticed that the Port propeller was
damaged when Pisces was lifted out that morning to be trailered to Snellings.
(Taken down by JB & SP)
March
18th The damaged port propeller was replaced with an old spare.
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Vision
The Eastern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority will lead, champion and manage a
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the right
balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable industry

Information Item 29

18th EIFCA Meeting
29th April 2015
Reports by:
c) Ron Jessop, Senior Research Officer
d) Judith Stoutt, Senior Marine Environment Officer
Marine Environment Quarterly Reports
a) Senior Research Officer’s Quarterly Report
b) Senior Marine Environment Officer’s Quarterly Report
Purpose of report

The Authority runs a year-round programme of research projects and environmental
work. This paper enables Members to be kept informed of key activities undertaken by
the Authority’s Research and Environment team during the previous quarter, January to
March 2015, any issues that have arisen either through internal or external drivers, and
an indication of up-coming developments that could require future actions.
Recommendations
Members are asked to note the report.
Background
a) Senior Research Officer’s Quarterly Report
As is usual for this quarter, members of the research team have spent a high proportion
of their time between January and March analysing data and writing reports. Usually the
details of all of the projects conducted through the year are compiled into a single
publication, but this year the various projects are being published as individual reports.
This new approach will deliver a number of benefits over the production of a single
annual report.
Projects conducted at the start of the year can be reported much sooner than with
a single report that is produced at the end of the year.
Long-term projects that are conducted over the course of more than one year can
be reported when completed rather than fragmented reports appearing in two or
more annual reports.
Download speeds for readers looking for specific project reports will be much
faster than when downloading an entire annual report.
Projects from 2014 that currently have completed reports include the WFO cockle
surveys, WFO mussel surveys, Horseshoe Point cockle surveys, Titchwell Marsh mussel
surveys, the mussel regeneration project, the SWEEP water quality monitoring and the
crustacean project. These have all been uploaded to the Authority’s website. Further
reports detailing the fin fish project and the acoustic surveys to monitor Sabellaria
spinulosa reefs and cobble/boulder features in the Wash will be added once completed.
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In addition to writing the annual research report, time has also been spent compiling the
2015/2016 research and environment plan for the coming year. As was the case last
year, the list of desired projects and tasks exceed the number of research officer/days
available, necessitating prioritisation of projects that will be conducted. This process was
informed by the Strategic Assessment, which highlights the District’s stocks in greatest
need of management, and as a consequence evidence required to inform the
management process. On-going research for the WFO shellfish stocks, bass and
crustacean stocks all scored highly in this process, as did the necessity to continue
monitoring Sabellaria reef and cobble/boulder features in the Wash. A new project to
emerge from the process was the requirement to monitor the whelk stocks in the District,
in order to provide supporting evidence for the new emergency byelaw. Detailed planning
for the individual projects was also conducted with cross-team participation, in order to
determine the focus and direction each project would need to take and the resources that
would be required. In addition to the core projects, the Authority also agreed that the
2014 mussel regeneration project should be continued another year.
The Authority’s commitment to monitor the recently closed areas around the “red-risk”
sites in the Wash, that protect the cobble/boulder and Sabellaria spinulosa “core” reef
features, continued this quarter. This has mainly focused on further analysis and
interpretation of the acoustic side scan sonar data collected over the summer, closely
monitoring the waterfall displays for evidence of reef features. Such ground truthing as
has been carried out to date has allowed the characterisation of large parts of the survey
areas based on the EUNIS classification system, and has also identified areas of
Sabellaria, some of which was found outside of the protected “boxes”. Further groundtruthing surveys were planned for March. Unfortunately, of the six days planned for these
surveys, five were lost due to poor weather or vessel breakdowns. Time has been
planned in April and May to complete these surveys. Because it is a biennial commitment
to monitor the closed areas, half were surveyed during 2014-2015 and there are plans to
survey the remaining sites during 2015-2016. These coming surveys will also cover other
areas in the Wash newly defined as supporting core Sabellaria reef by Natural England. It
is hoped that during these coming surveys, the associated ground-truthing can be
conducted nearer to the time of the acoustic surveys than was possible this year. This is
of significance when examining what may well be a transient feature such as Sabellaria
reef.
The turbidity in the Wash, and much of our district, makes ground-truthing with
traditional cameras difficult. In November an ARIS 1800 sonar camera was tested at the
moorings and performed well in very turbid, fast flowing water. In order to determine
whether these cameras had sufficient resolution to detect small features like Sabellaria
clumps, an ARIS 3000 sonar camera was tested at sea in January. Trials on areas of
known Sabellaria reef and mussel bed showed it was capable of detecting both. Following
the successful trial, the AIFCA has applied for funding from DEFRA to acquire one of
these cameras to be shared among the ten IFCAs.
The fin fish project has collected and collated useful data from a number of internal and
external sources that were identified during the 2013-2014 project. This has proved to be
an extremely useful and cost effective method of building up the overall picture of finfish
distribution, abundance and exploitation throughout our district. Recent analysis of this
dataset found no major changes in the trends and overall picture to the previous year. It
is planned to continue collecting these data in the coming year, potentially adding other
data sources should they be identified. Information gained from this project has recently
helped inform a suite of management measures aimed to protect the bass stocks in our
district.
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Research officers recently input into a Cefas mediated programme to identify if there is a
need for a specific inshore waters fish monitoring programme to comply with Water
Strategy Framework Directive requirements, and if so, what that monitoring programme
should consist of.
The crustacean project entered its reporting phase this quarter. This year’s report follows
on from last year, continuing analysis using data from the MSAR records to update
surplus yield models of the various fishing grounds. Data collected during earlier surveys
at sea aboard a North Norfolk potting vessel will be used to carry out population analysis
for the Norfolk inshore grounds. In addition this data will allow more robust analysis
methods to be utilised in estimates of fishing mortality. This method is similar to that
carried out by Cefas in their annual stock level assessments and will allow direct
comparison between their results and more localised observations. Results of the surplus
yield analysis indicate that most of the areas assessed are operating within the bounds of
MSY. There is some concern, however, that the Norfolk offshore grounds are beginning to
show signs of overexploitation. The coming year will see a drive towards gathering
evidence from point of landing bio-sampling. This will feed directly into future stock
assessments and help inform management.
In February EIFCA attended a potting impacts workshop hosted by ABPmer at the MSC’s
London offices. This event gathered experts from Academia, the fishing industry and
environmental sector to review and discuss current and on-going work pertaining to the
investigation potting gear and its effects on sensitive habitat features. The consensus
view suggested that in the majority of cases this gear was of low concern.
A meeting was held at North Eastern IFCA’s Bridlington offices in March bringing together
representatives from Northumberland, North Eastern and Eastern IFCAs research
personnel and Cefas. The driver for this was to look towards methods of joint working in
the assessment and management of shared crustacean stocks on the East coast.
Discussion focused on comparing and critiquing assessment methods and technical
measures employed by the various organisations represented and the potential of various
projects that could help further our understanding of these data deficient stocks.

During the previous quarter the Authority’s data buoy, which was positioned in the Wash
to monitor various water quality parameters, broke free of its moorings during a storm.
Although the buoy was subsequently recovered, both it and the RSY sonde had been
damaged. Following investigations this quarter to determine whether it would be more
cost-effective to repair or replace the damaged equipment, the sonde was repaired, while
the buoy was replaced. The new buoy was delivered in March, but although it has been
placed on Three Counties for deployment, poor weather has prevented this from
occurring as planned. Although the buoy sonde has been out of action throughout this
quarter, the other SWEEP water samples and mussel meat counts have continued to be
collected. The data from this project have been analysed and a report written, but the
problems associated with the buoy have unfortunately created a fragmented data record
from that aspect of the project.
The cost of collecting Environmental Health samples in the Wash on behalf of the local
district councils was reviewed during the previous quarter. Because this review
highlighted a large disparity between the cost incurred collecting the samples and the
recompense paid to us by the respective councils, charges are set to rise significantly. In
order to reduce costs as much as possible, ways have been explored in which sample
collection could be made more cost-effective. To help achieve this, a new sample station
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has been trialled this quarter low-water mark on the east bank of the River Great Ouse.
Because this site can be accessed on foot, if it proves to be suitable during six-months of
parallel sampling, the sampling regime can be reduced to a single boat-day, significantly
reducing the cost of sampling. A sample table was deployed at this location, but was
found to have disappeared by the time of the first sampling occasion. This was replaced
with a more robust table, from which two sets of samples have successfully been
collected. Unfortunately, when the samples were collected in March, the majority of the
mussels on the table were found to have recently died. It is not clear whether this is due
to the area being unsuitable for the long-term survival of mussels or whether it was a
one-off incident that resulted in their die-off. It is planned to deploy another set of
samples on the table to determine how well they survive. Samples have continued to be
collected from the other stations, although the Nene Mouth and North Lay sites are
becoming depleted of natural cockle stocks from which the samples are collected.
Following the completion of the cockle surveys in May, these sample stations will be
reviewed.
In March the team commenced the annual inter-tidal cockle surveys. By the end of the
month surveys had been completed on the Thief, Blackguard, Styleman’s, Pandora,
Whiting Shoal, Gat and Inner Westmark Knock beds. Particularly good settlements of
2014 year-class juvenile cockles were found to have survived their first winter on the
Thief and Inner Westmark Knock sands, while patches of 2013 year-class cockles that
had been protected from the 2014 fishery were found on the Pandora and Inner
Westmark Knock beds. Weather permitting, it is hoped these surveys will be completed
by the end of April.
During the cockle survey on the Thief Sand, the opportunity was taken to investigate the
proximity of the cockle bed to some proposed several fishery lays that had been applied
for on this sand. Although biotope surveys conducted in 2009 and 2014 (both of which
included a review of past cockle survey data) had not found any cockles within the area
of these proposed lays, in September 2014 officers became aware that there had been a
settlement of cockle spat within their vicinity. Because cockles frequently settle on
ground that is not suitable habitat, and are then lost during winter storms, the Authority
agreed that rather than rejecting the applications, another survey should be conducted in
spring to determine whether these cockles had survived. During a foot survey in March,
the western edge of the cockle bed was mapped and found to occupy 3.55 hectares of
one of the proposed lays and to clip the eastern edge of another.
At the previous Statutory meeting, the Authority approved the continuation of the mussel
regeneration project into 2015-2016. The plan for this year’s project was to lay a culch of
200 tonnes of cockle shells onto an area on the eastern side of the Trial Bank mussel bed
that had deteriorated badly over the past two years. Funding for the project has been
sought from the industry to be taken from the Wash Fishery Propagation Fund. So far
two of the fishermen’s associations have approved the funding, although one requested
that additional trials were also conducted within the Gat mussel bed. A third association
responded they could only support the funding if the trial area was cleared of mud prior
to the shells being laid. Clearing mud from the site, however, would incur significant
additional costs to the project, change the criteria of the hypothesis of what was being
tested by the experiment and require significant changes to the HRA submitted to Natural
England. Instead, a firmer, less muddy site was sought in which to conduct the
experiment. During the cockle surveys, the opportunity was taken to mark out a 20m x
20 plot on the Gat Sand and to look at alternative locations near the Trial Bank mussel
bed. While it was possible to find a suitable location on the Gat Sand, no suitable area
could be found near the Trial Bank bed due to the numbers of cockles that had settled in
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the region. Although the 2014 project had found that cockles survived when the shells
were placed on them, it was not thought appropriate to limit fishermen’s access to
harvestable cockles by conducting experiments over them. Instead, the team will take
opportunities presented during the cockle surveys to look for alternative sites on other
sands. The advice of the industry has also been sought for this.
In addition to conducting our usual programme of research activities, members of the
research team have continued to support the process of assessing fisheries in European
Marine Sites. Our contribution towards this project has involved conducting a series of
detailed literary reviews on the numerous gear/feature interactions that occur within the
sites within our District. The reports compiled from these reviews will then feed into the
assessment process, together with, the fishery and feature evidence components to
determine what management measures might ultimately be required to manage various
fisheries in each of the sites. This has occupied a large component of the research team’s
time during the past year and will continue through 2015-2016.
For the past two quarters the Authority has been conducting major changes to its digital
filing system. Having helped to develop an appropriate filing system for the research and
GIS files, the research team have been moving and renaming their files. This has
involved moving/renaming approximately 100,000 files, but the process is now close to
completion. The team have also sorted through the library of paper reports that is held in
the office, moving many of these to the Unit A storage facility in order to make more
space in the office.
In March members of the environment and research teams represented the Authority at
the Spring Fling show held at the Norfolk Showground in Norwich.

b) Senior Marine Environment Officer’s Quarterly Report
Introduction
The priority work for the final quarter of 2014/15 has been to submit the first group of
fisheries assessments (for the Wash & North Norfolk Coast European Marine Site) to
Natural England and start to develop management measures where impacts are
identified. Defra’s 2016 deadline for assessment and management of all commercial
fishing/feature interactions in marine protected areas has required the environment team
to maintain the pace of these assessments. In addition to the fisheries assessment work,
environment team members have maintained dialogue with the Marine Management
Organisation and developer/applicants over consultations covering a range of marine
developments. Officers have also developed the Environment Plan for 2015/16 (see
agenda item 22).
Assessment of fishing activities in Marine Protected Areas
This work stream has remained the priority for Environment Team during the quarter.
Utilising the comprehensive fishing impact reviews compiled by the Eastern IFCA
Research team and feedback from Natural England on the initial suite of habitats
regulations assessment-style assessments submitted in December 2014, the
environment team has refined these initial assessments and completed a further twenty
assessments during the quarter. These include reviews of beam trawling, dredging,
potting and hand-working in marine protected areas across Norfolk, Lincolnshire and
Suffolk (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Completed Eastern IFCA fishing impact assessments and draft conclusions,
March 2015

Marine
Area

Protected

The Wash & North
Norfolk Coast SAC

Feature/subfeature

Fishing Activity

Beam trawls (shrimp)

Subtidal mixed
sediment
Subtidal muddy
sand

Beam trawls (shrimp)

Subtidal coarse
sediment

N

Y

Beam trawls (shrimp)

Intertidal muddy
sand and sand

N

Y

Subtidal mixed
sediment

N

Y

Subtidal stony reef

N

Y

Dredges (mussels,
clams, oysters)

Intertidal mud

N

N

Dredges (mussels,
clams, oysters)

Subtidal muddy
sand

N

N

Handwork (access from
vessel)

Intertidal mud

N

N

Handwork (access from
vessel)

Intertidal muddy
sand and sand

N

N

Handwork (access from
land)

Intertidal mud

N

N

Handwork (access from
land)
Handwork (access from
vessel)

Intertidal muddy
sand and sand
Intertidal coarse
sediment

N

N

N

N

Handwork (access from
land)

Intertidal coarse
sediment

N

N

Beam trawls (shrimp)

Intertidal coarse
sediment

N

N
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Where a possible “adverse effect on site integrity” has been identified, the Authority will
be required to consider management options in order to mitigate effects. A site
management board has been arranged for 22nd April 2015 to consider management
options for beam trawling for shrimps, where adverse effect has been identified for
certain subtidal sediments within the Wash & North Norfolk Coast SAC. Management
measures will be considered in conjunction with wider factors affecting this fishery: it has
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also been identified as a medium priority for management in relation to in the Authority’s
Strategic Assessment11 (presented to the Regulation & Compliance Sub-Committee in
November 2014); and local shrimp fishermen and processors are working towards
achieving accredited status for this fishery by demonstrating stock sustainability and
reducing environmental impacts.
Given the current national focus on fisheries assessment in marine protected areas, there
is a range of associated projects taking place to support this work. Three of these
projects with particular relevance for Eastern IFCA include:
Fishing Footprint project
In December 2014, Eastern IFCA officers proposed a nationally-co-ordinated approach to
assess the physical contact between fishing gear and seabed features, to assist IFCAs
and MMO with assessments of fishing on marine protected area features. Local variations
in fishing gear parameters and methods of deployment would be taken into account by
obtaining evidence from individual IFCAs. The “Fishing Footprint” project was developed
and funded through Defra’s Impacts Evidence Group. The consultants Envision and MRAG
were commissioned in February 2015 to undertake a pilot study, in conjunction with MMO
and IFCAs. An initial feasibility report was due in April 2015; subsequently three case
studies would be taken forward with IFCAs to trial the approach, for reporting in May
2015.
Risk-based assessments for fisheries in MPAs
The National Federation of Fishermen’s Organisations (NFFO) has commissioned ABP
Marine Environmental Research Ltd and Ichthys Marine Ecological Consulting to review
the evidence base on fishing activities, fishing gear impacts, and conservation features
for specific fisheries in selected sites. This study is welcomed, given the significant
evidence gaps12 in these three areas of evidence which underpin the assessments and
subsequent development of management measures. Eastern IFCA officers have liaised
with NFFO and proposed that the Wash shrimp fishery be used as an initial case study.
Potting Impacts Evidence Tool
ABPmer is developing a tool to assist with the assessment of impacts from potting on
marine protected area features. The references cited in this tool have already been
utilised in Eastern IFCA’s initial assessments of the impacts of potting on boulder and
cobble feature in the Wash; the tool will also inform further assessments for all European
Marine Sites and marine conservation zones where potting takes place; particularly the
Cromer Shoal Chalk Beds recommended marine conservation zone.
Eastern IFCA officers met with Natural England and RSPB site managers for north Norfolk
sites in March 2015, to discuss fishing activities and pressures affecting features within
sites. This collaboration provided valuable information to assist in understanding the
range and intensity of activities that could affect site features.
Natural England is continuing to support IFCAs and MMO with their assessments of
fishing activities on European Marine Sites, through the provision of conservation advice
and of feature data. The fisheries assessment project coincides with the updating of
conservation advice for all SACs and SPAs, and the provision of conservation feature data

11

The EIFCA Strategic Assessment considered fisheries according to landings data, ICES advice, and availability
of evidence
12

In August 2014 EIFCA produced an Evidence Gap analysis in preparation for the assessments of fisheries in
marine protected areas.
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layers. The tight timescales that IFCAs and MMO are working within mean we have been
required to use existing (old) conservation advice to inform the assessments; Natural
England is fully aware of the urgency in providing updated advice and are working with
IFCAs/MMO to prioritise the delivery of this advice. Updated feature extent data for the
Wash & North Norfolk Coast EMS was provided in March 2015 and has required some of
our draft assessments to be amended to reflect new extent data.
Natural England’s senior national specialists have drafted new advice relating to
managing ephemeral features such as Sabellaria spinulosa reef, and relating to the
Adaptive Risk Management approach. This advice has not been finalised but aligns with
Eastern IFCA’s and our regional Natural England team’s approach to managing this
feature. Natural England have also analysed additional Sabellaria distribution and quality
data for 2010-2012 which must be considered as part of the review of Eastern IFCA’s
Regulatory Notice no.1 under the Protected Areas Byelaw (this review must be complete
by March 2017).
Stour & Orwell Estuaries Special Protection Area (SPA) - bait digging
Eastern IFCA officers have continued to assist with monitoring of bait digging and dog
walking activity in the Stour & Orwell Estuaries SPA, during the critical winter months
when birds are most vulnerable to disturbance. Indications are that whilst the majority of
bait diggers abide by the voluntary Code of Conduct to avoid sensitive areas in the winter
months, some diggers continue to utilise these areas.
Suffolk Wildlife Trust has
continued to voice concerns over the level bait digging in the upper Orwell.
Eastern IFCA’s assessment of the impacts of bait digging in these estuaries identified a
potential adverse disturbance effect on site features, in combination with other disturbing
activities. Existing management mechanisms are being investigated (e.g. landowner duty
to license commercial digging for bait and liaise with Natural England) but to date
progress has been slow. In March 2015, Natural England agreed to investigate progress
with this action.
New Special Protection Areas
Natural England have advised that an informal dialogue will be held in relation to the
proposed designation of new and/or extended SPAs. This will include sites within the
Authority’s district, and will result in new requirements to consider the impacts of
fisheries on the features of these new sites.
Marine Conservation Zones
Defra launched its public consultation on the second tranche of Marine Conservation
Zones on 31 January 2015. Only one site is proposed for the Eastern IFCA district:
Cromer Shoal Chalk Beds. This overlaps with important potting grounds between
Weybourne and Bacton on the Norfolk coast. Initial indications are that current levels of
fishing activity are not likely to be damaging site features; however the Authority is
required to undertake an assessment similar to that being conducted for European
Marine Sites, i.e. to gauge the impact of fishing activities on the features of the proposed
site. This will inform whether any management measures will be required for this site, if
designated.
Eastern IFCA input to consultations on marine developments
Eighteen consultations were received during the quarter. These included three major
consultations, namely (i) The River Stour Mussel Fishery Order 2015 application; (ii)
Defra proposal on the Implementation of the demersal landing obligation discard ban in
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England; and (iii) an application for a licence variation to the consented Race Bank HDD
corridor.
Major issues raised by the environment team were as follows:
o

For the River Stour Mussel Fishery Order 2015 application, we (jointly with
Kent and Essex IFCA, with whom we share jurisdiction of the river) sought to
ensure the balance between the protection of the marine environment and the
use of it to support businesses and livelihoods as well as supporting colocation of activities to maximise co-existence and minimise conflict. We raised
concerns specifically about Marine Protected Area feature conservation
objectives, by-catch monitoring and biosecurity.

o

For the Defra proposal on the Implementation of the demersal landing
obligation discard ban in England, we supported measures to rebalance quota
in favour of u10m vessels and explained how inshore fisheries in the Suffolk
section of our district are constrained by the current system and emphasised
that highly adaptable nature of these fishers (in terms of target species and
activity level) means any quota administration must be flexible enough to
support variable business models.

o

For the application for a licence variation to the consented Race Bank HDD
corridor, we continued to support the use of HDD but raised concerns around
the possible effect on Annex I conservation features in the Wash and North
Norfolk Coast European Marine Site (as the corridor overlaps with ~50% of
both designated Sabellaria spinulosa reef and subtidal boulder and cobble reef
features) as well as the reputational risks to the Authority’s fishery closures
around these features. We conducted further dialogue with DONG Energy
about these issues (and the later decision to abandon the HDD cabling
method) via email, meetings and phone calls.

In order to increase transparency, consultation news items are now routinely placed on
the Eastern IFCA website (www.eastern-ifca.gov.uk). Our response to River Stour Mussel
Fishery Order 2015 application was summarised and published as a news item on the
website (we also fielded significant volumes of calls from local residents about the
application). Links to the news item were also posted on www.facebook.com/eastern.ifca
and www.twitter.com/eastern_ifca

Financial implications
No new proposal is contained in this report – it is an information paper.
Publicity
No publicity is planned relating to this paper, other than reference to the Authority’s
research and environment work on the Authority’s website and newsletter.
Background documents
2. Eastern IFCA Research & Environment Plan 2014/15
3. Eastern IFCA Strategic Assessment, November 2014
4. Eastern IFCA Fisheries in European Marine Sites evidence gap analysis report,
August 2014
5. Eastern IFCA MPA project tracker: quarterly report to Defra, 31 March 2015
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